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ABSTRACT

With growing environmental concerns and sustainability movements, renewable

energy source (RES) penetration is increasing and expected to have a steady growth in

the coming years. Power systems have encountered several inherent technical

challenges, resulting from either low inertia contribution by the increased RES or the

displacement of fossil fuel generation systems within the network. The decreased

system inertia and the decline in power reserve capacity are affecting the dynamic and

transient stability performance of the power system adversely and this adverse impact

will continue to increase due to further RES penetration in electric power systems.

In this context, this thesis contributes new knowledge to the modelling of droop

controlled BESS for enhancing damping capability and transient stability of large-scale

power networks with different level of RES penetration. The BESS with conventional

Proportional Integral (PI), and two new PI-lead and lead-lag controlled BESS with

coordinated charge control are given wider attention. In the initial stage, a wind farm is

designed to perform frequency control in a microgrid. A sectional droop gain method is

adopted for regulating doubly fed induction generation (DFIG) power output. It is

observed that the proposed multi-gain droop control method demonstrates superior

performance than the conventional approach. However, DFIG has a certain limit of

providing under-frequency support as a result of inherent incapability of regulating

incoming wind speed. Hence, a more reliable energy source is required to secure the

stability of the system.

Realizing these facts, comprehensive simulation studies have been carried out to

explore various RES penetration level and dynamic response capability of the system

undergoing multiple contingencies. Simulation results demonstrate that generator

control and system loading conditions have significant impact on damping capability in

primary frequency control. However, results with active power regulated BESS exhibit

its effectiveness in enhancing primary frequency controllability of the system regardless

of generator control and system loading conditions in power grid as RES penetration

increases. Furthermore, a new state of charge (SOC) adaptive charging strategy is
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proposed for recovering battery SOC to ensure BESS reliability against future

contingencies. The new adaptive SOC strategy defines separate levels of SOC charging

limit than that of the maximum SOC limit to ensure sufficient SOC excursion for

over-frequency events.

In the next stage, a droop controlled BESS is modelled and investigated to control

simultaneous voltage and frequency responses of the system by regulating its active and

reactive power independently. The performance of BESS is compared with the state-

of-the-art technology Static Compensator (STATCOM), while the system is exporting a

large amount of power across the network under various contingency studies. It is shown

via simulation studies that STATCOM fails to secure voltage and frequency stability of

the system in the occurrence of a single or multiple adjacent faults. On the contrary,

the incorporated BESS with active and reactive regulating capability remains successful

in maintaining the stability of the power system. Also, lead-lag controlled BESS has

demonstrated improved performance than PI and PI-lead controlled BESS.

In the final stage of research, the effectiveness of BESS in a charging station is

explored to avoid transformer overloading, provide PV smoothing and to increase the

charging capacity of the station. Simulation studies showed that BESS can effectively

reduce transformer overloading and as a result it prolongs its lifespan and provide grid

services when charging station has no load demand.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Continual growth in energy demand and intensified sustainability concern of fossil

fuel-based electricity generation has thrust the escalation of renewable energy sources

(RES), mainly photovoltaic (PV) and wind energy penetration, into the existing power

system. The government policy, social movement, advancement in renewable energy

technologies, present-day installation scenarios, academic and industry research

portfolios are indicating the focus on an emission free future electricity industry. Due to

such resolutions, a similar momentum of RES penetration is expected to be maintained

in the years to come.

Regarding the realm of this work, incorporating the large-scale RES of alternating

nature has brought an additional dynamic and transient stability challenges in the

existing electric grid. RES with different degrees of operational characteristics than the

conventional synchronous generators and inherent fluctuating behavior has increased the

complexity of power system operation. Moreover, with RES penetration, the main

electric grid encounters several technical difficulties such as violation of voltage limits,

transmission congestions, peak generation-peak demand imbalance, the higher need of

load-generation balance (spinning reserve) etc. In addition, reduction of system inertial
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capability due to low inertial RES penetration is an increased area of concern, mainly

their impact on power oscillation damping following a disturbance. Therefore, RES can

provide clean energy but with the expense of stability distress. Moreover, weather

dependency of RES will result in power export within the network to maintain

generation-demand balances and this situation will force certain transmission lines to be

operated near their maximum capacity. With already aged power grid infrastructures,

the stability of the system is often at great risk while the highly loaded lines encounter

disturbance. The accomplishment of sustainable electricity industry would require the

amalgamation of state-of-the-art technologies, operational practices and sophisticated

tools. The target would be to incorporate the highest possible electricity generation from

renewable energies, without raising stability and reliability concern in the power system.

The collective global efforts on rehabilitating critical grid infrastructures, advancing

electrical equipment design and control technology, simulating tools and embracing

artificial intelligence are essential to achieve a major shift towards the future sustainable

and smarter electric grid.

The custom of power electronics devices to facilitate the higher amount of

renewable energy throughputs and enhance power system stability are a common

practice in many countries; mainly by means of different energy storage technologies.

The advancement in power electronics technology associated with an energy storage

system has the ability to respond promptly. Present electric grid with added RES faces

many technical challenges and all of the understanding and problems are yet to be

resolved. Credible efforts have been put in the modelling of energy storage system for

utility-scale power system simulation in minimizing the adverse impact of RES [1–7].

Among many energy storage technologies, Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) has

been used in dealing with the challenges of high penetration of RES in electric power

grid by enhancing power system stability. BESS is at the forefront mainly because of

the technological advancement and reduction of battery costs in the last few years [8]. In

addition, the services that can be offered by a BESS have increased in the past decades.

The first-hand concept of BESS applications on grid level has been presented in this

research.
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This research work enhances the vicinity of BESS application on the grid level

aimed at providing transient stability support and increasing the penetration level of

RES in the existing electric grid. The detailed modelling of BESS with independent

active and reactive power control mechanism is addressed in this research. The

modelling is developed keeping in mind the operational requirements by the electric

grid that differs in accordance with the rationale of BESS employment. Considering

transient stability support, activating maximum power of BESS is given paramount

importance. The control design and application that are proposed in this study signifies

an exemplary shift in the capacity this auxiliary device is traditionally been used to

support the stability of the power system. It is established in this research work that the

use of ”application-based modeling” retains the important characteristics in determining

BESS performance to enhance the stability of the connected electric grid.

1.2 Objectives of the Thesis

The key objective of this thesis is to design and develop a BESS model with

independent active and reactive power control features that are suitable for multiple

power system applications. The competency and performance of BESS are investigated

in the context of the capability for dynamic and transient stability enhancement of

large-scale power system integrated with different level of RES penetration. To utilize

the fast regulation capability of BESS, this study has explored dynamic and transient

stability benefits offered by the incorporated BESS in power system under various

contingencies for improving power system damping performance and thus enhancing

system stability. To the author’s best knowledge, no earlier researches are available in

this paradigm of transient stability studies with the incorporated BESS in power system.

Undeniably, with fast dynamic response competency, ample opportunities are available

for BESS application in grid level. It is worth noting that this study considers purely the

technical aspects of BESS.

In summary, the research objectives are as follows:
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• To regulate the active power output of DFIG and participate in frequency

control of the grid using OPAL-RT - a real-time digital simulator (RTDS).

• To facilitate the higher level of PV and wind energy penetration in the

existing electric grid considering the perspective of transient stability

phenomena.

• To provide flexible SOC management depending on network requirement

without affecting the existing SOC strategy.

• To alleviate transient stability under numerous contingencies and enhance

power export capability of the power system.

• To reduce the overloading of a grid-coupling transformer in a charging

station and maintaining transformer capacity limit while providing grid

service to the grid and recharging the battery.

1.3 Original Scientific Contribution

In this research work, BESS controls are coordinated to regulate system frequency using

active power and voltage using reactive power. However, the preferences of active and

reactive power are planned depending on their particular application in the power

system. In contrast, to design an individual BESS model for separate application with

major modification in control techniques, this model reduces adjustment complexity and

provides the flexibility to be used in different environment with minimum amendments

in it. In this research, BESS contributions are addressed in minimizing the adverse

impact of RES, improving power system damping and transient stability and thereby

facilitating cleaner energy penetration that will benefit industry and community.

Furthermore, simultaneous transient voltage and frequency stability support from BESS

is considered and this can provide added value over Static Synchronous Compensator

(STATCOM) in relation to the voltage and frequency stability. This ensures a better

economic value of BESS for power system application. Moreover, incorporating BESS

in charging station, it is able to reduce transformer rated capacity and overloading
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during a specific period of operation, which would be able to bring down the cost. It is

also possible to obtain other grid services that provide an additional benefit of using

BESS.

The original scientific contributions of this thesis may be encapsulated as follows:

• A sectional droop control method associated with fuzzy logic regulated

pitch angle adjustment for real-time frequency regulation in an isolated

microgrid (MG) using doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) type wind

turbine. The remarkable outcome is visible for both the conventional PI

and fuzzy logic controller regulated pitch angle controls.

• A comprehensive analysis of the application of BESS in reducing

distresses related to the penetration of low/zero inertial wind and PV

energy system and supporting better frequency oscillation damping and

increasing renewable energy penetration. The new models originating

from this research encapsulate the dynamic characteristics of the

network. Considering various application scenarios, BESS modelling

ranges from voltage and/or frequency feedback control to the

active/reactive power controllers. This has led to the selection of

feedback signals and the adoption of different control loops to regulate

BESS responses to the changes in system dynamics according to BESS

capacity and design constraints.

• An adaptive battery state-of-charge (SOC) recovery strategy for flexible

BESS operation according to the network planning without

compromising the total battery capacity for network events. The charging

limit can be easily adjusted according to the BESS operator planning by

simply varying the value of charging current.

• BESS modelling with simultaneous active and reactive power regulation

and stabilizing transient voltage and frequency stability and enhancing

power export capability of the power system. In addition, comparative

studies are carried out to evaluate the performance of different
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controllers, namely PI, PI-lead and lead-lag controllers to regulate BESS

active and reactive power for power system stabilization.

• The development of BESS control technique in reducing transformer

overloading in a grid-integrated electric vehicle charging station (EVCS).

Moreover, this will increase the overall capacity of charging station and

BESS can be utilized for providing battery-to-grid (B2G) service and

charging from the grid without violating the transformer limit depending

on the rated capacity of transformer and battery. The active power at

charging station output acts as feedback signal to regulate BESS power

flow. In emergency situation or during low charging demand periods,

BESS can be used to provide grid services to the network and also to be

charged to maintain sufficient battery SOC. However, it is necessary that

transformer capacity limit is not violated while providing grid services or

recharging.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

Organization of the complete thesis can be summarized in a flowchart as follows:

Fig. 1.1 Complete thesis outline
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In Chapter 1, motivation of the study, research objectives and the original scientific

contributions are discussed. The complete thesis outline and a brief description of each

of the chapters are also highlighted in this chapter.

In Chapter 2, comprehensive research on BESS is presented, emphasizing on early

endeavors on modelling BESS to deal with uncertainties of RES. Presently, BESS is one

of the widely installed energy storage devices to deal with intermittent phenomena from

RES. In this regard, wide-range of research studies have already been carried out in

academia and industry and will be given further attention considering

multi-dimensioning applicability of BESS. It discusses and analyses the array of BESS

application in mitigating the alternating nature of RES, converters topologies in BESS,

confronts key challenges of the earlier research works and possible research directions.

Chapter 3 depicts the frequency control of an isolated MG by taking advantage of

DFIG based wind turbine regulation capability. The integrated control of sectional

droop and inertia emulation is employed along with proportional-integral (PI) and fuzzy

logic controller (FLC) regulated pitch angle control for regulating system frequency.

The simulation is carried out in real-time using OPAL-RT.

Chapter 4 presents the damping performance of the power grid with various level of

wind energy penetration compared to without wind energy. In order to improve system

damping capacity, BESS is incorporated in the network. The efficacy of BESS is

demonstrated to improve the system’s damping capability and diminish over-frequency

or under-frequency excursion resulting from contingencies events with increased wind

energy penetration. It is shown that when BESS is incorporated in the grid, the inertial

impact of increased wind energy penetration can be minimized. The BESS design is

modified and used in later chapters according to their purpose and operation in the grid.

Chapter 5 demonstrates the impact of PV penetration on power system damping

performance in primary frequency control. More importantly, it is demonstrated at

which point the electric system fails to comply with the grid requirements as PV

penetration increases. Generator control and system loading have a significant influence

on the dynamic behavior of the system and hence, special consideration is given to
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determine network operating condition for evaluating PV penetration. BESS is

incorporated to provide additional system damping and enhance primary frequency

controllability of the system. In addition, the generator’s control and system loading

influence on damping performance of the grid is further investigated with the growth of

PV penetration. Simulation results illustrate that BESS efficiently improves the damping

capability of the system in responding to primary frequency control undergoing

contingencies. Therefore, BESS reduces inertia related difficulties with increased PV

penetration and support the provision of increasing PV growth in the electric grid. The

efficacy of the proposed SOC recovery strategy is substantiated through simulations.

Chapter 6 illustrates the applicability of BESS and Static Compensator

(STATCOM) in enhancing voltage and frequency stability of a large-scale power system

and improving power export capability within two large interconnected power systems.

STATCOM and BESS technologies are at the forefront in the future electric grid where

aging transmission lines, intermittent RES, complex electricity market are the dominant

factors in power system stability. To demonstrate their comparative performance,

various single/multiple network/load events are applied while exporting power in an

equivalent transmission network. In addition, few other network events are also

considered to illustrate the efficacy of BESS and STATCOM. Through simulation

studies, it is demonstrated that STATCOM fails to maintain voltage and frequency

stability when the system is exporting 44% higher than the normal operating limit and

encounters permanent network faults. However, the incorporated BESS delivers needed

damping to the system and BESS competently withstands single/multiple network/load

contingencies and temporary/permanent single-phase-to-ground fault.

Chapter 7 presents the capability of BESS in reducing transformer overloading and

improving the charging station’s capacity. BESS modelling is developed according to

active power feedback-controlled strategy. BESS is also designed for PV smoothing and

providing grid services. The simulation studies are carried out to validate BESS efficacy

in the designed charging station.

Chapter 8 encapsulates the overall conclusions of the thesis and provides future

research direction based on the studies in this thesis.



Chapter 2

The Employment of BESS in

Renewable Energy Integrated Power

System - Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The installation of RES have grown remarkably and is foreseen to expand expeditiously

in upcoming years. Integrating RES in power network can minimize grid losses and

reduce carbon footprint. However, with inconsistent and little predictable nature, RES

can generate serious lapse that may create difficulty in maintaining normal grid balance

i.e. load and generation equilibrium [9, 10]. Rapid fluctuations, especially from

large-scale PV and wind farms put more stress in power system [11] such as voltage

fluctuations, reverse power flow, frequency deviations, etc. In extreme cases, these

phenomena can lead to catastrophic collapse of the entire system i.e. “a complete

blackout”. The adverse impact of RES farm originates from variable solar radiation and

wind speed that changes seasonally, monthly, daily, hourly and even in seconds.

Harmonic distortions and voltage flickering are few of the other problems that arise

with the large-scale penetration of PV and wind generating plants [12, 13]. As the level
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of RES penetration increases, frequent fluctuations in RES power output may impose

additional stress on conventional generation units in order to maintain voltage and

frequency within the acceptable limit. This will minimize the lifespan of conventional

generation units and also increase operational cost in conventional generation unit [12].

Moreover, an increment in RES penetration reduces accessible inertia in the system that

increases the need for additional spinning reserves and eventually imposes extra costs.

In order to minimize the harmful effects of RES in the grid, many countries are

already maintaining compulsory grid codes guideline considering such unpredicted

situations to ensure controlled fluctuations and reliable renewable energy operation

within the acceptable operating range [14, 15]. The grid codes range from limits in

ramp-rate, fault-ride-through (FRT) capability, voltage and frequency regulation

capability, dispatchability, etc. Few countries like Italy [16], Germany [17] and UK [18]

have already imposed financial penalties in the case of RES farms do not maintain the

promised output power schedule. If auxiliary power reserves are not arranged as RES

penetration increases, the power system may encounter severe system failure i.e.

blackout can be more frequent in the future.

Energy storage technologies have the capability to regulate its output and thus

minimize the adverse impact of RES indeterminacy. Among many existing energy

storage technologies, such as flywheel, pump hydro, capacitor, super-capacitor and

compressed air energy storage, BESS offers better flexibility in terms of capacity, siting

facility and fast response to fulfill the requirements of storage system application [1].

BESS can store energy and is able to control active and reactive power flow

independently at the point of common coupling (PCC) and provides various services as

shown in Fig. 2.1. The BESS services may include transient frequency stability [2],

enhanced reliability [3], peak shaving [4], transmission congestion management [19],

output power leveling [20], ramp rate control [6] and dispatchability [7]. The mitigation

of output power fluctuation, frequency regulation, peak shaving and plant

dispatchability can be improved by regulating BESS active power output. Conversely,

reactive power reinforcement, voltage regulation and Low Voltage Ride-Through can be

realized by regulating BESS reactive power output.
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Fig. 2.1 Typical BESS applications in renewable energy integrated system

In this chapter, the main objective is to provide a comprehensive review of various

applications of BESS in renewable energy integrated power systems as shown in

Fig. 2.1. Initially, common BESS connection diagrams in PV/wind integrated system

and associated converter technologies are discussed. Then a brief discussion on different

battery technologies and their relevant advantages/disadvantages are summarized. The

applications of BESS are classified in active/reactive or simultaneous active and reactive

power regulation. It was found that either the active or simultaneous active and reactive

power from BESS are widely studied by the researcher in grid application whereas

BESS application study for reactive power regulation is limited. The main reason is due

to the capability of BESS for regulating active and reactive power and also related

cost-benefit aspect of utilizing BESS. Furthermore, general findings of the study are

summarized for providing an overview of existing BESS application and their relevance

in grid application. The key challenges and their viable reasons are identified and

discussed in order to present the existing challenges of integrating BESS in the grid.

This also provides the idea of future research opportunity on BESS for integrating into

the grid.
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2.2 Energy Storage Technologies

Energy storage technology is subjected to the type of storages, short-term and long-term

operating time frame, power and energy ratings and applications [21, 22].

2.2.1 Storage Technologies-General Consideration

The available energy is possible to be stored for later use in various energy forms

including mechanical, magnetic and electrical natures which can be summarized as

follows [21–23]:

� Electric type storage, which can be further divided into two types

– Electro-chemical batteries

∗ Electrolyte type batteries- Lithium-ion, Lead-acid, etc.

∗ Flow batteries-Vanadium Redox

– Capacitors and super-capacitors

� Magnetic type storage

– Superconducting magnetic energy storage

� Mechanical type storage

– Flywheels energy storage

– Compressed air energy storage

– Pumped hydro storage

� Thermal type storage

– Sensible heat storage

– Latent heat storage
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2.2.2 Operating Time Frame, Power and Energy Rating

The application of energy storage technologies in power industry has existed for more

than 150 years. Many storage technologies with high potential have been advanced and

further research is ongoing for their application to large-scale power systems. The

application of available energy storage technologies can be classified in terms of

short-term and long-term period as shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2 Energy storage technologies capability- operating time frame

As indicated in Fig. 2.2, several battery storage technologies are available in MW

power and MWh energy capacity. However, mechanical storage systems are still at the

forefront in the course of higher power and energy rating. Recent technical advancement

in battery technologies are set in motion for large scale battery storage installation ever

than before.

2.3 BESS Technology and Batteries

The battery technologies have been in practice for more than 100 years. However, only

rechargeable or secondary batteries are preferred in power system application. The

battery technologies are gaining popularity in power system application due to their
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ability of providing operational flexibility, rapid response, reduction in price/kWh [24]

and technological advancement in recent battery technologies. The batteries are widely

used at all voltage levels in power systems [25]. Their application can ensure

operational flexibility and environmental benefits. However, large-scale application of

battery storage systems are not widely used because of their low energy density and

power capacity. Nevertheless, recent advancement in battery technologies, especially in

lithium-ion batteries have increased the interests for their application to large-scale

power systems.

2.3.1 BESS Connection Diagrams

The basic structure of BESS mainly depends on voltage level it is intended to be

connected. A typical BESS structure may consists of battery banks (typically stacks of

batteries in parallel), DC/AC power conversion system. A transformer might be needed

to convert BESS output voltage level to the grid voltage level if BESS is planned to be

connected with local distribution or transmission system. Very often, BESS absorbs and

delivers power to and from the grid which requires a bi-directional Voltage Source

Converter (VSC) [26, 27], current-source converter [28], with its choice mainly

depending on the purpose of BESS in that particular case study. Commonly used

BESS-PV configurations are shown in Fig. 2.3. Each configuration has its own

advantages and disadvantages. In the case of Fig. 2.3(a), an additional DC/AC converter

will increase system cost. In addition, as BESS is directly connected to the PCC, it

requires added circuit protection system that further increases costs to the system.

However, the main advantage is that BESS can be regulated as a separate storage system

for grid service. The intermediate DC-DC inverter with BESS in Fig. 2.3(b) provides

the flexibility to be connected with various DC-link voltage level as it allows to increase

the battery voltage to the high DC-link voltage. The block diagram in Fig. 2.3(c)

eliminates the need of a DC-DC converter. This architecture is only suitable for a

battery voltage equal to the DC-link voltage. The battery cannot be controlled and this

requires proper inverter control with the varying DC-link voltage as battery SOC varies

for grid synchronicity.
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Fig. 2.3 Typical BESS connection in a PV-BESS energy system; (a) PV/BESS
connection through an individual converter (b) BESS connection using common DC

side through DC/DC converter (c) Direct BESS connection on the DC side

The classical BESS structure in a wind farm comprises a very similar structure as

employed in a solar PV system; a battery bank, power conversion system and a

transformer, if needed. Most importantly, BESS application in wind farm is to store

excess energy from wind power and deliver it during low or no wind period. General

schematic diagrams of wind-BESS combination are shown in Fig. 2.4. The battery is

connected in such a way that BESS can be regulated as an independent storage system

as shown in Figs. 2.4 (a) and (b) whereas battery can be connected to the DC-link in

some cases as shown in Fig. 2.4(c).

Fig. 2.4 Typical BESS connection in a wind-BESS energy system; (a) BESS through
DC/AC converter (b) BESS through DC/DC and DC/AC converter (c) BESS connection

on the dc side with wind turbine DC/DC

In the case of hybrid energy system, battery can be coupled either to DC or AC bus,
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depending on design constraints and preferences. The battery banks may be integrated

directly [27, 29, 30] or with a DC-DC power conversion system to DC bus [31–33].

Another option for BESS connection is a battery bank with a DC/AC power conversion

system to be connected with AC bus. A transformer can be installed at BESS output

before local AC bus [34–37] or after local AC bus [38, 39] to finally being connected

with the grid. A few possible PV-wind-BESS structures are shown in Fig. 2.5.

Fig. 2.5 Typical BESS connection in a PV-wind-BESS energy system; (a) Connected to
a common DC bus (b) Connected to a common AC bus

2.3.2 Power Conversion System and Converter Technologies

Power conversion system (PCS) is a power electronics based interface to connect

storage system with AC. As battery storage system employs DC interface, battery can be

incorporated with DC terminal of PV, sharing the same DC bus. However, in a wind

farm terminal, such possibility do not exists. Therefore, PCS is necessary to connect a

BESS with AC grid. With high efficiency, fast response and control design, PCS

performs both instantaneous active and reactive power regulation, as demanded in the

present day grid applications. The PCS comprises of two level control- primary and

secondary control [40]. Primary control generates gate drive signals to control power

converter depending on reference charging mode and state of the system. The secondary

control receives active and reactive power command and select appropriate operation

mode based on the SOC, electricity tariff etc..
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� Most trivial primary control approach is:

– Proportional-Integral (PI) control.

� Secondary control determines the operation mode of the power converters. Three

frequent practices are:

– Charge mode

– Discharge mode

– Standby mode.

The direction of power flow denotes BESS power output i.e charging (negative) and

discharging (positive) as shown in Fig. 2.6. In ideal condition, BESS output is zero.

However, there will be a small amount of power flow in BESS in reality due to the self

discharge of batteries and converter losses.

Fig. 2.6 Various operation modes of BESS

Most common power conversion system design topologies are-

1. Single stage converter (DC/AC)

2. Dual stage converter (DC/DC & DC/AC)

3. Single/dual stage multi-port converter (multiple DC/DC or DC/AC converters in

parallel).

Single-stage converter (DC/AC) is one of the less complex power electronics

technologies for converting battery DC voltage into a three-phase AC voltage [41].
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Many batteries are connected in parallel and series for high voltage-high power

application. The addition of medium frequency transformer isolated AC/AC converter

with BESS DC/AC converter eliminates the need of DC-link capacitors, reduces the size

of grid filter [42]. However, this increases the total harmonic distortion in the output

voltage resulting from the non-idealistic nature of switching.

A limitation of direct battery connection to DC-link voltage is the wide operating

range of DC-link voltage as battery voltage alters according to its SOC status and so as

the DC-link voltage. Therefore, to accommodate this broad voltage operating ranges,

semiconductors need to be over-sized for safe operation. The DC-link voltage can be

controlled by incorporating a DC/DC converter between the battery and DC/AC

converter that allows maintaining a constant DC bus voltage regardless of battery SOC

status [43]. In contrast to a non-isolated DC/DC converter [43], an isolated bidirectional

DC/DC converter enhances converter efficiency, provides smoother power flow control

and reduces costs [44].

In order to connect BESS to the medium voltage grid without a step-up transformer,

the modular converter can be designed in cascaded order. In single-stage cascaded

H-bridge converter type connection, each series connected cells can contain equally

distributed battery modules with smaller battery strings (distributed) and each full

bridge converter can control battery modules to regulate the power flow [45]. In the

modular multilevel converter, long battery strings can be connected to the common

DC-link (centralized) with submodules (SMs) in series to form converter arms.

However, a centralized battery connection hinders the advantage of cascaded

structure [46]. In dual-stage multi-port converter, each SM consists of DC converter

with battery and DC/AC converter [47].

2.3.3 Quantities for Battery SOC Calculation

The SOC is the accessible battery capacity to participate in charging/discharging cycles

that is possible to define from the perspective of power and energy application. The

measurable quantities for battery SOC estimated calculation are as follows:
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• Cell/electrolyte Temperature

• Ambient temperature

• Ampere-hour counting

• Battery age

• Cell voltage

• Concentration of the electrolyte.

In model free approach, Coulomb Counting Method [48] and Open Circuit

Voltage [49] methods are the reasonable ways to determine a battery SOC but the

accuracy is debatable as the estimation results are dependent on initial error and

accumulated noise in voltage and current measurements. An intelligent Recurrent

Neural Networks (RNN) method based on battery voltage/current and ambient

temperature is another way of estimating SOC [50]. Nevertheless, RNN is a training

dependent method which may not perform satisfactorily for unseen data sets and also as

this ignores the internal parameters of battery, the error may persist in SOC estimation.

On the contrary, model based method comprises of closed loop approach that uses

estimation algorithms for correcting SOC error regularly from the voltage, current and

temperature measurements to provide more accurate SOC calculation. A dual

fractional-order extended Kalman filter [51] or other types of Kalman filter has been one

of the most preferred algorithms for estimating SOC. Battery surface temperature often

varies by a great number than the battery internal temperature and hence battery shell

temperature is added for better SOC estimation [52]. Nevertheless, as the battery

parameters change with battery aging and operating conditions, model based approach

still faces difficulties in providing reliable SOC estimation [53]. Few adaptive

estimation approaches are available in the literature for estimating SOC accurately and

reliably [54, 55]. The errors in measurement and model result in incorrect SOC

estimation [56] and it can be said that there are ample space for developing an accurate,

robust and reliable SOC estimation technique.
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2.3.4 Battery Types

Generally, batteries are categorized in two different battery technologies:

• Primary (non-rechargeable); and

• Secondary (rechargeable).

Rechargeable batteries are the most mature method of energy storage [57, 58] as

chemical energy [59] and is preferred in power system application. A battery comprises

of numerous electrochemical cells coupled in series and/or in parallel based on

appropriate voltage and capacity requirement [60]. Individual cell is composed of

positive and negative electrode, separated by liquid, paste or solid electrolyte [61, 62].

The important characteristics of rechargeable batteries are that transformation of

electrical energy to chemical energy (charge) and vice versa (discharge) should be

energy efficient and of minimal physical changes [63].

Rechargeable or secondary batteries can respond very quickly (<s) [64] which

allows BESS to be popular and widely used option for steady-state and dynamic

stability enhancement in power systems. Some important features or performance

characteristics of batteries [61, 65] that are intended for power system applications

comprise of the following:

• Power and energy capacity;

• Battery efficiency level;

• Battery life span;

• Battery temperature;

• State of charge (SOC);

• Depth of discharge (DOD);

• Battery self-discharge;

• Battery sizing;

• Operation and maintenance requirements.

The duration of energy storage ranges from hours to months [62]. Various battery
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technologies [63, 66, 67] used in renewable energy system are briefly discussed in the

following subsections.

2.3.4.1 Lead Acid

Since the beginning of the practical application of lead-acid batteries in 1860, it has

been the most sophisticated and frequently adopted rechargeable battery technology in

power system. Lead-acid cell comprises of a lead oxide positive electrode and a sponge

lead negative electrode- which are isolated by a micro-porous substance as shown in

Fig. 2.7 [21]. It has 70-90% efficiency but limited life cycle span (5-15 years) which

restrict its large-scale storage application [62, 68]. Flooded battery and valve regulated

(VRLA) [69] types are the most common types of lead-acid battery.

negative electrode with a combined lead–acid negative and a
carbon-based supercapacitor negative (the UltraBattery 1 and
others) or they may have a supercapacitor only negative (the PbC
battery), or carbon powder additives to the negative active
material. In all cases the positive electrode is the same as in a
conventional lead–acid battery. Lead–acid batteries may be
flooded or sealed valve-regulated (VRLA) types and the grids
may be in the form of flat pasted plates or tubular plates. The
various constructions have different technical performance and
can be adapted to particular duty cycles. Batteries with tubular
plates offer long deep cycle lives. For use with renewable energy
sources, especially solar photo-voltaic (PV) sources, the pattern of
use is for regular discharges with the battery not necessarily being
returned routinely to a full state-of-charge. This partial state-of-
charge (PSoC) operation can be damaging for lead–acid batteries as
it leads to irreversible sulfation of the negative plates and methods
to overcome this problem have been the subject of intensive
development [9,10].

Sustainability is one of the most important aspects of any
technology and lead batteries are no exception. Recycling of lead–
acid batteries has been an established practice since they were first
used and is continuing to increase. Recycling rates approach 100%
in Western countries and very high rates are achieved elsewhere.
Batteries use 85% of the lead produced worldwide and recycled
lead represents 60% of total lead production. Lead–acid batteries
are easily broken so that lead-containing components may be
separated from plastic containers and acid, all of which can be
recovered. Almost complete recovery and re-use of materials can
be achieved with a relatively low energy input to the processes
while lead emissions are maintained within the low limits required
by environmental regulations. Scrap prices are such that recycling
proceeds efficiently and economically. This is in contrast to other
battery chemistries, especially Li-ion, where recycling rates are
much lower, processes need to become more efficient, collection
and separation needs to be developed and the economics are not
favourable.

2. Lead battery technology

2.1. Lead–acid battery principles

The overall discharge reaction in a lead–acid battery is:

PbO2 + Pb + 2H2SO4! 2PbSO4 + 2H2O (1)

The nominal cell voltage is relatively high at 2.05 V. The positive
active material is highly porous lead dioxide and the negative
active material is finely divided lead. The electrolyte is dilute
aqueous sulphuric acid which takes part in the discharge process.
On discharge HSO4

� ions migrate to the negative electrode and
produce H+ ions and lead sulfate. At the positive electrode lead
dioxide reacts with the electrolyte to form lead sulfate crystals and
water. Both electrodes are discharged to lead sulfate which is a
poor conductor and the electrolyte is progressively diluted as the
discharge proceeds (Fig. 1). On charge the reverse reactions take
place. As cells approach top-of-charge and the electrodes have
been progressively converted back to lead dioxide and lead, the
specific gravity of the electrolyte rises as the sulfate concentration
is increased. Further charging will result in water loss as it is
electrolysed to hydrogen and oxygen but the over-potential at
which this occurs is sufficiently high for water loss to be
manageable by controlling the charging voltage. For flooded
batteries, correct selection of the grid alloys and charging
parameters reduce water loss to very low levels so that adding
water for battery maintenance only needs to be carried out
occasionally. If, however, a sealed cell is designed so that the

electrolyte is immobilised in either an absorptive glass mat (AGM)
separator or gelled with finely dispersed silica, channels can be
formed between the positive and negative plates, either as
connected gas porosity in AGM types or micro-cracks in the gel
such that there is a passage for oxygen gas from the positive where
it is generated to the negative where it reacts with lead to form lead
sulfate. The reactions are:

H2O ! 2H+ + 1/2 O2 + 2e�and (2)

Pb + 1/2 O2 + H2SO4! PbSO4 + H2O (3)

Diffusion of oxygen from the positive to the negative in the gas
phase is much faster than in liquid electrolyte. Oxygen is
chemically recombined to produce lead sulfate which is the
normal discharge product, depolarising the plate, which is then
recharged back to lead as in the normal charge process. Other
requirements for sealed recombinant cells are to select the grid
alloys with a high hydrogen over-potential to reduce hydrogen
evolution at the negative and more generally to have high purity
materials for both active materials and grids. In addition, cells need
to have one-way valves to permit the release of small quantities of
hydrogen and prevent air from entering cells. Batteries with such
cells are referred to as valve-regulated lead-acid cells as they have a
one-way valve to release gas from the cell at a pre-determined
internal pressure but prevent air entering the cell from the
surroundings.

2.2. Cell construction

Lead–acid cells are constructed from lead alloy grids which
mechanically support the positive and negative active materials
and act as current collectors. The grids are stacked together as
positive and negative plates and interleaved with a porous
electrically insulating separator. The plate stack is inserted into
a suitable moulded polymer case to contain the cell components
and the electrolyte with the positive and negative plates connected
together, terminals, a lid and venting arrangements. There are two
main types of positive plate; flat pasted plates and tubular plates.
The negative plates are always flat pasted types. There are also
spiral wound plate types and bipolar designs but these tend to be
confined to smaller capacities. In addition to the different plate
types, cells may be flooded or VRLA types.

For pasted plates, the grids may be cast, made by slitting and
expanding sheets of lead alloy or by punching sheets of lead alloy.
The lead alloy may contain antimony in varying quantities, it may

Fig. 1. Chemistry and principal components of a lead–acid battery.
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Fig. 2.7 Components of a lead-acid battery [21], Licensed under CC BY 4.0

2.3.4.2 Lithium-Ion (Li-ion)

With nearly 50 years technology development, Li-ion is well recognized in hybrid

electric vehicle or Plug-in hybrid vehicle and in power grid application [70]. The anode

of Li-ion batteries is comprised of a lithiated graphite or Lititanate and the cathode is Li

metal oxide or a Li metal phosphate separated by electrolyte made of lithium salts as

illustrated in Fig. 2.8 [21, 71]. With an efficiency of nearly 100% [62, 68], this

technology is lucrative for 3Cs (computer, communication, consumer) market

applications. However, the problem with Li-ion batteries is its high capital cost

($)/kWh. With slightly distorted O2 atoms, lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) forms an
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orthorhombic olivine-type structure [72]. It shows lower heat generation but it has lower

energy density [73]. LiFePO4 is most valued material in electric vehicle(EV)

application [74]. In Li-ion polymer batteries, electrodes are separated by microporous

poly-olefin [75]. These batteries are becoming more attractive in renewable energy and

EV as a result of higher power and energy density and less memory effect [75, 76].

3.16. Designs for longer life

The key to lower lifetime costs for lead batteries in energy
storage applications is longer life under all operating conditions.
Some of the failure modes described can be avoided by best
practice in battery design, manufacture and operation but others
including positive grid corrosion and growth, sulfation and active
material softening need a combination of better materials, further
refinements in battery design and careful control of the charging
parameters.

4. Position of lead batteries in comparison to other energy
storage systems

4.1. Non-battery energy storage

Pumped Hydroelectric Storage (PHS) is widely used for
electrical energy storage (EES) and has the largest installed
capacity [30–34]. The principle is simple; water is pumped to a
high reservoir during off-peak demand hours and is released to a
low reservoir during peak hours powering water turbines driving
generators to produce electricity. Plant sizes range from a few MW
to low GW power capability. Efficiency is in the range from 70 to
85% overall and installations may last more than 50 years with
suitable maintenance. PHS is used for time shifting, for frequency
control and for supply reserve. Deployment of PHS schemes is
restricted by geography and they tend to require long construction
times as well as significant capital investment.

Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) is used for EES in large
installation with capacities up to 300 MW for a few hours [35–37].
At times of low demand, air is compressed and stored in suitable
tanks or naturally occurring underground caverns and at peak
times, used to drive turbines and generate electricity. Heat
recovery systems are used to recover energy on compression
and to heat the air as it is expanded in order to increase efficiency.
Larger systems require underground caverns that are seismically
stable which are not widely available. Operating times are typically
a few hours and efficiencies are only moderate.

Flywheel Energy Storage (FES) uses a flywheel to store
mechanical energy which is converted into electrical energy
output by a generator/motor unit that also serves to input
mechanical energy to the flywheel by using electricity to drive
the unit as a motor. Efficiencies are reasonably high (90–95%) and
the response time is very short (milliseconds) but the energy
density is low. As a result, it is suitable for very short time duty
cycles and in particular for frequency regulation [38–40].

Other storage technologies are possible including supercapa-
citors, thermal energy storage, superconducting magnetic energy
storage and hydrogen storage with fuel cell generation. They all
have limitations which are discussed elsewhere [2]. Batteries are
attractive because they are easy to deploy and can be installed on
many utility sites in a modular fashion with reliable equipment for
power conversion. EES with batteries has good overall efficiency,
they can be installed with short lead-times and can provide power
on demand without delay.

4.2. Comparison with other battery chemistries

4.2.1. Lithium-ion
Li-ion batteries store electrical energy in positive electrode

materials made of lithium compounds capable of reversible
intercalation of Li ions and negative electrode materials made of
carbon or

graphite that can accommodate Li in the solid state [41–43].
Non-aqueous electrolytes are used as Li reacts violently with water.
These are a mixture of ionisable organic solvents such as propylene

carbonate with suitable lithium salts in solution. The separators
are microporous plastic films which may be coated with ceramic
particles to enhance the safety of the cells (Fig. 2).

For consumer cells, lithium cobaltite (LCO) is widely used as the
positive electrode material but this is expensive and for BESS
applications lower cost alternatives are used. These include mixed
oxides of nickel, cobalt and aluminium (NCA), nickel, cobalt and
manganese (NCM) in which the cobalt content is diluted. Lithium
manganese dioxide spinel (LMO) and lithium iron phosphate (LFP)
have also been used to reduce costs. For the anode, graphite or
carbon is generally used but silicon is being studied and lithium
titanate (LTO) can be used. The keys to wider deployment for BESS
are longer cycle life and lower costs. The use of Li-ion batteries in
electric vehicles is driving costs downwards.

Safety needs to be carefully considered for Li-ion cells. They
have a high energy density and the organic electrolyte is
flammable. Thermal runaway is a risk and the materials selected,
cell and battery construction and charging systems need to be
carefully specified to ensure in service problems are minimised.
Battery monitoring systems with thermal sensors, voltage and
current measurement and fuses are used for safe operation.

4.2.2. Sodium-Sulfur
Na-S batteries have molten liquid sodium and sulfur as the

electrode materials and operate at high temperatures between
300� and 350 �C to keep the electrodes in liquid form and achieve
good ionic conductivity in the electrolyte, which is a solid ceramic
material [44–46]. The electrolyte is beta-alumina (b-Al2O3), which
conducts sodium ions at the operating temperature. Sodium and
sulfur react on discharge to form sodium polysulfide. The energy
density is substantially higher than lead–acid batteries and they
have a long cycle life. Safety is an important issue and careful
design is required to prevent cell failures from propagating. Na-S
batteries are manufactured from cheap and plentiful raw materials
but the manufacturing processes and the need for insulation,
heating and thermal management make these batteries quite
expensive. They are also more economical in large units as thermal
management of small batteries adds more to the cost relative to the
capacity of the battery. As a result, they have mainly been used in
large installations for utility load levelling and are not used in other
applications (Fig. 3).

4.2.3. Sodium-Nickel chloride
Na-NiCl2 batteries also use a beta-alumina electrolyte but

instead of a sulfur electrode the cathode is nickel chloride
dissolved in sodium aluminium chloride (NaAlCl4) as a molten
salt which conducts sodium ions [47]. On discharge sodium reacts

Fig. 2. Chemistry and principal components of a Li-ion battery.
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Fig. 2.8 Components of a Li-ion battery [21], Licensed under CC BY 4.0

2.3.4.3 Sodium Sulfur

Sodium sulfur has four times higher power and energy density compare to lead-acid

battery with nearly a similar energy efficiency [77]. The electrodes are composed of

molten sulfur (positive), molten sodium (negative) and separated by a strong ceramic

electrolyte, sodium alumina as depicted in Fig. 2.9 [21]. A study in [78] shows that

expensive NaS is more economical compare to cheap lead-acid for a long-term period.

with nickel chloride to form nickel metal and sodium chloride. The
system operates at a somewhat lower temperature than

Na-S batteries at �300 �C but nonetheless needs heating,
insulation and thermal management. Energy density is high but
lower than Na-S batteries and a long cycle life is achieved. There
are demonstrator batteries installed for utility energy storage and
limited deployment in other applications (Fig. 4).

4.2.4. Nickel-cadmium
Ni-Cd batteries are widely used for industrial applications

because they are very robust under conditions of mechanical and
electrical abuse [48–50]. They have been used for utility energy
storage but they are relatively expensive. There are two main types
of construction with pocket plates of plated steel containing the
active materials or sintered Ni electrodes impregnated with the
active materials. Higher performance is achieved with sintered
electrodes. Nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries offer superior
performance to Ni-Cd batteries but with a substantial cost
premium and they are not used for BESS (Figs. 5 and 6).

4.2.5. Flow batteries
For utility energy storage flow batteries have some potential.

There are various chemistries but they all have energy producing
cells with remote storage of active materials and so batteries with
very large capacities are possible [48,51–53]. Vanadium redox
batteries (VRB) have cells with carbon felt electrodes which have
an aqueous acidic vanadium sulfate solution pumped through with

different valence states separated by an ion selective membrane
(Fig. 7). At the positive electrode V5+ is converted to V4+ and at the
negative electrode V2+ is converted to V3+ on discharge. The
vanadium sulfate solution is stored in tanks and in principle there
is no limit to the quantity and therefore the capacity of the battery.
On recharge the reverse reactions occur and the materials are
regenerated. In practice, the batteries are complex and the
materials are expensive but the claimed life is very long. To date,
only a small number of demonstrator systems have been installed

Fig. 3. Chemistry and principal components of a sodium-sulfur battery.

Fig. 4. Chemistry and principal components of a sodium-nickel chloride battery.

Fig. 5. Chemistry and principal components of a nickel-cadmium battery.

Fig. 6. Chemistry and principal components of a nickel-metal hydride battery.

Fig. 7. Chemistry and principal components of a vanadium redox flow battery.
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Fig. 2.9 Components of a Sodium Sulfur battery [21], Licensed under CC BY 4.0
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2.3.4.4 Nickel Cadmium

Nickel cadmium batteries have over 100 years matured technology. Nickel hydroxide is

used as cathode and metallic cadmium is used as anode, separated by an alkaline

electrolyte as exhibited in Fig. 2.10 [21]. Nevertheless, NiCd is a robust alternative to

lead-acid batteries, with higher energy density ( 2 times) and power density ( 6-7

times) [77].

with nickel chloride to form nickel metal and sodium chloride. The
system operates at a somewhat lower temperature than

Na-S batteries at �300 �C but nonetheless needs heating,
insulation and thermal management. Energy density is high but
lower than Na-S batteries and a long cycle life is achieved. There
are demonstrator batteries installed for utility energy storage and
limited deployment in other applications (Fig. 4).

4.2.4. Nickel-cadmium
Ni-Cd batteries are widely used for industrial applications

because they are very robust under conditions of mechanical and
electrical abuse [48–50]. They have been used for utility energy
storage but they are relatively expensive. There are two main types
of construction with pocket plates of plated steel containing the
active materials or sintered Ni electrodes impregnated with the
active materials. Higher performance is achieved with sintered
electrodes. Nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries offer superior
performance to Ni-Cd batteries but with a substantial cost
premium and they are not used for BESS (Figs. 5 and 6).

4.2.5. Flow batteries
For utility energy storage flow batteries have some potential.

There are various chemistries but they all have energy producing
cells with remote storage of active materials and so batteries with
very large capacities are possible [48,51–53]. Vanadium redox
batteries (VRB) have cells with carbon felt electrodes which have
an aqueous acidic vanadium sulfate solution pumped through with

different valence states separated by an ion selective membrane
(Fig. 7). At the positive electrode V5+ is converted to V4+ and at the
negative electrode V2+ is converted to V3+ on discharge. The
vanadium sulfate solution is stored in tanks and in principle there
is no limit to the quantity and therefore the capacity of the battery.
On recharge the reverse reactions occur and the materials are
regenerated. In practice, the batteries are complex and the
materials are expensive but the claimed life is very long. To date,
only a small number of demonstrator systems have been installed

Fig. 3. Chemistry and principal components of a sodium-sulfur battery.

Fig. 4. Chemistry and principal components of a sodium-nickel chloride battery.

Fig. 5. Chemistry and principal components of a nickel-cadmium battery.

Fig. 6. Chemistry and principal components of a nickel-metal hydride battery.

Fig. 7. Chemistry and principal components of a vanadium redox flow battery.
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Fig. 2.10 Components of a Nickel Cadmium battery [21], Licensed under CC BY 4.0

2.3.4.5 Nickel Metal Hydride

Nickel-metal-hydride as shown in Fig. 2.11 [21] has nearly 50 years battery technology

and preferably used in EVs. They possess higher power and energy density than that of

a NiCd batteries [77] but with a nearly 40% lower cost/kWh [79]. As a low cost battery

technology, they have replaced toxic NiCd in many applications mostly in transportation

industries [80]. Nonetheless, limited service life and high self-discharge has limited their

application in power system.

2.3.4.6 Zinc Hybrid Cathode

With a development of 13 years, zinc hybrid cathode battery technology by Eos Znyth R©
technology, is a low cost DC battery system with a price of $160/kWh which is almost

50% cheaper than that of current lithium-ion battery technology [79,81,82]. Components

of Zinc Hybrid battery is shown in Fig. 2.12 [83].
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with nickel chloride to form nickel metal and sodium chloride. The
system operates at a somewhat lower temperature than

Na-S batteries at �300 �C but nonetheless needs heating,
insulation and thermal management. Energy density is high but
lower than Na-S batteries and a long cycle life is achieved. There
are demonstrator batteries installed for utility energy storage and
limited deployment in other applications (Fig. 4).

4.2.4. Nickel-cadmium
Ni-Cd batteries are widely used for industrial applications

because they are very robust under conditions of mechanical and
electrical abuse [48–50]. They have been used for utility energy
storage but they are relatively expensive. There are two main types
of construction with pocket plates of plated steel containing the
active materials or sintered Ni electrodes impregnated with the
active materials. Higher performance is achieved with sintered
electrodes. Nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries offer superior
performance to Ni-Cd batteries but with a substantial cost
premium and they are not used for BESS (Figs. 5 and 6).

4.2.5. Flow batteries
For utility energy storage flow batteries have some potential.

There are various chemistries but they all have energy producing
cells with remote storage of active materials and so batteries with
very large capacities are possible [48,51–53]. Vanadium redox
batteries (VRB) have cells with carbon felt electrodes which have
an aqueous acidic vanadium sulfate solution pumped through with

different valence states separated by an ion selective membrane
(Fig. 7). At the positive electrode V5+ is converted to V4+ and at the
negative electrode V2+ is converted to V3+ on discharge. The
vanadium sulfate solution is stored in tanks and in principle there
is no limit to the quantity and therefore the capacity of the battery.
On recharge the reverse reactions occur and the materials are
regenerated. In practice, the batteries are complex and the
materials are expensive but the claimed life is very long. To date,
only a small number of demonstrator systems have been installed

Fig. 3. Chemistry and principal components of a sodium-sulfur battery.

Fig. 4. Chemistry and principal components of a sodium-nickel chloride battery.

Fig. 5. Chemistry and principal components of a nickel-cadmium battery.

Fig. 6. Chemistry and principal components of a nickel-metal hydride battery.

Fig. 7. Chemistry and principal components of a vanadium redox flow battery.
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Fig. 2.11 Components of a Nickel Metal Hydride battery [21], Licensed under CC BY
4.0

zinc anode and LiMn2O4 cathode, the current density during the
anodic reaction is much higher than that of the cathodic process.
Thus, the latter is the kinetically limiting process during the battery
operation. This implies that the C rate performance of this system is
limited by the cathode material and we are in the process of
enhancing its kinetic properties.

The XRD analysis of the electrodes before and during cycling
allows for identification of the reaction products and could be used
to support the CV results. The patterns of the cathode material
collected in situ upon cycling are depicted in Fig. 4a. During charge,
the characteristic lines of the spinel LiMn2O4 shift toward higher 2q
values, indicating Liþ extraction and formation of Mn2O4 [30]; on
discharge, the reverse process takes place. The reversible deposi-
tion/dissolution of Zn on the stainless steel anode current collector
during charge/discharge is also verified by XRD (Fig. 4b). The XRD
data confirm the electrodic processes occurring upon cycling:
reversible Liþ ion extraction/intercalation at the LiMn2O4 cathode
and the reversible metal deposition/dissolution at the anode. No
other processes were detected by CV or XRD, indicating absence of
detrimental side-reactions within the electrolyte electrochemical
stability window, consistent with the excellent cyclability of the
system.

The mechanism elucidated by electrochemical and structural
investigations is illustrated in Fig. 5. Contrary to the “rocking-chair”
type batteries, exchange of lithium and zinc ions in the electrolyte
occurs upon cycling. Hence, the electrolyte in this battery is more
than an ionic conductive medium. It is also the source of anode,
which is formed by zinc deposition upon charge process, being
consumed and regenerated during the battery operation. Given the
reversibility of the chemical reactions involved, the mechanism
proposed explains the high coulombic efficiency and cycling
stability reported here. Because of its asymmetric construction,
metal anode and intercalation cathode, and the two types of
chemistry involved in the electrodes upon cycling, deposition/
dissolution and de-intercalation/intercalation, we refer to this
system as a Rechargeable Hybrid Aqueous Battery (ReHAB).

The energy density prospects for this battery are particularly
attractive. Since the anode active material is Zn2þ stored within the
electrolyte, the specific gravimetric energy density depends mostly
on themass of the cathode and theminimum amount of electrolyte
needed for the battery operation. For a 1 Ah prototype cell with

30%w/w Zn2þ excess the theoretical energy density is 160Wh kg�1.
Assuming that half of this value is lost when the weight of cell shell,
electrolyte solvent, and other battery parts are considered (as it
usually happens in leadeacid batteries), we estimate that the Zn/
LiMn2O4 ReHAB would deliver 50e80 Wh kg�1 of practical energy
density. This is much higher than that of leadeacid battery (about
30e50Wh kg�1). Furthermore, this new battery system employs an
environmentally friendly, and safer electrolyte and exhibits excel-
lent cycle life, and the cell components are not air or/and moisture
sensitive. Therefore, the ReHAB does not require expensive and
strictly controlled assembly procedures and environment, as do
LIBs. These key performance and economical advantages of the
ReHAB allow us to suggest that this battery may be an alternative to
the widely used leadeacid batteries. In addition, the ReHAB may
potentially be used for large scale load leveling, which demands
high energy efficiency, safety, long cycle life, and low cost.
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Fig. 3. CV data of the Zn/LiMn2O4 system in aqueous electrolyte at scan rate of
0.5 mV s�1: anode (green); cathode (red); and electrochemical stability window of
electrolyte (blue). Fig. 4. Structural changes in the Zn/LiMn2O4 ReHAB upon cycling: (a) in-situ XRD

patterns of LiMn2O4 cathode at various depths of charge and discharge during the first
cycle and (b) ex-situ XRD patterns of stainless steel anode current collector before
(blue) and after (red) charge; asterisk denotes the positions for the XRD lines of
stainless steel.

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the proposed mechanism for ReHAB operation.
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Fig. 2.12 Components of a Zinc Hybrid battery. Reprinted from [83] with permission
from Elsevier

2.3.4.7 Vanadium Redox Battery (VRB)

VRB as portrayed in Fig. 2.13 [21] accumulates energy by exchanging

(accepting/donating) electron between electrolytes during the charging/discharging

process. They have really large cell voltage which is beneficial to acquire large power

and energy than that of other redox flow battery [84]. The fast responsive VRB [85] has

a round trip efficiency, including several losses, of 75% in their life time [86].

2.3.4.8 Polysulphide Bromide

Polysulphide Bromide technology is a regenerative reversible electrochemical reaction

between sodium bromide and sodium polysulphide electrolytes, a polymer membrane

that works as a separator between electrolytes as illustrated in Fig. 2.14 [87]. Positive
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with nickel chloride to form nickel metal and sodium chloride. The
system operates at a somewhat lower temperature than

Na-S batteries at �300 �C but nonetheless needs heating,
insulation and thermal management. Energy density is high but
lower than Na-S batteries and a long cycle life is achieved. There
are demonstrator batteries installed for utility energy storage and
limited deployment in other applications (Fig. 4).

4.2.4. Nickel-cadmium
Ni-Cd batteries are widely used for industrial applications

because they are very robust under conditions of mechanical and
electrical abuse [48–50]. They have been used for utility energy
storage but they are relatively expensive. There are two main types
of construction with pocket plates of plated steel containing the
active materials or sintered Ni electrodes impregnated with the
active materials. Higher performance is achieved with sintered
electrodes. Nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries offer superior
performance to Ni-Cd batteries but with a substantial cost
premium and they are not used for BESS (Figs. 5 and 6).

4.2.5. Flow batteries
For utility energy storage flow batteries have some potential.

There are various chemistries but they all have energy producing
cells with remote storage of active materials and so batteries with
very large capacities are possible [48,51–53]. Vanadium redox
batteries (VRB) have cells with carbon felt electrodes which have
an aqueous acidic vanadium sulfate solution pumped through with

different valence states separated by an ion selective membrane
(Fig. 7). At the positive electrode V5+ is converted to V4+ and at the
negative electrode V2+ is converted to V3+ on discharge. The
vanadium sulfate solution is stored in tanks and in principle there
is no limit to the quantity and therefore the capacity of the battery.
On recharge the reverse reactions occur and the materials are
regenerated. In practice, the batteries are complex and the
materials are expensive but the claimed life is very long. To date,
only a small number of demonstrator systems have been installed

Fig. 3. Chemistry and principal components of a sodium-sulfur battery.

Fig. 4. Chemistry and principal components of a sodium-nickel chloride battery.

Fig. 5. Chemistry and principal components of a nickel-cadmium battery.

Fig. 6. Chemistry and principal components of a nickel-metal hydride battery.

Fig. 7. Chemistry and principal components of a vanadium redox flow battery.
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Fig. 2.13 Components of a VRB battery [21], Licensed under CC BY 4.0

sodium is allowed to pass through and the efficiency of this battery is about 75% [62].
6306 H. Zhou et al. / Electrochimica Acta 51 (2006) 6304–6312

(a) anolyte tank; (b) catholyte tank; (c1, c2) magnetic pump; (d1, d2, d3, d4) 
tie-in; (e1, e2) end plate; (f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6) gasket; (g1, g2) electrode plate; 
(h1, h2) flow frame; (i) cation exchange membrane; (j) negative electrode; (k) 
positive electrode.

with a fluoro rubber gasket of 1 mm in thickness to form a gap.
In the gap, a stack of several polyethylene meshes was filled
to support electrode and allow electrolyte to flow through the
cell fluently. Therefore, the cavity thickness was 4 mm for 3D
electrodes and 6 mm for 2D electrodes. A Nafion-117 mem-
brane was used as separator. The single cell was constructed by
screwing four bolts, and the interelectrode distance was con-
trolled rigorously through a micrometer. Another flow cell with
two saturated calomel reference electrodes was connected to it to
record the potential of negative and positive half-cell electrodes
and the cell open circuit voltage (OCV).

A custom-designed multi-channel battery testing system,
BT2000 (Arbin Instruments Corp., USA) was connected to the
PSB cell and acted as power supply and load. A computer
installed with Arbin MITS Pro software (version 2.8) was used to
control the Arbin instrument according to the charge–discharge
schedules given by us and record the data related to the cell
polarization characteristics and cycling efficiencies automati-
cally. All the electrochemical experiments were carried out with
the system.

It should be stated here that the cell state of charge (SOC)
equals the fractional conversion of Br− to Br2 according to reac-
tion 2Br− = Br2 + 2e−. The cell was charged and discharged at a
constant current density of 40 mA cm−2. After charge capacity
reaching 2.68 A h (about 50% state of charge of the cell), the
cell was charged for 1 min at a constant current density in the
range of 0–60 mA cm−2. After a 30 s rest interval, the cell was
discharged for 1 min at the same current density as that used for
charging. The above procedure was repeated at various current
densities to obtain plots of current density versus cell overvolt-
age. The charge and discharge cycles were conducted between
the upper charge capacity limit (1.07 A h, about 20% SOC) and
lower discharge voltage limit (1.0 V). During cycling tests, the
positive and negative electrode potentials with respect to SCE
as well as the cell open circuit voltage were measured continu-
ously. The cell coulombic efficiency is defined as the discharge
capacity divided by the charge capacity, the energy efficiency
as discharge energy divided by charge energy. Then the voltage
efficiency can be calculated from dividing the energy efficiency
by the coulombic efficiency.

2.3. Operation conditions

Unless specially mentioned, the operating conditions were as
follows:

• The initial anolyte was 1.3 M Na2S4 aqueous solution;
catholyte was 4.0 M NaBr aqueous solution.

• Both of the volume of the two electrolytes was 50 cm3.
• The electrolyte flow rate was controlled by the diameter

of electrolyte pipe and measured by a cylinder and a stop-
watch; the flow rates of the two electrolytes were both about
30 cm3 min−1.

• The electrode area was 5 cm2 in all cases.
• All experiments were carried out at about 26 ◦C.

2.4. Characterization of electrode materials

2.4.1. Carbon felt
The surface morphologies of fiber felts were examined

using a Super Depth Surface Profile Measurement Microscope
VK8550 (Keyence, Japan). The physical details of them were
summarized in Table 1. The porosity ε was calculated from the
fiber density ρfiber and the apparent felt density ρfelt:

ε = ρfiber − ρfelt

ρfiber
(2)

After being compressed to 80% of the original thickness,
the porosity of CF and GF were reduced to 90.2 and 91.3%,
respectively.

The structural properties of carbon felt have been well char-
acterized by various methods in literature [23,24]. Because the
reported data of mass transport coefficient in CF were all based
on the specific surface area estimated by filamentary analog
[13,25–29], so this method was chose to calculate the structural
parameters of the CF materials. Assuming that felt consists of
long, smooth and perfect non-porous cylindrical fibers, its mass
specific surface area Am was related to the diameter dfiber and
density of the fiber, according to:

Am = 4

ρfiberdfiber
(3)

Table 1
Physical characteristics of the PAN-based fiber felts

CF GF

Fiber diametera (10−6 m) 18.7 17.6
Fiber densityb (g cm−3) 1.74 1.81
Felt densitya (g cm-3) 0.139 0.129
Porosityc (%) 92.0 92.9
Specific surface areac (cm2 g−1) 1229 1256
Specific surface areac (cm2 cm−3) 171 162
Real-to-geometric area ratiod 85.5 81.0
Volume resistivitya (� cm) 2.22 0.76

a Measured.
b Provided by manufacturer.
c Calculated.
d Refers to a felt of 0.5 cm in thickness.

Fig. 2.14 Components of a Polysulphide Bromide battery. Reprinted from [87] with
permission from Elsevier

2.3.4.9 Zinc Bromine (ZnBr)

ZnBr is of hybrid form as shown in Fig. 2.15 [21], a combination of Zinc and Bromine,

two electrolytes flow through two electrodes, microporous polyolefin membrane as a

separator and a efficiency of about 75% [62]. With a high energy density and low cost,

ZnBr is pondered as striking for large scale application [86].

Advantages and disadvantages of different types of battery are summarized in

Table 2.1.
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and VRB batteries are only suitable for utility energy storage
because of the size of battery envisaged.

The zinc-bromine (Zn-Br2) battery is another type of flow
battery (Fig 8). The cell reaction is for Zn to react with Br2 to form
zinc bromide [54,55]. The Br2 is in aqueous solution as an organic
complexing agent and is pumped into the cells which have carbon
electrodes and a microporous plastic separator. Metallic Zn is
deposited on charge and although the Br2 is stored in tanks, there is
a limit to the capacity for any given design imposed by the Zn
electrode. Costs are lower than VRB batteries but the projected life
is shorter. Bromine release is a potential hazard and needs to be
managed. As for other flow batteries, Zn-Br2 batteries have only
been used for utility applications in small numbers [10].

There are a number of other types of flow battery such as iron-
chromium but they have not been used extensively.

4.2.6. Comparison of utility energy storage systems
Table 1 (below) gives some broad indications of the installed

cost, life and efficiency of various energy storage systems. For BESS,
the life is given as the battery life whereas the power conversion
equipment will have a life of 25 years or more with correct
maintenance. Fig. 9 shows in simplified form the range of
discharge durations, power and applications for various battery
systems and also PHS and CAES. UPS and power quality systems
require virtually immediate response but the duration will be in
the range from seconds to minutes. Lead-acid batteries are ideal for
this type of duty cycle and are extensively used for UPS. They are
also being used for utility applications for power quality. Ultra-
batteries and the Axion PbC battery are also suitable for these
applications. Ni-Cd batteries are not widely used for BESS but are
used to stabilise networks. Li-ion batteries may be adapted for
high-rate performance but this adds cost and they are better suited
to moderate rates of discharge typical of transmission service
operator (TSO) and distribution service operator (DSO) reinforce-
ment. Similarly Na-S and Na-NiCl2 batteries are used where there

are moderate rates of discharge. The performance of flow batteries
and their ability to store larger quantities of liquid negative
electrode and positive electrode materials moves their preferred
applications further towards longer duration energy storage. They
also lack the immediate response of conventional batteries as the
pumps and other ancillary plant needs a short time to start up.
Lead–acid batteries can cover a wide range of requirements and
may be further optimised for particular applications (Fig. 10).

5. Operational experience

Lead–acid batteries have been used for energy storage in utility
applications for many years but it has only been in recent years that
the demand for battery energy storage has increased. It is useful to
look at a small number of older installations to learn how they can
be usefully deployed and a small number of more recent
installations to see how battery technology has moved forward
and the directions for the future.

5.1. BEWAG, Germany

The BEWAG BESS facility was installed in 1986 to provide
spinning reserve and frequency regulation for the electricity
network in West Berlin when it was an isolated network not
interconnected with the then East Germany. The battery had a
capacity of �14 MWh and was comprised of 12 parallel strings each
with 590 cells with a capacity of 1000 Ah. The cells were tubular
flooded cells with negative grids made from lead plated expanded
copper mesh and pasted in a normal manner. The increased
conductivity of the negative plates in tall tubular cells leads to a
more uniform current distribution between the top and bottom of
the plates and better performance [56–58].

The battery ran for 9 years from installation until 1995 although
in the last two years of operation, Germany had been re-united. The
battery was inter-connected to the grid and the need for battery
support was reduced. In the first seven years of operation, it had a
capacity turnover of 7000 times the nominal capacity and there
were no reported problems. The battery supported a 30 kV
distribution system and the power delivered for frequency control
was limited to 8.5 MW but for spinning reserve this was increased
to 17 MW. The system fully satisfied the technical requirements for
maintaining the stability of an island network and showed a high
level of reliability.

5.2. Southern California Edison, Chino, California

Southern California Edison (SCE) installed a 10 MW, 40 MWh
battery at a sub-station in Chino which became operational in 1988
[8,59]. The battery comprised of eight parallel strings of 1032 cells
with a capacity of 2600 Ah. The cells were pasted plate cells with
antimonial grids and used compressed air for electrolyte agitation
to avoid stratification. There were systems for water addition, acid-
level indicators, temperature measurement and overall battery

Fig. 8. Chemistry and principal components of a zinc-bromine battery.

Table 1
Comparison of key parameters for energy storage systems.

System Life, years Cycles Energy efficiency, % Installed system cost, $/kWh

PHS 50 20000 80 250–350
CAES 25 10000 65 200–250
Lead-acid 15 2000 85 400–600
Ni-Cd 20 2000 85 1200–1500
Li-ion 15 2500 90 1250–1500
Na-S 10 4000 75 600–800
Na-NiCl2 10 4000 75 750–1000
VRB 15 10000 70 750–850
Zn-Br2 7 3000 70 600–800
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Fig. 2.15 Components of a ZnBr battery [21], Licensed under CC BY 4.0

2.4 BESS Application in Renewable Energy System

The application of BESS in the electric grid has started several decades ago. However,

with the growing level of intermittent RES penetration, BESS is becoming one of the

dominant energy storage technologies in the modern power system application. BESS

improves reliability and provides operational adaptability to wind/PV farm. Owing to

complementary behavior, a hybrid combination of solar PV and wind has drawn much

broader attention globally in recent years. However, regardless of an interconnected

system or hybrid islanded system, the stable operation requires support from auxiliary

energy sources. A comprehensive study of existing researches on different types of

BESS application in PV, wind and hybrid (PV-wind) integrated power system are

analyzed and summarized in this section.

2.4.1 Output Power Smoothing with BESS

PV generation is mainly affected by solar radiation, ambient temperature, panel

temperature, cloud coverage and operating characteristics. A consistent power flow to

the grid from PV is always desirable and certainly it is possible to attain such expected

stable power output [88]. However, this can result in rapid charging and discharging of

batteries, thereby, affecting battery life cycle. In some occasion, battery storage energy

management strategy allows to purchase/sell electricity to and from the grid [39].

However, this does not reduce peak-to-mean ratio (PMR) and hence an optimized
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Table 2.1
Advantages and disadvantages of available battery technologies.

Battery Type Advantage Disadvantage

Lead-Acid

-Most widely used industrial battery
during the past 140 years.
-Batteries available in sealed and
maintenance-free structures.
-They are economical and yield the
prime benefit for power and energy per
kilowatt-hour.
-They possess the longest life cycle
and are recycled at an exceptionally
high percentage.

-Lead-acid battery is heavier compared
to some of the other alternatives or
types

Lithium-ion

-They have high specific energy.
-Widely used in mobile and notebook
computer applications.

-Costlier than lead-acid battery.
-In addition, recycling system for large
lithium-ion batteries is not yet
well-established

Sodium-
sulfur

-With nearly same efficiency as lead-
acid, this battery has three to four times
higher specific energy.

-Does not have too many commercial
application.

Nickel-
cadmium

-This battery is dependable and able to
operate in a range of temperatures.
-Great tolerant to abuses.
- Behaves competently following long
durations of storage.

-This battery is three to five times
costlier than lead-acid.
-Its substance are lethal.
-The recycling infrastructure for large
nickel-cadmium batteries is mostly
defined.

Nickel-metal
hydride

-This battery is reliable and
lightweight.

-The alloys in the Nickel-metal
hydride battery are 25 times costlier
than lead acid battery.
-Nickel has been classified as a
carcinogenic and no significant
recycling capability exists.

Vanadium
redox battery
(VRB)

-Provide fast response.
-It has higher power and energy
density than that of other available
redox flow batteries.

-Relatively low energy density has
limited the development in stationary
application only.

Polysulphide
bromide

-Practically zero self-discharge makes
suitable for long term use.

-Large-scale practical application is
limited by technical difficulties in
storage technology.

Zinc bromine
(ZnBr)

-This battery has high energy density
than that of lead acid type batteries.

-Low efficiencies compared to the other
traditional battery technology.

energy management strategy is suggested in [89] that reduces PMR in accordance with

the variable sizes of integrated battery capacity. Moving average method determines the

average generation of system, compensates the error with less storage capacity and

ensures better load supply [90]. However, this method has a memory effect that results
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in frequency switching of BESS producing an increased energy losses and thus reduces

battery life cycle compared to ramp-rate control method [91]. The value of window size

defines the degree of smoother output (ramp-rate in Watt/min) i.e. longer window size

reduces the change of ramp/min. An approach for PV output smoothing with BESS is

shown in Fig. 2.16. BESS operates in charging or discharging mode depending on the

surplus or shortfall in PV energy to smooth out PV power and meet the desired load

demand. One of the main drawback with this kind of approach is that BESS undergoes

huge number of charging/discharging cycle that affects lifespan of a battery.

Fig. 2.16 PV output smoothing with BESS

Battery storage plays the foremost role to secure power leveling following wind

variations. SOC status of battery is a crucial measure of providing the capability of

output power smoothing at desired level and duration. While providing fluctuation

smoothing service, a SOC feedback method is presented in [92] to avoid

overcharging/discharging. In favor of maintaining a constant wind power output at its

terminal, battery storage system can store/supply surplus/shortfall in wind power

system [38]. In order to maintain proportionate economic expenditure and smoothing

performance, an optimal sized and fuzzy controlled charging/discharging strategy for

BESS is proposed in [8] that concluded BESS as a cost-effective solution for wind farm

owners. A constrained charging/discharging of multiple battery sets can prolong

battery’s lifespan [93], however, the actual implementation is essential for validating the
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proposed method.

A discrete Kalman filter is incorporated for eliminating the bias errors and

predicting the actual power of PV and wind that reduces the requirement of BESS

power for providing smoothing service [94]. Battery state-of-health (SOH) can also be

incorporated for improved battery health while smoothing output with the coordinated

regulation of battery power output [95]. In a SOC-based adaptive power control

strategy, the study of initial SOC (such as 10-90%) variation demonstrates detail battery

performance in a different SOC (overcharge/over-discharge) situation [96].

2.4.2 Peak Generation/Load Shaving

Peak generation and peak load demand in industry, commercial and residential buildings

do not often coincide. Battery storage system can store excess energy during peak

generation and supply the stored energy throughout peak demand period at later time of

the day. Additionally, battery can further be charged from the grid following low price

period.

BESS installation facilitates the maximum use of available PV generation by peak

demand smoothening [4]. BESS can store excess energy during the day time and utilize

stored energy in the evening to support peak load demand [97] and significantly reduce

the peak power flows in the network [98]. The battery charging/discharging rate is

updated in response to the actual SOC with the desired SOC level [99] and with

minimized cost and power loss [100]. In some cases, peak load demand in a feeder may

not align with the utility-wide peak demand and customer owned BESS can perform

satisfactory peak reduction if sufficient battery capacity is available [101]. A typical

BESS operation for peak generation shaving is illustrated in Fig. 2.17. BESS can store

the surplus PV energy during the daytime that can be used later on in the evening to

facilitate peak load demand reduction.

Demand peak-cutting is extremely important to reduce a definite point of peak power

consumption in commercial buildings, factories and in residential buildings that might
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Fig. 2.17 PV peak generation shaving with BESS

cause an extra cost to consumers and the adoption of BESS can considerably reduce users

electricity bill [102]. However, in response to deregulated and competitive electricity

distribution system, peak time energy price may not be much higher than that of regulated

price, thereby affecting the economic benefit of battery storage system in such cases.

2.4.3 Voltage Regulation

To ensure nominal voltage remains within the operating limit, fluctuating renewable

energy generations must follow strict voltage regulation rules. Battery storage responds

quickly by charging/discharging the battery by following voltage sags/swells and taking

the initiative of maintaining steady voltage source in power system. Voltage surge arises

during PV peak generation periods with little or no load demands resulting in a power

flow in reverse direction to the network. However, a large-scale distributed generation

unit at a single connection point can also result in voltage violation [103]. A variety of

solutions have been proposed to overcome such undesirable effect of large PV

infiltration in low voltage distribution network [104–108]. PV curtailment can be one of

the solutions but this will reduce maximum use of PV generation capacity with the

consequent of minimizing financial benefit [104]. Other adopted solutions are: PV

converter reactive power compensation [105], installation of voltage regulator [106] and
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transformer tap adjustment [107]. Grid reinforcement may be another solution that can

reduce feeder losses but it is a costlier solution [108]. BESS can be used to consume

surplus PV energy during the peak generation and thus reducing the voltage rise impact

of PV in the grid as shown in Fig. 2.18. According to the network requirement, BESS

can be designed to regulate grid voltage within the allowable limit by consuming surplus

energy or regulating reactive power.

Fig. 2.18 Voltage regulation with BESS in a PV integrated system

To deal with voltage rise/drop that emerges at peak PV generation or peak load

demand, battery storage system plays an important role [109–115]. Battery

charging/discharging can be controlled by local droop method in regard to battery

SOC [109], monitoring PCC voltage [110] and using measurements from distributed

controllers [111]. Battery storage system may support increased PV penetration while

maintaining allowable voltage limit [112], reducing transformer operational stress and

resistive power losses [113] and to achieve the most functional combination of PV and

BESS in mitigating voltage regulation constraints [114]. BESS active power [111] or

priority on BESS reactive power coordinated with BESS active power can be designed

for providing voltage regulation [115].

The overvoltage is possible to be controlled considering wind power operation

below maximum power point (MPP) but this will incur unwanted energy loss. Few

research is available in wind farm voltage support utilizing a battery storage system.
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Battery charge/discharge is regulated to control DC-link voltage in a wind farm at

varying wind speed conditions while maintaining overall system efficiency and increase

the lifespan of battery [116]. Voltage regulation is achieved by controlling both real and

reactive power [117] and SOC based active power and dead band based reactive power

control [118].

Peak generation associated with PV during day time and wind at night time may

create voltage stability issues (voltage rise/drop) for outreaching the power limit.

Typically battery system is integrated with a separate conversion system to store and

supply energy. However, in a PV-wind-BESS hybrid system, based on the configuration,

PV inverter can be utilized to charge/discharge battery at night to control voltage rise

issue that arise from wind farm surplus energy [119]. An optimum placement and size

of BESS is imperative for improved voltage regulation and prolonged life of the

battery [120].

2.4.4 Frequency Regulation

The power system inertia decreases reciprocally with increased share of renewable

energies. Hence, renewable power plants must adjust their output power proportionally

to respond against frequency deviation. The PV controller can be exploited in order to

provide frequency control which is subjected to over-frequency support through PV

curtailment [121]. Under-frequency support is possible to carry out but this requires PV

to be operated at a point other than the maximum power point (MPP) [122]. Since, PV

output is intermittent in nature and weather dependent, PV plants need to arrange

dispatchable auxiliary energy source to support system frequency whenever needed.

Batteries are widely studied storage arrangement to support system frequency in a PV

plant. The battery can be charged during peak generation and power can be supplied

back to the system whenever low PV output is available. Battery storage system reduces

power fluctuation and provides fast response to frequency deviation [41]. The combined

control of PV and BESS can also be an alternative for frequency regulation in which

BESS injects active power in the case of PV power deficit [123]. The power-frequency
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droop (P/f) characteristics as in (2.1) can be fixed type [123] or adaptive type,

nevertheless, an adaptive P-f demonstrates smoother transitions in various control

strategies [124]. Coordinated optimized control of frequency control and

self-consumption for battery recharge can be technically and economically demanding

which requires a trade-off between them [125]. The amount of active power regulation

of BESS (P) is determined by the droop value RP−f with respect to the changes in

frequency deviation (df) from the nominal set point as in (2.1).

P =
df

RP−f
(2.1)

BESS not only reduces the frequency drop but also diminishes frequency oscillation

compared to without a BESS. Conventional generators are getting replaced by

large-scale wind power plants and therefore wind power plants must commence the duty

of frequency regulation support in future. The participation of Wind farm in frequency

regulation has been evidenced via inertial control [126] and pitch control [127]. Mainly,

low frequency support is controlled by integrating pitch control mechanism and high

frequency support is controlled by battery charging/discharging accordingly [128].

Battery storage system can provide system frequency support on the basis of power

imbalances [129] for severe under-frequency situation [130]. To regulate system

frequency, battery stores surplus energy thereby providing peak shaving facility,

supplying stored energy throughout the low wind period [36]. However, it is argued

in [131] that the coordinated control provides better frequency regulation compared to

individual BESS or wind turbine control due to the need for large power in a short-term.

Nevertheless, in a coordinated control approach, the wind farm can regulate its output

for regulating frequency and battery storage will compensate if regulation demand is not

satisfied [132]. The effective utilization of BESS allows reducing the amount of

unexpected energy consumption while preventing wind fluctuations and provide

additional regulation services without affecting the lifespan of the battery. However,

extra benefits and economic advantages are subjected to accuracy in wind power

estimation, market price and battery technology [133].
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The shortcoming associated with wind and PV are dependent on unpredicted wind

speed and irregular solar radiation. Thus intermittent nature renewable generation often

result in difficulty to meet load demand that greatly affects system frequency. In

addition, rapid oscillation in hybrid power output might lead the system to instability.

Frequency is possible to be controlled by sliding mode regulated wind turbine pitch

control and battery system [134]. Battery storage (over/under-frequency) and PV

(over-frequency) may provide primary frequency support and diesel generator can be

used to provide secondary frequency support for long term frequency regulation

service [135]. Adaptive SOC can be incorporated in the feedback control for regulating

high frequency oscillations where generators provide low frequency oscillations that

minimizes stress on the conventional generators providing frequency control [136].

2.4.5 Voltage and Frequency Regulation

Referring to temporary or permanent island operation, following a fault in the system

and passing clouds, BESS, as an active and reactive power contributor is much more

reliable compared to other available conventional energy sources, for instance, diesel

power source, to satisfy generation-load balance. An optimized operating scheme [137],

single master operation master/slave control [138] and PI controller based control [139]

strategy is suggested to support ancillary services such as voltage and frequency to a PV

system considering dynamic behavior of the network and connected loads [137, 139].

The batteries can be charged either from PV surplus energy [137, 139] or grid following

a low energy price period [137].

In a grid connected mode, MG operation might be needed in case of a grid fault.

Therefore, an isolated system must be able to maintain nominal voltage and frequency to

guarantee reliable operation. Battery storage system improves dynamic performance by

scaling down system voltage and frequency fluctuation [140]. VSC tracks the active and

reactive power following the grid demand, the available battery energy [141] and wind

speed changes to regulate voltage and frequency of the studied network [142]. In some

cases, an additional dump load might be useful to dump excess energy beyond the battery
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capacity to be stored [143]. BESS for voltage and frequency regulation in 9-bus system

are shown in Fig. 2.19(a-b) which demonstrates that BESS can improve grid voltage and

frequency by regulating its active and reactive power as illustrated in Fig. 2.19 (c).

Fig. 2.19 Voltage and frequency regulation with BESS in a wind integrated 9-bus
system; (a) PCC voltage (b) Generator speed (c) BESS active/reactive power

Intentional or unintentional islanding operation requires voltage and frequency

stability to serve the loads continuously. Considering intermittent nature of PV/wind in

an islanded hybrid system, fluctuation in voltage and frequency in response to

load-generation imbalances, a battery storage system may enhance power quality of the

system. The controller will detect the power deficit and control the battery to maintain

DC-link voltage and system frequency by providing required power [144]. A

combination of frequency control by BESS and reactive power control by the PV/wind

converter is an alternative to maximize BESS use for frequency regulation and PV/wind

regulated voltage control in a MG [145]. Different controller may have technical benefit

over another such as fuzzy controller may outperform PI controller under different

scenarios with advanced dynamic response and minimum overshoot [146]. However,

rigorous assessment of operational complexity, technical benefits etc. need to be

addressed clearly to draw any conclusion.

2.4.6 PV/Wind Plant Dispatchability

Non-dispatchability of RES in comparison to dispatchable conventional power plants;

acts as the main hurdle for RES to be integrated in a large scale. RES dispatching ability

influences estimated power production to manage load demand in real time. RES plant
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output power is estimated from weather forecast on intra-hour to upto 39hrs [147]. RES

should have sufficient feasibility of dispatchability due to forecasting error and storage

systems are recognized as the utmost solution in such circumstance. Moreover,

electricity authorities in some countries, such as in California in the US [148], UK [149]

and Italy [150] are impelling incentives and obligatory specifications to ensure RES

penetration without impacting system reliability by means of encouraging storage

system establishment.

Battery storage improves PV plant dispatchability by facilitating peak demand

management, minimizing losses and charge/discharge cycles of battery [7].

Dispatchability schedule to determine battery charging/discharging operation at a

minimum cost may be based on forecasts generated one day ahead [7] or 1h ahead [151]

which largely depends on the dispatch period and renewable generation types. Large

size of BESS capacity is required in order to minimize the error between the forecasted

PV and actual PV power dispatch. BESS can be dispatched to constrain PV output

within the allowable maximum and minimum limit as shown in Fig. 2.20.

Fig. 2.20 Dispatched PV power with BESS

Battery storage system, as a simple charging/discharging scheme, provides the

flexibility to store surplus energy that can reduce forecast error in real time wind power

and contribute in dispatchability improvement of wind farm [152]. Dual BESS can

provide added safety to BESS operation [153]. However, dual BESS may bring
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additional costs compared to single BESS topology. Optimal coordinated planning

provides efficacious handling of non-Gaussian wind power unpredictability [154] and

economic dispatch opposed to battery cost through an effective coordination and

optimization [155]. BESS not only can minimize overall costs but also contributes to

reducing carbon emissions from the conventional generation units by supporting higher

wind penetrations without raising the stability concern [156].

The ultimate purpose of BESS usage in wind farm dispatchability improvement is to

smoothen wind farm output power at a given dispatch period i.e. 30min or hourly

dispatch etc. [157]. Battery SOC plays key role in power mismatch compensation by

using battery storage to improve the dispatchability of wind farm [158]. When SOC is

the primary objective for dispatch scheduling, dispatchability is largely reliant on

battery capacity. Battery charging/discharging efficiency also acts as major determinant

of dispatchability improvement [159]. To match load demand by hybrid system output,

BESS contributes in increasing dispatchability of the hybrid system, reduce the spillage

rate of PV/wind energy when participating in dispatching event and thus reducing the

costs of the system [160].

2.4.7 Fault Ride Through (FRT)

Typically, following a grid faults, DG units are removed for safe operation but removal

of large size PV plants will affect negatively to system stability in such situation.

Therefore, PV generation plants need to have an adequate FRT or Low Voltage

Ride-Through capability to remain connected during faults period and provide active

power immediately following fault clearance. Unlike in a wind power plant, a few

studies are available on PV FRT capability because of small capacity of PV and thereby

neglecting the negative impact on the grid.

In order to provide FRT service during fault period, battery storage is designed to

consume surplus active power during the fault and possibility to contribute in reactive

power support to control DC-link voltage [161]. The DC/DC converter operates in buck

mode to charge battery from available extra charge at DC-link [162]. However, if DC-link
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voltage exceeds the DC bus threshold or if SOC limits exceeds allowable limit, battery

system should stop functioning [163].

With the increment of large-scale DG units, disconnection of DG units tend to

increase the vulnerability of electric grid. Therefore, recent grid codes considered such

conditions and included FRT requirements for wind farm to be connected in existing

electric grid. To enhance the response of faults in wind turbine, the coordination of

battery storage system and wind turbine is essential [164]. Battery storage reduces

over-current during a transient fault in the system and supports DC-link voltage

converters to improve dynamic stability [165].

Following a transient disturbance in the system, distributed renewable energy should

remain connected to avoid catastrophic failure of the system. Thereby, PV and wind farm

must ensure fault ride through capability to avoid possible instability in the system. Fault

ride through capability improves the overall system stability [166].

2.4.8 Key Findings of BESS Application in PV-Wind-BESS Energy

System

Thorough review of existing literatures unfolds the importance of BESS application in

renewable energy system to provide required active and reactive power support. The key

finding of these studies are summarized as follows:

• The damping of active power oscillation is generally provided by tracking output

power as a reference and BESS supplies the required power imbalances. In other

cases, voltage/frequency or both is used as an error signal for BESS contribution.

• The most commonly used battery technologies are lithium-ion, lead-acid, sodium-

sulfur and flow batteries because of their technical advancement and accessibility

in MW range capacity.

• Direct integration of batteries on DC side of DFIG back-to-back converter or on

DC converter terminal of a PV may eliminate the necessity of an additional PCS,
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associated losses and thus minimize related costs. However this may require

complex design to improve converter’s robustness with high power/energy

transfer capability.

• The adoption of battery storage system to reduce forecast error may not be always

a cost effective approach [147]. The main determinants of cost-benefit are the

investment costs of battery, round trip efficiency and service life.

• A large capacity of BESS is essential for reducing the error between the forecasted

and the actual generation from RES which requires techno-economic justification

for the mandatory investment [151].

• The performance of smoothing is ameliorated by battery charging/discharging rates

and thereby smoothing of high ramp rates may result better output profile but at a

cost of quicker battery aging.

• Several minutes/hourly based dispatch strategy improves the charging/discharging

profile of batteries than that of a constant output power smoothing and thus

improves the life span of battery.

• An appropriate control of battery charging/discharging is able to maintain a stable

SOC at the end of the day and increase the life-cycles of batteries [137].

• Dual-BESS combination may significantly improves battery charging/discharging

management and is capable of reducing the number of charge/discharge cycle,

however this will incur more cost due to additional battery set to maintain enough

capacity of BESS [153].

• SOC based battery control design is crucial to avoid battery

overcharging/discharging and adversely affecting battery lifespan [96]. However,

with high forecast error, SOC feedback based control strategy could be

unsuccessful in maintaining desired smoothing performance [92] over the long

period.

• In general, the improvement in power quality, stability, reliability, dispatchability

and fluctuation reduction is limited by the battery capacity.
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• Coordinated and adaptive control algorithms always provide more robust

performance and better power tracking [154].

• VRB can be economically more viable for the same level of smoothing service

than the lead-acid battery owing to their longer life span, lower maintenance costs

and suitability for frequent alteration due to non-constraint characteristics of

charge/discharge switch [8].

2.4.9 Key Challenges of BESS Application in PV-Wind-BESS

Energy System

Comprehensive study of BESS application in renewable energy system reveals the

potential challenges associated with BESS installation, efficiency of BESS components

and energy regulation policy. The key challenges are summarized as follows:

• Optimal sizing of battery in PV smoothing is greatly affected by the maximum level

of ramp-up and minimum ramp-down boundary. This often results in difficulty in

finding an appropriate size specially when the occurrence and level of both ramp-

up and ramp-down events differs by a large margin [6].

• Battery energy efficiency and lifespan plays an enormous role in optimal sizing of

BESS. Thus, an improvement in battery technology is imperative to bring down

battery costs.

• Sometimes a simple control approach can be effective for smoother PV output but it

may be subjected to memory effect and result in reduced life cycle due to persistent

battery switching [91].

• The constraint charging/discharging of an individual battery can be economically

advantageous but the actual implementation of the proposed method through a

single power conversion system is a demanding and complex task which requires

validation [93].
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• The inaccuracy between the forecast and real-time production of RES power output

varies by a large margin in 24h ahead market than 1h ahead market. This results in

the commitment for large BESS capacity in a day-ahead market that increases the

capital cost for installation and hence, techno-economic feasibility is demanding

for participating in such dispatchable market [151].

• Complex business contracts between small scale consumers and power distributors

often retards small scale RES penetration on the grid. Hence, an interactive and

friendly negotiation between the network operators and customers are imperative

for supporting small scale RES generation.

• The installation cost of BESS is quite high so far which impedes the attraction of

BESS adoption by RES farm owner. Therefore, a cost-efficacious and high

efficient BESS technology is required to minimize the impediment of BESS

implementation.

• BESS can be directly connected to the DC-link but this lacks the control of battery.

To provide the regulation capability, battery can be coupled to the desired bus via

DC/DC or DC/AC converter. However, this will add the converter’s cost.

• An appropriate selection of DC-DC converter (unidirectional/ bidirectional) is

needed to handle the required power conversion (low/high-power/energy capacity)

efficiently.

• In the case of multiple BESS structure, a proper power allocation between

individual batteries is always a demanding and complex task. Decentralized

battery sets with multiple SMs provide better operational flexibility than the

centralized converter module with long battery strings. Nevertheless, an array of

converters will incur higher costs.

• Wind turbines/PV panels are connected through power electronic converter (PEC)

to the grid, therefore improvement in PEC control techniques may facilitate

efficient power management and reduce converter losses.

• Accurate forecasting is able to alleviate proper planning of battery

charging/discharging to ensure an achievable unit commitment to the grid with
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economical battery operation. However, it is often difficult to predict accurately

and hence, improvement in predicting irradiance and wind speed is essential for

BESS management.

• The requirement of battery power is highly unpredictable than that of battery

energy which causes troublesome in real-time BESS operation.

• Potential dynamic features of wind turbines are often ignored to reduce complexity

in calculation, but this may hinder rigorous output therefore both slow and fast

dynamics need to be considered during designing stage.

• Dynamic impact of battery conversion efficiency to the grid support is often

ignored. There is a need to consider converter’s conversion efficiency including

variable charging/discharging resistance with respect to battery SOC in real-time.

• Most commonly used controllers in a BESS control are PI, Proportional (P) and

Fuzzy Logic Controller. Comparative study of these available controllers or new

controller techniques need to be explored to find the better output response of the

grid.

• The impact from the failure or disturbances in battery storage systems to the

connected network is open for investigation.

• A convenient battery SOC recovery is pivotal for ensuring sufficient battery

capacity for participating in the energy market or stability enhancement. This is

particularly challenging in terms of stability performance requirement versus the

economical charging of battery.

2.5 Shortcoming of Current Literature

Disregard of progressive research in this field, ample opportunities are available to

accomplish further research in the applications of BESS in renewable energy systems.

BESS can be adapted for various applications by modifying its closed loop feedback

control strategy and incorporating a suitable battery SOC management and SOC
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recovery strategy. These demands further research concentration for improving the

performance of battery integrated grid. BESS in an EV charging station can also be a

part of energy management that may allow to reduce transformer overloading and

provide grid services.

2.6 Conclusion

With the proliferating nature of RES penetration, the urgency of minimizing the adverse

impact of RES has drawn significant consideration in recent years. Considering this,

an attempt has been put forward to present BESS application in RES integrated power

system and how they have been adapted for diminishing the adverse impact of RES.

The literature survey points out that BESS is widely used to regulate active power or

simultaneous active and reactive power while participating in minimization RES impact

in grid voltage and frequency regulation. In addition, as compared to smaller window

size for smoothing, the larger window provides better ramp profile per minute but this

requires larger battery capacity to be installed. On the contrary, BESS employment for

reactive power management is not yet widely acknowledged both in practice and

academic research. The concern arises due to the fact that the fractional use of BESS

(reactive power can be provided by any other shunt devices with lower cost) is not

economical as compared to the use for active and reactive power.

Integrating battery to the DC-link of DFIG generator/PV can be a cost-effective

solution to control active/reactive power supply. However, this has a shortcoming of

DC-link voltage to be regulated by battery SOC that needs to be large-sized or limited

SOC operating range for safe operation. A separate DC/DC converter can provide better

operational flexibility but this will incur an additional cost.

In this thesis, various applications of BESS for grid stability enhancement with the

incorporated RES and in the EV charging station (EVCS) will be investigated. However,

at first, the frequency regulation capability of wind turbine technology needs to be
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investigated to identify the potential of RES for stability support. Therefore, the next

chapter is focused on regulating the power output of the wind turbine in frequency

regulation under multiple contingencies. The pivotal point is to improve the control

technique of wind turbine regulation for stability enhancement.



Chapter 3

Frequency regulation of an isolated MG

with incorporated multi-gain droop and

fuzzy regulated pitch angle control of

DFIG

This chapter contains the following publication - U. Datta, J. Shi and A. Kalam, “Primary

frequency control of an islanded microgrid using integrated dynamic sectional droop and

fuzzy based pitch angle control for wind farm,” Journal of Electrical Power and Energy

Systems, vol. 111, pp. 248-259, 2019.

3.1 Introduction

In the 21st century, a soaring tendency in wind energy penetration can be found in

power systems, essentially due to the advancement in wind technologies, the reduction

of costs related to wind generation and renewable friendly legislations by the

government [167]. In the midst of many wind technology, DFIG is the most prevailing

technology due to their active and reactive power regulation capability [168]. The
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variable nature of wind turbine output creates several challenges to the security and

reliability of power systems. In addition, base-load units experience rapid power

fluctuations in order to minimize the influence of power deviation of wind turbine and

maintain stable frequency. At a wind speed of lower than the rated speed, DFIG works

in maximum power point tracking (MPPT) [169] and the pitch angle control regulates

wind power output at rated wind speed. DFIGs are linked to the grid via power

electronics interface which restricts the provision of built-in inertia support by the

DFIGs to the grid. This causes critical complication when there is a temporary power

imbalances in the grid. Large synchronous machines usually fulfill any power

imbalances but in an isolated MG, such arrangement is often limited to get in order to

maintain stable grid operation. Hence, necessary actions needs to be taken for wind

farms for contributing to the grid frequency control.

Involuntary P-f regulation is available in many countries. However, the prerequisites

of p-f regulation varies according to the country and transmission system operator. For

instance, Canadian Independent Electricity System Operator requires 10% increment of

wind farm power output during a frequency drop event [170] whereas Danish grid

requires a 10%-100% regulation of wind farm capacity for p-f control [171].

Many research works have proposed various droop and inertia control techniques to

provide frequency support to the grid by the wind turbines. Emulated inertia is

recognized to be a potential method of wind turbine control for regulating frequency

that can significantly minimize the rate-of-change-of-frequency (ROCOF) value [172].

In addition, smaller frequency drop and the faster restoration of grid frequency can be

achieved with the utilization of wind turbine’s emulated inertia capability [173].

However, it is found in [174] that emulated inertia is not effective in improving

frequency response. In some cases, droop control can be a competent alternative to

emulated inertia and reduce frequency drop and ROCOF [175]. The comparative

performance analysis of emulated inertia and droop in [176] concluded that emulated

inertia is able to provide reduced frequency drop but droop can contribute in faster

recovery and less steady state error. In order to maximize the benefit of individual

control approach, researchers have suggested the combination of emulated inertia and
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droop method for participating in frequency control [177]. The combined control

contributes to lower ROCOF, faster recovery of system frequency and improved

steady-state value [178].

Frequency regulation can be accomplished by curtailing or increasing the stored

kinetic energy of wind turbine temporarily and hence it needs to be operated at a point

other than the MPPT. This phenomena is known as deloaded operation and suggested by

many researchers [179, 180]. Various pitch angle control approaches have been

recommended in enhancing DFIG performance such as proportional [181], PI [182],

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) and non-linear H∞ [183] for tracking the

expected power output and enhance the stability in the case of contingencies event.

Fuzzy logic based FLC [184], fuzzy-P and fuzzy-PID [185] controllers are presented for

regulating and smoothing power output. The authors in [186] suggested that torque

control provides faster response than the pitch angle control. Understanding the

comparative advantages of pitch angle and torque control, a coordinated control is found

to provide better stability performance as demonstrated in [187]. Also, the combined

control of emulated inertia and pitch angle control [188], droop, emulated inertia and

pitch angle control [189] are found to minimize frequency variation and exhibit

enhanced output response.

Several studies have pointed out that conventional linear droop gain has a certain

level of limitation in term of providing better system performance. Hence, variable gain

scheme such as online tuned droop gain and PI controlled pitch angle control [190] and

ROCOF adapted droop gain [191] are a few of the many suggested methods to minimize

frequency drop and avoid the risks of vulnerability of the grid. A combined droop and

emulated inertia [192] and time varying droop-inertia gain [193] are recommended for

providing frequency support. Nevertheless, any information on pitch angle control

mechanism is not available. On the contrary, a time reliant variable droop gain proposed

in [194] may not perform satisfactorily in variable network operating conditions. Two

separate droop gains in the case of wind speed below and above the rated speed are

proposed in [195]. However, all the aforementioned studies of primary frequency

control (PFC) with wind turbine lack the coordinated control of dynamic droop and
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emulated inertia for power control and FLC regulated pitch angle control.

This chapter proposes a multi-gain droop with emulated inertia control for producing

power reference and FLC controlled pitch angle control which is unique in the sense that

the intensity of power margin is regulated with the level of frequency deviation. The

objective of this chapter is on the design of a coordinated sectional (multi-gain) droop

control with emulated inertia of a DFIG based wind turbine for providing frequency

control in an isolated MG. The sectional-droop gain is split into multiple regions i.e.

high and low sensitive regions depending on the sensitivity of frequency alteration from

the nominal value. The coordinated control is then inspected with the conventional PI

and the proposed FLC governed pitch angle control mechanism. In addition, a high

power margin of 25% for the wind speed of above or equal to the rated speed and 15%

for the wind speed of lower than the rated value are selected to avoid undesired higher

fluctuations during lower wind speed.

OPAL-RT, a Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) based real time simulation is

executed to validate the efficacy of the recommended multi-gain and FLC control

methods. It is shown that the suggested sectional droop gain method demonstrates

remarkable performance than the traditional fixed droop gain approach. Not only the

smaller frequency drop and rise but also the improved frequency oscillation damping is

achieved by the proposed method. Moreover, the suggested sectional droop gain

performs equally better regardless of PI or FLC regulated pitch angle control control

than with the fixed droop gain. The same robust performance capability of the proposed

control approach can be claimed for a wind speed of lower or equal to the rated value.

3.2 Conventional Fixed Droop and Emulated Inertia

Control Method

Large synchronous generators (SGs) usually take care of the temporary power imbalances

and maintain the grid frequency. With the existence of physical inertia of the machine,

SGs is able to provide inertia response and followed by primary, secondary and tertiary
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frequency control as shown in Fig. 3.1 depending on their droop settings and available

capacity.

Fig. 3.1 European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-
E) defined frequency stages [196]

The advancement in power electronics interface of wind turbine with the grid lets to

the modification of the DFIG controller to integrate droop-inertial control loop and

regulate DFIG power output accordingly. This provides DFIG to emulate the

characteristics of a SG and contribute in frequency regulation. In order to regulate grid

frequency, DFIG power needs to be adjusted and this is known as deloading. The

inertial power of wind turbine ∆PIE can be written as in (3.1):

∆PIE = 2HG
d

dt
(fgrid − fref ) (3.1)

where, HG is the inertia gain, fgrid is the grid frequency and fref is the reference

frequency. To avoid unwanted variation of DFIG power output during emulated inertia

support, a ±0.001pu of deadband is added in the emulated inertia loop as shown in

Fig. 3.2 [197]. The contribution of emulated inertia power is regulated by the positive

and negative value of frequency error and limited by the inertia gain of 0.2pu. The

emulated inertia has large impact at the beginning of the fault event but has less

contribution with increasing post fault time. The droop control has larger impact on PFC

and to avail this option in the DFIG control, droop control loop is integrated with the

emulated inertia control loop as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The droop control is activated

beyond the operating limit of ±0.002pu from the nominal value and this can be
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calculate as in (3.2):

Fig. 3.2 The Combined emulated inertia and Fixed Droop Control [197]

∆PPFC =
1

RP−f
df (3.2)

where, the droop gain is defined by 1
RP−f

, df is the variation between the actual and

the reference frequency. Since the droop gain has large influence on regulating power

output, it is limited to ±25%. The combined power reference is amalgamated with the

DFIG MPPT power reference PW−MPPT for generating the updated power reference

P ref
w . Hence, the updated reference for DFIG power output to the rotor side converter

can be written as in (3.3)

P ref
w = PW−MPPT + ∆PPFC + ∆PIE (3.3)

If the grid frequency is greater than the nominal plus deadband value, ∆PPFC and

∆PIE values become negative and thus reducing DFIG power output from the PW−MPPT

value and vice versa. The fixed droop gain is picked as 31.25 to show 25% power margin

with a frequency deviation df of 0.008pu. A limit (Ilim) is added to restrict the droop

power variation within 25%.

However, linear droop gain may have negative impact on frequency, mainly it can

cause high oscillations with a high droop gain if frequency variation is small and system
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is lightly loaded. On the contrary, small droop gain will lower the addition/subtraction of

DFIG power output in frequency control which will limit the improvement in frequency

response. Hence, to avoid this sort of undesirable performance, a sophisticated approach

needs to be incorporated for ensuring reliable, smoother and desirable frequency control

without compromising the stability performance.

3.3 The Proposed Multi-gain Droop Control Method

A large droop gain will result in higher contribution from DFIG output in frequency

regulation but this can cause higher oscillation, especially near the edge of deadband

regions i.e. low-frequency oscillations. Therefore, this chapter provides a new control

method that addresses this problem. The first sectional droop control is presented in [198]

which is adopted and redesigned for this particular stability analysis.

The proposed sectional droop intended to regulate DFIG power output in accordance

with the changes in frequency while adjusting the droop gain into two different levels

associated with two separate frequency ranges i.e. low and high frequency boundary as

illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The sectional droop gain is adjusted according to the intensity

of df rather than the wind speed as in [191, 199]. The controller is inactive when the

value of grid frequency is within the NOFB i.e. the active power reference of DFIG

for frequency control ∆PPFC is zero i.e. Ps = 0 as shown in Fig. 3.3. The deadband

boundaries for both the conventional and the proposed droop control is the same. The

low and high frequency boundary is designated as high and low sensitive region. The

purpose of selecting sensitivity region is to adjust active power participation in frequency

control.

The boundary between medium low ∆fMl and deadband low limit and medium high

∆fMh and deadband high limit indicate smaller frequency alteration and it is defined as

high sensitive region. The droop gain is small in this region which reduces considerably

the participation of DFIG power output in frequency regulation. This is to avoid

unexpected large oscillation with high droop gain and ensure smoother frequency
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response compare to the conventional approach. The reduced power references for

DFIG participation in the proposed method are P3 and P1 rather than P4 and P2 as in the

conventional approach. This can assure smaller changes in DFIG power output for a

smaller frequency variations and achieve smoother frequency response. The value of

droop gain is increased to raise DFIG participation in frequency control when frequency

increases and drops beyond ∆fMl and ∆fMh. The power reference in high sensitive

positive and negative regions are PWTmh and -PWTml. The proposed multi-gain droop

control method can be mathematically written as in (3.4):

∆PPFC =





PMX if df ≥ ∆fh

P1 + PWTh if ∆fMh < df < ∆fh

PWTmh if ∆fh < df < ∆fMh

0 if ∆fl ≤ df ≤ ∆fh

−PWTml if ∆fMl < df < ∆fl

−P3 − PWTl if ∆fl < df < ∆fMl

PMN if df ≤ ∆fl

(3.4)

Fig. 3.3 The Proposed Multi-gain Droop Control Strategy
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The associated power coefficient values are:

PWTh =
PMX − PMh

∆fh −∆fMh

(∆Fhh)

PWTmh =
P1

∆fMh

(∆Fmh)

PWTml =
PMl

∆fMl

(∆Fml)

PWTl =
PMin − PML

∆fML −∆fL
(∆fll) (3.5)

The region between medium low ∆fMl and low limit ∆fl and medium high ∆fMh

and high limit ∆fh indicates higher frequency deviation and it is defined as low

sensitive region. Hence, the droop gain is high in this region which defines the higher

participation of DFIG power output. The maximum power contribution of DFIG in the

positive and negative regions are (∆PMX and ∆PMN ) respectively, which are supposed

to be accelerated for the corresponding high ∆fh and low ∆fl frequency. The maximum

power intensity for frequency control is the same as in the conventional droop. The

power reference in low sensitive positive and negative regions are PMh+PWTh and

-(P3+PWTl), respectively. The proposed and conventional droop gain settings are plotted

in Fig. 3.4. The various levels of power margin are proposed in the literatures such as

10-20% in [192, 199] and 28% in [200]. However, a fixed power margin may not be

effective with the changing wind speed which has a dominant impact on the available

power output at DFIG terminal. Considering such phenomena, two separate levels of

power margin are selected; 15% if the wind speed is lower than the rated speed for the

frequency deviation of df=0.008pu and 25% if the wind speed is at the rated value for

the same frequency deviation.

The power reference for the median droop is ∆PPFC=0.056pu when the frequency

deviation ∆fMh and |∆fMl| is within 0.004pu. This defines the updated droop gain of

14 between ∆fl and ∆fMl instead of 31.25 in the case of traditional fixed droop gain.

The purpose of lower gain is to reduce possible high oscillations during contingencies.

The sectional droop gain and associated time are determined on trial and error basis and
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hence the optimal tuning of p-f setting will be considered in the future study.

If wind farm contributes in frequency control, the net power of wind farm may be

decreased based on the total volume of energy exchanged for providing

under/over-frequency control. The reduction in net power transfer to the grid will incur

financial losses and this can affect wind farm owner to decide whether they are

interested in providing such services or not. Nevertheless, considering stability concern

and the mandatory grid requirements will push wind farms to participate in frequency

control and they must oblige regardless of the economic performance. As such,

techno-economic analysis also needs to be considered and further study can be carried

out in this area to evaluate the benefit of the grid and wind farm owner while providing

frequency control services.

3.4 Wind Energy Conversion System and Microgrid

3.4.1 Wind Turbine Modeling

The DFIG type wind turbine is selected for the studied MG and a brief discussion on

wind turbine modeling is given in this subsection. The wind turbine mechanical power

can be written as in (3.6):

Fig. 3.4 DFIG power response for conventional and proposed methods with the selected
parameters [197]
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Pwtm = 0.5 ρ A Cp(λ, β) v3
w (3.6)

where Cp is the power coefficient and a function of λ which is the tip speed ratio and

β is the pitch angle, ρ is the air density, A is the turbine blade’s sweep area.

With a constant wind speed, the DFIG power is defined by the power coefficient Cp.

At a constant pitch angle, the maximum power for a specific wind speed is regulated by

the optimum tip speed ratio. DFIG operates in MPPT during normal operation to

maximize the power generation. However, to provide frequency regulation services,

DFIG needs to be operated to the deloaded point. DFIG provides under-frequency

support by utilizing its stored kinetic energy which can be attained by various

approaches. Among various proposed methods, changing rotor speed is one of the

solutions to vary DFIG power output by altering rotor speed and forming momentary

power margin. This provides the opportunity to regulate DFIG power output and in turn

improving the frequency response of the MG.

3.4.2 The Control of Pitch Angle with Traditional PI

The pitch angle control with conventional PI controller is briefly discussed in this

subsection. The pitch angle control constraints DFIG power output within the rated

capacity when the wind speed is above the rated value and thus protecting the turbine

blade from any mechanical damages. The conventional PI pitch angle controller with

the integrated pitch compensation is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

For a wind speed of below the rated value, pitch angle reference βref is usually

disabled and DFIG operates at MPPT to maximize DFIG power output. In the case of

other conditions, pitch angle control is regulated to maintain the rated DFIG power

output. The pitch angle control mechanism includes a PI controller, pitch

servomechanism and the rate of change of pitch. The time constant τ1 characterizes the

dynamic response of pitch servo. The pitch servo requires a certain time to respond and

thus a value of τ1=0.25s is selected. The reference of pitch compensation is then
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combined with the change of pitch. The rate of pitch change is regulated between the

maximum (βmax) and minimum (βmin) value which is rated as 10 degree per second.

The combined pitch reference is limited by the maximum pitch of 27 degree. The pitch

output is then passed through a first-order filter and the filter time constant τ2 is 0.012s

which generates pitch angle reference for controlling wind power output.

3.4.3 The Control of Pitch Angle with Fuzzy Logic

The proposed FLC for pitch angle control is a PI type FLC that replaces the conventional

PI type pitch angle control and pitch compensation blocks as shown in Fig. 3.6. The FLC

output for pitch angle is dictated by the fuzzy inputs, a set of IF-THEN rules. Sugeno

type mechanism is used to obtain FLC output and then finally de-fuzzification operation

is put in place to obtain the output signal. The thorough discussion of the proposed FLC

controlled pitch angle control is provided in here.

The error between the rotor speed reference value (ωref ) and the actual rotor speed

values (ωra) generates error signal (∆ωra). This error and the integration of error are the

inputs to the FLC. The two inputs of FLC can be written as in (3.7) and (3.8):

∆ωra(p) = ωra(p)− ωref (p) (3.7)

Fig. 3.5 Conventional PI based pitch angle control [197]
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∫
∆ωra(p) =

∫
∆ωra(p− 1) + Ts ∆ωra(p− 1) (3.8)

The alternation of rotor speed changes is calculated by Forward Euler integration

method as shown in (3.8). The gain for FLC inputs are the same as in PI controller

i.e. G∆=3 and G∫
∆=0.6. The membership function of FLC inputs are Gaussian-type

and the FLC output is singletons as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. In FLC system, the input

membership functions performs the conversion of a crisp set of inputs into a fuzzy set

with the use of fuzzy linguistic variables. The output membership functions generate

crisp output. Although a large membership functions in FLC inputs and output may

result robust performance of the system, a large amount of rules can be computationally

demanding while implementing FLC operation. On the contrary, few set of rules may

result less computation burden but may end up with poor performance of the system. The

use of 7 membership functions for FLC inputs and outputs are widely been used in the

earlier literature studies [184,201]. In this study, 7 membership functions are chosen. The

linguistic values can be defined as Negative Big (NB), Negative Medium (NM), Negative

Small (NS), Zero(ZE), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium(PM), Positive Big(PB).

The set of FLC rules are determined based on experience and knowledge. The

composition of FLC rules for inputs and output can be outlined as in (3.9):

RLp :





IF∆ωr(n) is Xp and
∫

∆ωr(n) is Yp

THEN βo is Zp

(3.9)

Fig. 3.6 FLC based pitch angle control [197]
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Fig. 3.7 FLC membership function for (a) the error of rotor speed (b) the integration of
rotor speed error (c) pitch angle reference at FLC output [197]

where, Xp and Yp are the fuzzy subsets, Zp is the singleton FLC output. The fuzzy

rules with 7x7 linguistic values i.e. a total of 49 rules for the FLC are provided in

Table 3.1.

The output of FLC pitch angle can be determined as in (3.10).

β1(P ) =

∑P
a=1 Wa Za∑P

a=1 Wa

(3.10)

where, the total number of rules and the rule weighting factor are denoted by P and

Wa, respectively and Wa is taken from IF segment of the rules. The output of FLC is
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Table 3.1 Rule table of the proposed FLC

βo1 which is then multiplied with a gain GFLC of 2. Finally, the pitch angle reference is

calculated as β1.

The sectional droop control is incorporated in the DFIG torque control reference and

FLC is integrated for regulating pitch angle. The p-f response of DFIG is managed by

the droop and emulated inertia controller gains. Fig. 3.8 illustrates the combined control

diagram of DFIG with the proposed droop-emulated inertia control and FLC regulated

pitch angle control in MATLAB/Simulink. The p-f characteristics can be tuned by

changing the parameters of maximum/minimum power margin (PMX , PMl), the change

of maximum/minimum frequency deviation (∆fH , ∆fL) and the midpoint of frequency

deviation (∆fMh, ∆fMl).

3.4.4 Depiction of the Studied Microgrid

The isolated MG is shown in Fig. 3.9. The conventional generation source of 40MW and

an aggregated wind farm of 10.5MW are the energy sources in the MG. The load demand

of the connected loads are as follows:

a Load A: 25.8MW and 4MVAr and

b Load B: 20.5MW and 5MVAr.

Load A is 10kms away from the synchronous generation source whereas Load B is

20kms away. The wind farm is 10kms away from the central generation source. With the
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increased penetration of low inertial wind energy, central generation source may fail to

ensure stable grid frequency support and hence, it is important that the integrated wind

farm participate in frequency control and improve security and reliability of the MG. The

wind farm produces the rated power at a wind speed of 15m/s. The nominal speed of

DFIG rotor is 1.2pu at 15m/s of wind speed and the typical allowed operating range is

0.7-1.3pu. The central generator is equipped with a 6th order machine model and IEEE

type-1 voltage regulator, turbines and PID governor system.

Fig. 3.8 The implementation of the proposed approach in Simulink [197]
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Fig. 3.9 The simple Microgrid with integrated wind farm [197]

3.5 Simulation Studies and Discussion

MATLAB/Simulink based simulations have been executed for verifying the

performance of the proposed coordinated control approach. The simulation studies is

executed using OPAL-RT, a RTDS and the performance is assessed between various

approaches. The equations solving capacity of RTDS is sufficiently fast enough that can

practically mimic the physical properties and this is why it is extensively used for design

and testing purposes in the study of power system operation and control [202, 203]. Five

case studies have been simulated for analyzing the accomplishment of the suggested

approach.

The first two case studies discuss the impact of load event and the alteration of wind

speed on frequency response. The performance of the proposed control when the wind

speed is lower than the rated value is discussed in the third case study. A system with

multiple DFIGs participating in frequency control is presented in the fourth case study.

Finally, the influence of the number of fuzzy membership functions on frequency

outcome is addressed. The following acronyms are used to define the studied various

control strategies: traditional droop with PI pitch control (CDPP), traditional droop with

the proposed FLC pitch control (CDFP), the proposed sectional droop with PI pitch

control (SDPP) and the proposed sectional droop with FLC pitch control (SDFP).
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3.5.1 Footprint of Load Event on Frequency Performance

A transitory load growth of 5MW at Load A is enforced for the duration of 1-1.45s and

this will disturb grid frequency. The comparative dynamic frequency performances of

various control approaches are depicted in Fig. 3.10. For the load scenario, wind speed

is assumed as 15m/s and the selected value of droop intensity Ilim is 0.25pu.

The momentary load event results the change of frequency i.e. the value of df

changes to a new value. The frequency control activates when df is beyond the

deadband limit and DFIG power output operates at a different point than its MPPT

position. It can be noticed that, grid experiences the maximum drop in frequency with

fuzzy (FLC) (0.9888pu) or PI (0.9845pu) regulated pitch control as depicted in

Table 3.2. It is interesting to observe that the proposed FLC only provides better

frequency regulation than the conventional PI pitch angle control only. The proposed

SDFP obtains lesser drop (0.9915pu) and smaller rise (1.0084pu) in frequency and

hence demonstrates the best outcome regarding maximum (fmax) and minimum

frequency (fmin) value. In addition, SDFP attains slightly better oscillation damping

than the other control approaches over the period of post fault condition. A comparative

discussion, illustrated in Fig. 3.10 and Table 3.2 reveals the remarkable outcome of the

suggested method compared to the traditional fixed droop gain with both the PI and FLC

types pitch angle control method.

As there is no droop-emulated inertia control with fuzzy pitch only and PI pitch

Fig. 3.10 The frequency response of synchronous generator [197]
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Table 3.2 The relative frequency responses with load growth event

Control Approach fmin(pu) fmax(pu)

SDFP 0.9915 1.0084

SDPP 0.991 1.0088

CDFP 0.9902 1.0094

CDPP 0.9907 1.0089

Fuzzy (FLC) pitch only 0.9888 1.009

PI pitch only 0.9845 1.012

only, the change in rotor speed deviation is minimum as shown in Fig. 3.11. The impact

of this minimum change of rotor speed is reflected as demonstrating poor frequency

response. DFIG participates in frequency control by temporary creating a power margin

through under/over-speeding. Fig. 3.11 manifests that SDFP has better regulation of

rotor speed which is reflected in the outcome of frequency response. The proposed

SDFP has smoother regulation as power margin is reduced close to the low frequency

boundary. In the case of conventional droop with fixed gain, DFIG rotor speed has

higher oscillations. Therefore SDFP shows lower fluctuations compared to the

conventional method.

Fig. 3.11 The variation in DFIG rotor speed [197]

The combined output of conventional control i.e. CDPP and CDFP result in higher

fluctuated pitch angle as illustrated in Fig. 3.12. On the contrary, SDFP and SDPP

demonstrates smooth and minimum frequency acceleration and deceleration. The

comparative analysis validates the superior performance of the propose control method.

This ensures better power regulation as shown in Fig. 3.13 which in turn provides better

grid frequency control. In addition, Fuzzy (FLC) pitch control possesses better
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Fig. 3.12 DFIG pitch angle responses with various control methods [197]

frequency outcome than PI regulated pitch angle control.

Fig. 3.13 The DFIG power output [197]

3.5.2 Alteration in Wind Speed and Frequency Response

In order to further analyze the performance of the proposed control method, the impact

of wind speed variation is carried out and the frequency outcome associated with various

control approaches are observed. A reduction of wind speed is applied at t=1s from 15m/s

to 13m/s, then an increment from 13m/s to 15m/s at t=3s, further increment to 17m/s from

15m/s at t=5s and finally reduced to 15m/s at t=8s. The comparative performance analysis

is demonstrated in Fig. 3.14 and Table 3.3. Similar to the previous case study, the grid

frequency experiences large frequency fluctuation without any frequency regulation and

also Fuzzy pitch control demonstrates an improved performance than the PI pitch control

only. Although conventional droop control indicates exceptional performance in terms of

smaller frequency drop but the proposed sectional droop manifests improved frequency
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Fig. 3.14 The frequency response of generator [197]

response in terms of lower frequency rise. Overall, PI and FLC based pitch control with

conventional and sectional droop performs almost identical to one another.

Table 3.3 The relative frequency response with wind speed deviation

Control method fmin(pu) fmax(pu)

SDFP 0.9937 1.0078

SDPP 0.9937 1.0079

CDFP 0.9944 1.0081

CDPP 0.9944 1.0082

Fuzzy pitch only 0.992 1.009

PI pitch only 0.9918 1.012

The conventional droop control demonstrates smaller frequency drop by creating

less power margin and thus minimizing the reduction of DFIG power output than the

sectional droop as depicted in Fig. 3.15. On the contrary, during the rise of frequency,

sectional droop control possesses lower power margin, providing less power output than

the conventional droop and hence results in lower frequency rise compared to the

conventional droop.

Fig 3.16 indicates that the pitch angle control with PI pitch only control has the

highest fluctuations which is also reflected in the frequency outcome. Comparatively,

Fuzzy pitch control outperforms PI pitch control only. The conventional droop has

higher pitch regulation at the initial stage of frequency drop and sectional droop has

very limited contribution during the frequency rise. These phenomena supports the

frequency response in regard to wind speed variation and change in DFIG power output

as shown in Fig. 3.17.
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Fig. 3.15 The variation in DFIG rotor speed [197]

Fig. 3.16 The pitch angle responses with changing wind speed [197]

Fig. 3.17 Wind farm power output [197]

3.5.3 The Impact of Wind Speed Below Rated Speed

When the wind speed is lower than the rated speed, pitch angle control is disabled and

DFIG operates at MPPT to provide maximum power output with the available wind

speed. The change of wind speed is applied from the initial value of 10m/s and the

various levels of power margin are investigated for performance analysis. The wind
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speed is reduced to 9m/s from 10m/s at t=1s, then increased at t=3s to 10m/s from 9m/s,

further it is increased to 11m/s at t=5s from 10m/s and finally reduced to the initial

speed of 10m/s at t=8s. The frequency response for the aforementioned wind speed

variation is depicted in Fig. 3.18 in which sectional and conventional droop is defined by

SD and CD, respectively.

Fig. 3.18 The frequency response with various power margin [197]

The frequency response manifests that with the enforced changes in wind speed and

25% power margin, the grid struggles to achieve enhanced oscillation damping

throughout the studied simulation period. This is caused due to the fact that DFIG

power output is now less with lower wind speed and a high power margin originates a

high fluctuation in DFIG power output, resulting in huge acceleration and deceleration.

However, a very interesting observation can be made that even if 25% power margin

results large oscillations in frequency, the sectional droop comparatively performs better

than the conventional droop and thus shows the effectiveness of the proposed sectional

droop in regulating DFIG power output. In order to minimize large oscillation during

lower wind speed, a reduced order of 15% power margin is selected for a wind speed of

lower than 11m/s and 25% power margin for a wind speed greater than the rated value

as shown in Fig. 3.19.

The frequency response with the adapted 15% power margin is illustrated in

Fig. 3.18 suggests that large frequency oscillations are reduced significantly in the case

of conventional droop with 15% power margin. However, the sectional droop with the

coordinated power margin of 15% demonstrates faster oscillation damping, smoother

frequency response and thus validates its effectiveness compared to other control
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Fig. 3.19 The control of power margin for varying wind speed value [197]

approaches and power margin. The maximum and minimum frequency values for both

power margin are outlined in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 The performance of frequency responses for varying wind speed level

Power margin (right) 0.25pu 0.15pu

Event frequency (pu) SD CD SD CD

Wind speed fmin 0.9876 0.9882 0.992 0.9875
variation fmax 1.011 1.0114 1.011 1.0102

Load decrease fmin 0.9872 0.9888 0.9851 0.9888
event fmax 1.01102 1.01102 1.012 1.01102

On the contrary, a 5MW of temporary load growth is applied as in Section 3.5.1

and the frequency outcome is highlighted in Fig. 3.20. The figure reveals that in the

event of conventional droop, frequency experiences poor oscillation damping for both

types of power margin. However, the proposed sectional droop control shows decaying

oscillations which substantiates the remarkable outcome of sectional droop gain over the

Fig. 3.20 The frequency response with multiple power margin [197]
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conventional fixed droop gain. A closer look affirms that reduced power margin of 15%

provides better frequency regulation during the initial stages of load event.

3.5.4 Multiple DFIG for PFC in MG

A complex MG is further investigated for analyzing the efficacy of the proposed multi-

gain droop control as displayed in Fig. 3.21. An additional 10.5MW of wind farm is

installed at 30km away from the central generation source and 10km away from the other

wind farm. The Wind Farm B is also designed to participate in frequency control and

the same control settings and parameters as in Wind Farm A are used for performing

frequency regulation as in Fig. 3.9. The corresponding load demands are highlighted in

Fig. 3.21. The central generation capacity is the same as in the previous studied MG in

Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.21 The network diagram with multiple DFIGs [197]

A momentary load reduction of 5MW is applied at Load A during t=1-1.5s and the

frequency responses with various control approaches are shown in Fig. 3.22. The Fuzzy

pitch control shows similar improved performance as in the previous case studies i.e.

smaller frequency rise and lesser frequency drop than the PI based pitch control. The

proposed sectional droop method demonstrates an improved frequency response

compared to the conventional droop control with both types of pitch angle controllers.
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Fig. 3.22 The frequency response with multiple DFIGs in MG [197]

Table 3.5 outlines the comparative analysis of minimum frequency drop and maximum

frequency rise for different types of controllers that indicates the superiority of the

proposed SDFP in frequency regulation. The SDFP has higher frequency nadir and

lower frequency rise than any other studied control methods. It can also be realized that

the SDPP provides better frequency outcome than the CDPP which justifies the

effectiveness of the sectional droop control than the traditional droop gain irrespective

of the categories of pitch angle controllers.

Table 3.5 The relative performance analysis of frequency variation

Control method fmin(Hz) fmax(Hz)

SDFP 0.9957 1.0066

SDPP 0.9951 1.0073

CDFP 0.9954 1.0068

CDPP 0.9947 1.0076

Fuzzy pitch only 0.9958 1.0076

PI pitch only 0.9953 1.0084

The rotor speed of Wind Farms A and B are illustrated in Fig. 3.23 (a and b). The

proposed sectional droop control SDFP exhibits an optimal regulation of power margin

which substantiates its efficacy in regulating frequency compared to other control

methods. Since the control settings and parameters are the same for both wind farms,

the regulation of DFIG rotor speed in Wind Farm A shown in Fig. 3.23 (a) are fairly

identical to rotor speed deviation in Fig. 3.23 (b).

The pitch angle responses for both wind farms with all the control approaches are

shown in Fig. 3.24 (a and b) which display that SDFP provides an optimal regulation of
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Fig. 3.23 DFIG rotor speed of both Wind Farm A (a) and Wind Farm B (b) [197]

pitch control compared to all other methods. Moreover, SDPP performs better than the

CDPP as also observed in other case studies. The optimal regulation of power margin

and pitch angle are reflected in a favorable outcome of DFIG power output as depicted in

Fig. 3.25 (a and b). Hence, it can be said that the proposed sectional droop demonstrates

equally superior performance in the case of simple and complex MG system.

Wind turbine is unable to participate in rapid acceleration and deceleration due to its

inherent physical inertia. Hence, a linear p-f droop characteristics put wind turbine in

stress with high droop gain [204]. The situation can be even worse for low order

frequency oscillations. The simulation results in real time validates that large droop gain

in the interim of low frequency fluctuation or low wind speed creates a large frequency

oscillations due to the physical inertia of wind turbine. A very large fluctuation may

result in system instability. On the contrary, smaller droop gain can reduce such large

oscillations, but this will eventually lessen DFIG contribution in frequency regulation

and thus the improvement in frequency will be compromised. The proposed multi-gain

control is able to maintain a complementary trade-off between large oscillations and
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Fig. 3.24 DFIG pitch angle output of both wind farms [197]

Fig. 3.25 Active power output of Wind Farm A (a) and Wind Farm B [197]
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increased power margin following various levels of frequency deviations. The proposed

method allows to achieve maximum power margin for frequency control as in the

conventional fixed droop gain but minimizes the droop gain at the time of low frequency

fluctuations.

Real time simulation results in Figs. 3.10, 3.14, 3.18 and 3.22 reveals that the

proposed sectional droop successfully reduces droop gain at the time of low frequency

oscillations without minimizing the maximum amount of power margin. The frequency

outcome exhibits improved maximum and minimum frequency oscillations and

enhanced oscillation damping. This validates better frequency regulation with less

complexity in DFIG control with the proposed control approach.

3.5.5 The Influence of the Number of Fuzzy Membership Functions

on Frequency Performance

Another case study is carried out for realizing the impression of fuzzy membership

functions on frequency response. FLC with 5 membership functions instead of 7 are

designed for rotor speed error and the integration of rotor speed error and 5 singleton

membership functions for the output of the FLC. The updated linguistic values are

Negative Big (NB), Negative Small (NS), Zero (ZE), Positive Small (PS) and Positive

Big (PB). The FLC rules are outlined in Table. 3.6 and FLC membership functions are

illustrated in Fig. 3.26 .

Table 3.6 Rule table of the proposed FLC with 5 membership functions
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Fig. 3.26 Inputs (a) output (b) with 5 FLC membership functions [197]

In order to perform comparative performance analysis, an equivalent increase in load

demand of 5MW at load A is tested during t=1-1.45s. The dynamic frequency outcome

with 5 and 7 FLC membership functions are manifested in Fig. 3.27. A modest

improvement with 5 membership functions is visible during frequency drop compared

to 7 membership functions in the case of conventional droop whereas they have the

same amount of rise in frequency. On the contrary, the opposite scenario is visible in the

case of sectional droop. However, 7 membership functions demonstrate an improved

oscillation damping over the simulation periods. The enhanced damping performance is

the result of enough FLC rules to provide smoother output response.

The superior performance of 7 membership function can further be explained in

Figs. 3.28 and 3.29. The DFIG pitch angle response illustrates that CDFP and SDFP

with 7 membership functions provide better pitch angle regulation than that of with 5

membership functions mainly after t=10s. The same phenomena is also visible in

optimal rotor speed deviation as shown in Fig. 3.29 to create power margin for

frequency control and this substantiates the efficacy of the higher membership functions

compared with lower values. In summary, more membership functions and fuzzy rules
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Fig. 3.27 The frequency outcome with different fuzzy membership functions [197]

can provide reasonably smoother response. However, computational complication must

be examined before selecting the fixed set of membership functions and FLC rules.

Fig. 3.28 DFIG pitch angle under various fuzzy membership functions [197]

Fig. 3.29 DFIG rotor speed under various fuzzy membership functions [197]
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3.6 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced a coordinated sectional droop control of DFIG for engaging

in frequency regulation in a MG. The multi-gain droop is accommodated with two

different types of pitch angle controllers i.e PI and FLC. The conventional droop gain is

regulated by splitting into two sections having low and high gain during low and high

frequency oscillations, respectively. The simulation results are carried out in real time

and the main finding of simulation studies can be encapsulated as follows:

• The conventional fixed droop gain results lower frequency nadir and increased

frequency rise following the studied contingencies. Moreover, high droop gain

causes poor oscillation damping of the system.

• Compared to conventional droop method, the proposed sectional droop control

approach contributes in higher frequency nadir and lower frequency rise.

Moreover, the reduction of gain during low frequencies results in improved

oscillation damping which validates its efficacy over the conventional control

method.

• In addition, the sectional droop performs better when coordinated with FLC

controlled pitch angle control that reveals the efficacy of FLC compared to the

conventional PI regulated pitch angle control.

• A high power margin may result in higher contribution of DFIG power output in

frequency control and manifest improved frequency response. However, this can

create rapid acceleration and deceleration resulting in higher oscillations, mainly

during lower wind speed than the rated value.

• An adapted lower power margin at the time of a wind speed of less than the rated

speed results lower oscillations compared to higher power margin. This ensures

better regulation of DFIG power output and thereby illustrating an improved

frequency control.
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It is simulated that wind farm can provide a certain amount of frequency control in

the grid. In the case of over-frequency, the DFIG response can be adjusted by curtailing

wind power output. The amount of power reduction can be significant [205] and this

will greatly reduce the income of wind farmers. On the contrary, the wind farm can be

overloaded for a few seconds only in order to respond to an under-frequency event.

Moreover, the amount of power variation is highly dependent on the less reliable

weather condition; from a power system security and stability point of view. In addition,

considering the future energy market of 100% renewable generation sources, the total

inclination on intermittent wind power for frequency control is unreliable as the wind

technology itself is dependable on unpredictable weather conditions. In such a case, the

system will be exposed to a greater risk of instability which requires the urgency of

more reliable and dependable energy sources. This arrangement is necessary to ensure a

higher level of renewable penetration in the power system has less stability concern.



Chapter 4

The applicability of BESS in providing

frequency control with the growth of

wind energy penetration

This chapter contains the following publication - U. Datta, A. Kalam and J. Shi, “The

relevance of large-scale Battery Energy Storage (BES) application in providing primary

frequency control with increased wind energy penetration,” Journal of Energy Storage,

vol. 23, pp. 9-18, 2019.

4.1 Introduction

BESS, as a quick responsive storage device is an important and universally studied

alternative energy source to provide various grid ancillary services. The up-do-date

application and research information on the types of services that a BESS can provide is

extensively reviewed in Chapter 2. In particular, frequency stability is one of the main

technical challenges that a power system experiences with the increasing penetration of

RES. BESS with fast acting capability is an outstanding alternative for providing

frequency regulation and minimizing the adverse impacts of RES. Extensive research
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works [206–209] have been carried out on the application of BESS in regulating grid

frequency. The study in [206] presented that integrating a BESS provides significant

improvement in the transient response of the MG compared to without a BESS. In

another study [207], authors have shown that with the various levels of RES penetration

and disturbance occurrence, the deviation of rotor speed increases significantly and

incorporating a BESS reduces the deviation and therefore improves the system stability.

The response of the grid with various BESS operation modes are analyzed in [208]

when BESS is incorporated to contribute in frequency control. The study in [209]

discussed that BESS can contribute in reducing environmental impact while providing

frequency control as BESS enables the grid to allow RES penetration without affecting

grid stability. Nevertheless, the earlier studies did not consider the possibility of BESS

in minimizing frequency deviation and supporting the growth of RES penetration

without raising stability concern.

This chapter proposes and discusses the improvement in power system stability with

the use of BESS to support the growth of wind penetration in the grid. The aim is to

restrict the frequency variation within ±1% of the nominal frequency to satisfy the grid

requirements of Australian National Electricity Market (NEM) [210]. Particularly, the

primary interest is to observe the changes in transient stability performance with the

increased penetration level of wind. This arrangement can be of great interest for the

future grid with the integrated RES as lower system inertia will result higher power

oscillations. The replacement of the existing synchronous generating unit with the wind

penetration is considered to somewhat predict a future generation scenario.

Furthermore, the need of BESS power versus energy is also analyzed in this chapter.

Multiple case studies have been performed to demonstrate the performance of BESS in

the grid. It is shown that with the increased penetration of wind, frequency deviation

increases and for a certain level of wind penetration, the frequency response violates the

grid requirements. The level of wind penetration within the grid requirement varies

according to the type and location of a disturbance event. However, BESS successfully

alleviates such problem and maintains grid stability with the increased penetration of

wind power.
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4.2 Wind Penetration and Primary Frequency Control

The primary concern of wind integration is its low or zero inertia which predominantly

influences system’s capability in responding to any temporary power imbalances in the

grid. This section discusses the impact of wind penetration and the primary frequency

control capability of the grid.

4.2.1 The Impact of Wind Penetration

The penetration level of RES/wind can be defined as in [211]:

%RES =

∑
PRES∑

PRES +
∑
PSG

(4.1)

where, the aggregated power output of any RES generating and SG units are

represented by PRES and PSG, respectively. The typical impact of RES penetration can

be determined by three major factors which are highlighted as follows:

• Existing fossil fuel based SGs are in operation

• Existing fossil fuel based SGs are permanently dismantles as the RES penetration

increases.

• The reduced installation of new large-scale SGs based generating plants.

It is most likely the case that environment friendly generation units such as hydro,

biomass, geothermal etc. will remain in operation in the future. However, existing fossil

fuel based generating units will possibly be shut down permanently or will be dismantled

once they reach their end of service life.

In this chapter, it is considered that the existing fossil fuel based generating units are

replaced with the wind penetration. The main objective is to integrate higher amount of

wind power in the power system with the utilization of BESS. BESS can regulate
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frequency by absorbing excess energy or providing the energy deficit during the

contingency period by altering BESS power output PBESS .

4.2.2 Primary Frequency Control, Wind and BESS

SGs contribute in any temporary power imbalances for maintaining the nominal

frequency within the grid defined operating region by taking the advantage of its stored

kinetic energy. Thus, the governor response corresponding to the variation in frequency

can be written as in (4.2):

df

dt
=

fref
2
∑
Hn

∆Pd (4.2)

where, the change of power demand is defined by ∆Pd which is the error between the

generated power PGen and the load power demand PL. The total system inertia constant

is Hn and the nominal frequency is fref .

As the growth of RES increases, the installation of conventional generation units

reduces and in some cases, they are being shut down for environmental/economical

reason. This will negatively impact on the overall inertia of the system. In this situation,

existing governor system may not be capable enough to compensate power imbalances

resulting from varying RES generation or network disturbance events. Therefore, an

alternative measure need to be considered in order to overcome the challenges of

reduced system inertia. A BESS can be incorporated in the grid to minimize the threats

related to the inertia and participate in frequency regulation as shown in Fig 4.1.

The frequency control with RES penetration and integrated BESS can be defined as

in (4.3) [212]:

df

dt
=

fref
HB + 2

∑
Hn

∆Pd (4.3)
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Fig. 4.1 The block diagram of frequency control with BESS

where, HB is BESS inertia constant, the droop coefficient of SGs are D1 and D2 of

generators SG1 and SG2, respectively.

When BESS is designed to provide inertia control, BESS power reference is regulated

according to the existing capacity of the grid and available BESS capacity which can be

written as in (4.4) [213]:

Pref−1 = Pref −Hn fnom
df

dt
(4.4)

where, the power references with and without frequency control are Pref−1 and Pref ,

respectively. The nominal frequency (pu) and inertia constant (s) of the system are

denoted by fnom and Hn. The rate-of-change-of-frequency (pu/s) is defined by df/dt.

BESS can be designed to provide such frequency regulation via inertia control or droop

control. The study in [214] suggested that droop control performs better than the inertia

control. Hence in this chapter, BESS is designed to be regulated via droop control

method which can be written as in (4.5):

Pref−1 = Pref +KBESS df (4.5)

where, the droop gain for BESS regulation is KBESS , df is the frequency deviation

between the reference and the actual frequency value. The amount of BESS power

activation in frequency control is determined by the droop gain of BESS. In addition,
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the types of controller and parameters play crucial role in regulating BESS response.

4.3 The Detailed Modeling of BESS

The BESS model typically includes a battery bank, a three-phase bi-directional DC/AC

converter and a three-phase step up transformer connecting BESS into the system.

However, the regulation of BESS differs significantly depending on their particular

application. In research works, several BESS operation control techniques have been

adopted depending on their function [138, 141, 215–217]. The main difference in BESS

control technique is whether BESS is planned to support active or reactive power or

both. A very common approach in BESS control is to regulate BESS active power in

response to frequency deviation [138]. However, the facility to interchange reactive

power with the grid is not accessible in such circumstance. In certain case, both the

active and reactive power exchange is considered to regulate frequency and voltage,

nevertheless active power is typically given priority over reactive power [215, 216].

With increasing PV penetration, BESS can reduce the voltage rise/drop by regulating

active and reactive power without any priority given in providing BESS active and

reactive power [141] or regulating active power only [217]. Another control approach is

in PV/wind output power smoothing/implementing dispatch strategy/peak shaving/load

leveling where the sole purpose of BESS is to regulate active power only. considering

the variation in active power output of PV/wind energy system [153, 218]. Hence, it can

be summarized that BESS controlling is mainly depends on their particular purpose in

power system. In this thesis, the modeling and application of BESS for both the active

power priority over reactive power case and equal priority of active and reactive power

cases are presented. Associated simulation studies will be carried out to demonstrate the

performance of an individual BESS control techniques. In this chapter, the detail

modeling of BESS and its control techniques will be elaborately presented. The detailed

control mechanism of BESS is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Fig. 4.2 illustrates BESS structure

used in this study. The active and reactive power in a BESS with IGBT-based PWM

converter is controlled by two individual current parameters in d and q axis. The amount
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of active power in controlling frequency is defined by the rated battery capacity. On the

contrary, the volume of reactive power is defined by the BESS converter size. BESS can

participate in voltage and frequency control as long as the total power demand remains

within the converter capacity. However, this chapter discusses only the active power

control of BESS. The key components of the designed BESS are as follows:

• Frequency controller

• Active Power (P) controller

• Charge controller

• Current controller on direct (d) and quadrature (q) axis.

4.3.1 Frequency Controller

This controller as shown in Fig. 4.2 triggers active power reference based on frequency

error (ferror) between the actual grid frequency (fgrid) and the nominal reference

value (fref ) as per the expression in (4.6):

df = fref − fgrid (4.6)

If the grid frequency differs from 1pu value plus deadband limit, BESS is designed

to absorb or inject active power to recover system frequency. If “df” is positive, BESS

will supply active power (discharging) and if “df” is negative, reverse current will flow

to allow BESS to consume surplus power (charging).

A small deadband is incorporated in order to avoid BESS operation according to the

grid defined non-operating frequency boundary (NOFB). In response to grid frequency

deviation, droop defines the amount of active power to be injected or absorbed by BESS.

The full capacity of BESS for active power is activated at the defined value of “P-f

droop”. At steady state condition, the value of “df” is zero and therefore the active

power reference signal value “Pref” is also zero. The droop value is regulated as per the

expression in (4.7):
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Fig. 4.2 The detailed BESS control techniques [219]

dpref = ±df/droop(RP−f ) (4.7)

The BESS diagram in DigSILENT/PowerFactory is shown in Fig. 4.3. The feedback

signals can be adjusted according to the purpose of BESS application in the grid.
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Fig. 4.3 BESS design in DigSILENT PowerFactory

4.3.2 Active Power (P) Controller

Active power (P) controller regulates BESS power output according to the power

reference from frequency controller (df ). The output at BESS AC side (Pin) is measured

and taken as a feedback to the P controller to calculate the error. This error provides the

updated power reference Pref which is passed through a low pass filter for smoothing

purpose. The filter time constant delineates the dynamic response of the output and

hence, a large value may result in slower transient response. The difference between the

current limiter’s input and output is defined as ∆id which is then added with Pref . It is

then passed through a PI controller to generate the reference for d-axis current

regulation.

An anti-windup limiter is incorporated with PI controller in order to avoid integrator

windup which is shown in Fig. 4.4 where x. can be written as in (4.8):
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x. = Ki/Ti (4.8)

where, yo = id−ref , ymn and ymx are the minimum and maximum d-axis current which

are defined as id−min and id−max.

Fig. 4.4 Block diagram of PI controller with anti-windup [220]

The PI controller output can be calculated as:

yo =


Kp ∗ yi +

Ki

Ti

ymx∫

ymn

yi dt




ymx

ymn

(4.9)

The PI controller output is regulated within the maximum and minimum d-axis value.

The PI parameters are tuned on a trial and error basis. The main goal is to minimize

frequency drop/rise and settling time. The rate of change of power (ROCOP) is not

studied in this chapter, nevertheless, a ROCOP limiter can be incorporated to limit active

power. The associated PI parameters are given in Appendix A.

4.3.3 Battery Charge Controller

Battery charge controller regulates BESS output (charging/discharging) according to the

value and polarity of d-axis reference and depending on the accessible battery SOC.

BESS injects/absorbs active power if SOC capacity remains within the designated

operating boundaries. The SOC operating regions are defined in (4.10). The current

limiter regulates and restrains current flow in order to avoid BESS overloading. This is
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particularly applicable when BESS is designed to regulate active and reactive power. As

BESS is designed to contribute in active power regulation only and d-axis reference is

already restricted to the minimum and maximum value, current limiter does not play

much role in this chapter. The parameters of battery SOC and charge controller are

given in Appendix A. The d-axis current output is subjected to SOC control strategy

which can be defined as in (4.10):

id−in =





id−ref SOC ≥ SOCmin

−id−ref SOC ≤ SOCmax

0 otherwise

(4.10)

The above condition defines that battery can consume energy (charge) if SOC is

less/equal to the maximum SOC denoted as SOCmax and provides energy if SOC is

greater/equal to the minimum SOC which is defined as SOCmin. Battery is not possible

to be charged or discharged if SOC is outside of these maximum and minimum limits.

In addition, battery can be charged when BESS is not operating and according to the

defined charging strategy. The detailed discussion on battery charging strategy will be

discussed in Chapter 5. The amount of maximum and minimum active power output can

be adjusted separately according to the designer preferences.

4.3.4 d-q Current Controller

The current controller in d-q axis regulates BESS active/reactive current reference with

respect to the grid in d-q frame of reference. BESS is synchronized with the network

by Phase-locked-loop (PLL). The d-q axis error is then passed through PI controller for

regulating BESS power output. The Pulse width modulation (PWM) is controlled by the

modulation index of d-q axis and the reference is characterized by the cosine and sin

functions. The associated PI values are given in Appendix A.
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4.3.5 Battery Model

Electrical equivalent representation of chemical reaction based battery is the most

challenging task in establishing a suitable battery model. Various modeling methods

have been progressed over the decades [221, 222]. A typical battery is demonstrated by

terminal voltage which is a function of battery SOC [223] and an internal resistance

which is a function of battery SOC, temperature and the aging of battery cell [224]. The

selected battery model is a simple equivalent model which is known as simple Rint

circuit [225–229] as shown in Fig. 4.5. The voltage source is battery SOC dependent

where Voc(s, SOC) is the internal voltage (voltage source), Rint(s, SOC) is the internal

resistance and UDC is the terminal voltage. The terminal voltage can be defined as in

(4.11):

UDC = Umax ∗ SOC + Umin ∗ (1− SOC)− Ib ∗Rint (4.11)

where,

Umax = Fully charged battery voltage

Umin = Fully discharged battery voltage

Ib = Battery current

Rint = Internal resistance

Fig. 4.5 Block diagram of Rint equivalent battery model [48]
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4.3.6 Battery SOC Calculation

There are many SOC calculation methods that have widely been used. In this work,

Coulomb counting method is used to calculate battery SOC as in (4.12):

SOCk = SOCk−1 +

∫ k

k−1

η Ib
3600 Cb

dt (4.12)

where, Ib and Cb are the battery charge/discharge current and given battery capacity

(Ah), respectively. The Coulomb efficiency is defined by η, k is the current period. The

charging/discharging efficiency of the battery and converter efficiency vary in real time

and lossless assumption is not accurate enough. However, many research works consider

100% efficiency for simplicity [225,227,228,230,231] in dynamic studies. Typically, this

work has considered 100% efficiency for the battery and the converter, unless otherwise

mentioned.

The DC terminal voltage of the BESS is 0.9kV. The maximum and minimum voltage

of each battery cell are considered as 13.8V and 12V, respectively. There are 65 batteries

in series to form 0.9kV at fully charged condition. The AC terminal voltage of the BESS

converter is 0.4kV. BESS is integrated to the grid via 0.4/230kV transformer.

4.3.7 Charge/Discharge Cycle and Battery Lifetime

There are various factors that affect battery lifetime such as cell temperature, SOC etc.

The DOD which is determined as the charge/discharge cycle of battery significantly

affects battery lifetime [232]. The DOD can be written as in (4.13) [233]:

DOD(k) = DOD(ko) +
Ib ∆k

Cb

100% (4.13)

where, ∆k is change of period. The increased charge/discharge current will raise the

change of DOD and thus adversely affects battery lifetime. The lifetime of a battery Lb
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can be calculated as in (4.14) [234]:

Lb =
1∑N

m=1
NCm

CFdn

(4.14)

where, NCm and CFdn are the number of cycles and cycles to failure at a DOD. The

DOD period is defined by m which ranges from 1 to N. The equation as in (4.14) points

out that battery lifetime reduces with the increase in the number of cycle with large DOD.

The detailed discussion on lifetime calculation can be found in [226, 228].

4.4 System Modeling and Case Studies

This section briefly discusses the selected system modeling. In addition, the simulated

case studies are also highlighted in this subsection.

4.4.1 System Modeling

The studied power system is an IEEE 9 buses system which is also known as P.M.

Anderson network which is shown in Fig. 4.6 [235]. The default network comprises of 3

SGs. An IEEE Type AC1 exciter and automatic voltage regulator models are included

with all the SGs. The SGs G1, G2 and G3 are equipped with gas, hydro and coal type

turbine system model, respectively. The G1 is conceded as the reference machine.

The consolidated wind farm of varying capacity is incorporated at bus 9. The terminal

voltage of wind farm is 0.69kV and connected to the grid via a 0.69/230kV transformer.

The capacity of each wind turbine is 2.2MW. Doubly fed induction generation (DFIG)

type wind power system is considered and the wind turbine is modeled with FRT facility.

More details on the system modeling can be found in [236]. The rated capacity of G1

and G2 is 250MVA and 300MVA with total steady state load demand of 315 MW.

In general, the amount of wind power output varies according to the available wind
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Fig. 4.6 The studied 9 bus system with the installed wind and BESS [219]

speed. Since the primary objective of this study is to analyze the transient performance of

the grid with the different penetration levels of wind power, it is assumed that wind farm

is producing the maximum power output at the time of transient periods. Fig. 4.7 shows

a typical plot for wind speed vs. power output level in percentage. The maximum power

output shows the impact of maximum wind power penetration and thus less power output

during lower wind speed has minimum impact on transient behavior of the network.

Fig. 4.7 The power output of wind farm (%) with respect to varying wind speed [219]
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4.4.2 Case Studies

The impact of wind penetration depends on the installation location, FRT capability and

whether they are designed to participate in frequency control or not. In addition, the types

of contingencies and faults duration also determines the intensity of the impact. This

chapter analyzes three case studies for demonstrating the impact of wind penetration and

they are as follows:

• Case-1: Single phase to ground fault

• Case-2: Temporary outage of the heavily loaded line

• Case-3: Load growth event at load B.

The case studies are carried out considering four operating scenarios which are as

follows:

• Base case; no wind penetration

• Wind penetration limit and the shutdown of G3 plant

• Larger wind penetration without BESS

• Larger wind penetration with BESS.

4.5 Result and analysis

The detailed analysis and discussion of the simulation studies are also presented in this

section. Simulation studies are carried out in DigSILENT/PowerFactory for verifying

the potential of BESS in enhancing oscillation damping with the increased penetration of

wind power. The primary objective is to permanently shutdown G3 unit and install the

wind power of equal or high capacity. This will put more stress on the grid compared

to when the G3 unit remains connected to the grid. As wind farm is equipped with FRT

capability, the wind farm will remain connected to the grid during the fault periods. The
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penetration level of wind power varies for the various case studies to identify allowed

penetration following the studied contingencies.

4.5.1 Case-1: Wind Penetration with Single-phase-ground Fault

The network performance is evaluated with the various levels of wind penetration

following a single phase to ground fault. The point at which wind penetration violates

the grid defined limits is identified and then BESS is incorporated to contribute in

oscillation damping. The fault is applied at phase-a for the duration of t=0-0.15s at bus

6. Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 show that when G3 unit is permanently removed from the network,

92MW (14.33%) is the maximum allowed wind penetration, considering the mandatory

grid required frequency variation of ±1% from the nominal value for both the G1 and

G2 units. However, it can be seen that the frequency drops by 9.54% as compared to the

base case of no wind penetration. This clearly indicates the negative inertial impact of

wind penetration in the grid. Considering the study of increasing wind power

penetration, further wind power is incorporated in the grid.

Fig. 4.8 depicts that with 120MW (17.91%) of wind power integration and without

a BESS, the maximum frequency of G2 reaches beyond the grid allowed limit following

the applied fault. This defines system violation of the grid requirements with the 3.58%

increased penetration of wind power. Nevertheless, G1 shows a satisfactory outcome as

it does not violate the grid limits for both operating conditions as shown in Fig. 4.9.

When a BESS is integrated with 120MW wind penetration, the frequency rise reduces

to 1.009pu which is smaller than the required grid limit. BESS reduces frequency rise

and drop. In addition, it is also visible that BESS reduces frequency oscillations and

achieves faster steady state value for both generators G1 and G2 compared to without

a BESS condition. The grid is capable of handling the system most of the time of its

operation. But, it is only during the very short period of time which requires additional

inertia support and BESS is one of the most competitive option to serve this purpose.

Furthermore, the contribution of BESS is also visible in reducing the oscillation of
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Fig. 4.8 Frequency of generator G2 with single-phase-ground fault (phase-a) [219]

Fig. 4.9 Frequency of generator G1 with single-phase-ground fault (phase-a) [219]

generator’s power output as illustrated in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. BESS supports in faster

damping of power oscillations which are manifested in the frequency outcome. The

maximum power oscillations of G1 and G2 increase by approximately 30% and 21% with

92MW wind power compared to without any wind power. Similarly, the lowest frequency
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drop is also visible with the penetration of wind power in the grid. With 120MW wind

power and without a BESS, the power oscillation of G2 reaches to 240MW (maximum)

and 42.9MW (minimum). The same operating condition for G1 results maximum and

minimum power oscillations of 180.7MW and -57.7MW, respectively. BESS results in

the reduction of maximum oscillation for G2 to 237.1MW and the minimum value of

57.9MW. A similar level of performance is visible in the case of generator G1.

Fig. 4.10 Active power output of generator G2 with single-phase-ground fault (phase-
a) [219]

The output power of BESS is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. BESS supplies approximately a

maximum power of 38MW and consumes 37.5MW during the contingency periods. As

no reactive power control is implemented, the reactive power output of BESS is zero. The

change of battery SOC is shown in Fig. 4.13. It shows that the battery SOC has barely

changed during its operation. This also indicates the importance of high BESS power

output than the energy output considering temporary contingency events.
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Fig. 4.11 Active power output of generator G1 with single-phase-ground fault (phase-
a) [219]

Fig. 4.12 The power output of BESS [219]

Fig. 4.13 Battery SOC [219]
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4.5.2 Case study-2: Temporary Outage of the Heavily Loaded Line

Out of the many network event, line outage is often experienced by the power system

mainly due to various weather dependent and natural conditions such as collapsed electric

poles, broken conductors, etc.. In order to analyze the substantial impact, the heavily

loaded line Line 5-7 is selected for the event of temporary outage. The applied duration

of line outage is 0-0.24s and the line is restored after 240ms.

The frequency output of generators G2 and G1 are shown in Figs. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15.

Simulation results exhibit that in the case of generator G2, the grid limit allows 80MW

(12.7%) of wind penetration. In order to analyze the impact of BESS, the penetration of

wind power is increased to 106MW. The increased wind penetration results in the

frequency of generator G2 to violate the grid allowed operational requirements. On the

contrary, the integrated BESS reduces the frequency rise within the acceptable limit

which justifies the influence of BESS with the increased penetration of wind power in

the grid. However, the impact of the same level of wind penetration is still minimal in

the case of generator G1 because generator G1 has more headroom available than G2.

The impact of generator loading condition will be further discussed in Chapter 5.

Fig. 4.14 The frequency response of generator G2 for line event [219]
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Fig. 4.15 The frequency response of generator G1 for line event [219]

BESS significantly diminishes active power oscillation in comparison to without a

BESS as illustrated in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17. Moreover, the maximum and minimum

oscillations of generators with a BESS reduce to lower values than the case of without a

BESS. These observations demonstrate the efficacy of BESS in enhancing frequency

regulation capability of the grid with increased penetration on wind power.

Fig. 4.16 Active power output of generator G1 with line outage [219]
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Fig. 4.17 Active power output of generator G2 with line outage [219]

The response of BESS is illustrated in Fig. 4.18. BESS consumes the excess energy

during over-frequency and supplies energy during under-frequency beyond the

deadband. The maximum and minimum value of d axis defines the amount of BESS

power output. In order to demonstrate how these values regulate BESS power output,

the minimum active power limit is selected as -70% which is reflected in the BESS

power output as 28MW of the total 40MW capacity. These limits can be adjusted to

various values depending on the energy management policy by the operator. Fig. 4.19

depicts that battery SOC does not show significant change. Nevertheless, this depends

on the rated capacity and can be significant in the case of smaller battery size.

Fig. 4.18 BESS active/reactive power [219]
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Fig. 4.19 Battery SOC [219]

4.5.3 Case study-3: Load Growth Event at Load B

An abrupt load changing event is studied for further investigating BESS performance in

enhancing the stability of the grid. The load event is applied for the case of 120MW

wind penetration. A temporary load growth of 50% at load A is triggered during t=1-

1.5s and the frequency performance is monitored for different operating conditions. The

simulation results as shown in Fig. 4.20 portrays that when there is no wind penetration,

the grid can successfully maintain the lower frequency boundary within the grid code

requirements following the applied temporary load growth. However, with 120MW of

wind penetration and same load increase event, the frequency drops to 0.989pu i.e. the

grid fails to satisfy grid requirements. This phenomenon clearly indicates the negative

impact of low inertial wind power in the grid.

Conversely, grid frequency is maintained within the ±1% of the nominal value when

BESS is incorporated in the grid. BESS provides sufficient energy during the under-

frequency event and pulls back the frequency closer to the nominal value. BESS is placed

at two different buses to see how the grid response varies. The comparative frequency

responses demonstrate that the lowest drop in frequency is moderately better when BESS

is installed at bus 4. This is due to the fact that BESS is closer to the load event center

when placed at bus 4. BESS manifests superior frequency performance by reducing the

error and minimizes the power oscillations of both generators.

The power output of BESS is displayed in Fig. 4.21. It can be seen that BESS

provides a similar level of power response following the load event. However, when it is

installed at bus 4, it provides slightly higher power which in turn results in marginally
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Fig. 4.20 The frequency of generators G1 and G2 with temporary load growth [219]

better frequency response. This is also due to the fact that BESS closer to the

contingency location results in lower losses compared to when it is installed at a far

distance. BESS active power settles to zero once the frequency is recovered within the

NOFB at approximately t=2.8s. As the amount of power at BESS output is nearly the

same for both location, battery SOC values are very close to each other as illustrated in

Fig. 4.22.

Fig. 4.21 BESS active/reactive power [219]
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Fig. 4.22 Battery SOC [219]

4.6 Conclusion

BESS is capable of providing prompt responses to the changing grid conditions and

therefore, it is foreseen as a remarkable alternative in the renewable energy integrated

power grid. The impact of wind penetration level is largely affected by the types and

location of the faults in the grid. A BESS in enhancing the grid stability with the

increased penetration of wind power is presented in this chapter.

In order to verify the applicability of BESS, three case studies have been simulated.

The simulation results exhibit that with the increase in wind penetration, the frequency

of the grid is significantly affected due to the reduction in overall grid inertia. Beyond a

certain limit, wind penetration results in violating the mandatory grid code requirements

which will impact the stability of the grid. When BESS is installed, the grid stability is

accomplished within the grid allowed boundary. This validates the important application

of BESS in the grid with the focus of increasing wind penetration level. BESS not only

regulates frequency within the limit but also reduces the power oscillations in the grid.

Moreover, the change of BESS output power and battery SOC indicates the importance

of total BESS power instead of BESS energy from the perspective of transient stability.

While BESS can provide a rapid and robust response to the grid, the type of controller

for BESS output regulation plays a significant role in its performance. Furthermore, an

adjustable battery SOC management is essential to provide greater flexibility of BESS

operation and improve its potential. These require further investigation to ensure better

regulation and performance evaluation of BESS.



Chapter 5

BESS for Reducing the Impact of PV

penetration on Frequency Regulation

and SOC Recovery

This chapter contains the following publication - Battery Energy Storage System Design

for Mitigating PV Penetration Impact on Power System Primary Frequency Control,”

IEEE Transactions on Sustainable Energy, vol. 11, pp. 746-757, 2020.

5.1 Introduction

In comparison to wind power, PV was given less attention due to their level of penetration

in the grid. However, it is expected that PV penetration will have approximately 59.6%

increase from their present installation scale by 2022 mainly due to the lower prices of

technologies related to PV generation [237]. Hence, the dynamic influence of PV can no

longer be neglected and thorough analysis on the impact of PV penetration needs to be

considered.

Unlike wind turbine, PV system does not contain any moving parts which defines

that there is no stored kinetic energy that can be used during a contingency event mainly
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during an under-frequency event. Therefore, PV penetration will significantly reduce

system inertia and this may raise severe concern for the stability of the grid. Several

research works have argued that reduced inertia increases the deviation of frequency in

the grid [238–240]. With the higher penetration of PV, the induced frequency oscillations

can violate the grid operating requirements which can probably threaten the security and

stability of the grid [240].

Various control approaches such as power oscillation damper [241], synchronous

power controller [242] and adaptive controller [243] are proposed with PV system for

oscillations damping resulted from any momentary imbalances between the generation

and load demand. In order to regulate PV output, droop control [244], inertia

control [245] and operating at deloaded point [122] are presented for regulating the

power output and participating in frequency regulation. A comparative performance

analysis in [121] indicated that the combined droop and inertia control provides superior

system performance during over-frequency regulation than their individual control

method. Nevertheless, the PV output is curtailed roughly by 50% for participating in

over-frequency regulation. As mentioned earlier, PV does not have any stored kinetic

energy and hence under-frequency response is not possible to incur from PV farm. In

order to avoid the penalty by the transmission system operator, auxiliary energy sources

are essential for participating in frequency control and satisfy the regulatory

requirements.

As discussed in the previous chapter, BESS is an effective alternative energy source

in providing frequency regulation and satisfying grid requirements. The study in [246]

presented that the damping performance of the grid can be improved by the use of

BESS. However, battery sizing and SOC calculation are not considered in the study. In

addition, the penetration of PV is very low (1%) and thus does not provide any insight

on the severe impact of PV penetration in a large-scale. A small-scale power system is

considered in [41, 212] for demonstrating the performance of BESS in regulating

frequency control of the grid. A lead-lag regulated BESS is incorporated in [220, 247]

for frequency regulation and enhanced oscillation damping. However, any SOC

recovery strategy is not considered in the study.
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A major portion of the aforementioned studies did not present any strategy to

recover battery SOC which is an incomplete technical solution for BESS integration. A

SOC recovery approach is able to reduce regulation failure and minimize any

accumulated costs related to penalty [248]. The studies in [225, 228, 249] have proposed

a SOC recovery strategy which are studied in a MG. However, SOC is recovered to the

nominal value only which lacks the flexibility of BESS operation considering the

variable nature of the grid or renewable generation. On the contrary, an adaptable SOC

recovery strategy is proposed in [212] but, this reduces the overall capacity of battery as

the maximum and minimum SOC is limited to the adjustable SOC value.

In this chapter, a lead-lag regulated BESS with droop-type mechanism is presented

for contributing to frequency control and satisfying the grid requirements as defined by

the Australian NEM. The purpose of the proposed BESS is to regulate the frequency

within the grid defined regions following the contingencies and avoid any relevant

penalties by the network operator. In addition, BESS is also regulated to participate in

voltage control, given that sufficient battery capacity is available to provide both the

voltage and frequency support. Energy exchange while participating in frequency

control may reduce the battery SOC significantly. Therefore, a new adaptive SOC

recovery method is also presented in this study that can be adjusted according to

operation requirement. The proposed design allows regulating BESS SOC to be

regulated to the maximum value during the network event and to the adjustable SOC

value without affecting the maximum SOC (SOCmax).

A medium-sized power system is chosen to analyze the performance of the proposed

BESS with 18.18% of PV penetration. In the absence of any real data, the installation

location and converter size of BESS is presented on a trial and error basis. It is shown

that operation strategy i.e. the loading of generators at pre-disturbance condition plays a

predominant role on the frequency response of the generators. Moreover as expected, an

increase in PV penetration results in higher frequency oscillations and violates grid

requirements when generators are heavily loaded. However, the integrated BESS

successfully mitigates adverse inertia impact of PV or generator loading conditions and

regulates the frequency that satisfies the grid operating requirements. The proposed
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SOC recovery strategy demonstrates the superiority compared to the conventional

approach in terms of responding to the network events and recharging to a level defined

by the BESS operator.

5.2 Frequency Control with PV and NEM Grid

Conditions for Frequency Stability

The system must have adequate energy reserve in order to provide damping support to

the grid following any contingency event. The energy reserve can be arranged through

the accessible generator’s output or any other forms of energy storages.

The steady-state frequency should be maintained within the NOFB. The generator

should provide any temporary imbalances between the load demand and the generation to

maintain the nominal frequency or compensate any under/over-frequency action. Hence,

the governor response to the changes in frequency with n numbers of generation systems

can be written as in (5.1):

df

dt
=

fref
2
∑
Hn

∆Pd (5.1)

where, the change of power demand is defined by ∆Pd which is the error between the

generated power PGen and the load power demand PL. The total system inertia constant

is Hn and the nominal frequency is fref .

As the growth of PV penetration increases, the system inertia will be reduced

regardless of fossil-fueled power plants are connected or dismantled permanently from

the existing network. In addition, with the reduced inertia and varying PV

output/network operating conditions, the grid may fail to compensate for any power

imbalances. A BESS can be an alternative energy storage device to provide frequency

control and minimize the negative impact of PV as illustrated in Fig 5.1. Therefore, the

system response with the BESS to the changes in grid frequency can be written as
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in (5.2) [212]:

df

dt
=

fref
HB + 2

∑
Hn

∆Pd (5.2)

where, HB is BESS inertia constant, the droop coefficient of SGs are D1 and D2 of

generators SG1 and SG2, respectively.

Fig. 5.1 Primary frequency control of PV integrated system with BESS [48]

The stability criteria for frequency varies with countries, grid operators, generation

types and the nature of contingency events. In this chapter, the Australian NEM

standards [210, 250] are considered for assessing the grid performance following the

studied contingencies. It is worth noting that, these standards are applicable for the

Australian Mainland only and Western Australia is not included and these standards are

different for Tasmania or for an islanded/isolated grid. In the normal operation time, the

frequency must be maintained within the NOFB of 0.997-1.003pu. The NEM standards

allow the frequency to be maintained within 0.99-1.01pu for 15s in the case of

generation or load changing event [210]. On the contrary, the frequency must be

regulated within 0.98-1.02pu for 15s following a load growth/reduction event [210].

The non-operating region for voltage is 0.9-1.1pu [250].

The aforesaid frequency standards are considered as the references for designing and

identifying the location and converter sizing of BESS, providing necessary oscillation

damping and enhancing the capability of the grid to be compatible with the NEM grid

code requirements.
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5.3 The Overall Modeling of BESS for Voltage and

Frequency Control

The generic design of BESS is illustrated in Fig. 5.2 which consists of a set of batteries,

power conversion system and if needed, a step up transformer for connecting to the grid.

BESS regulates its active and reactive power output based on the reference signals

generated by the voltage and frequency controller, given that the battery SOC

constraints are satisfied. The key components of BESS are as follows:

• Frequency controller

• Voltage controller

• Active/reactive Power (PQ) controller

• Charge controller

• Current controller on direct (d) and quadrature (q) axis.

The design of BESS in DigSILENT/PowerFactory is shown in Fig 5.3. The detailed

discussion of each of the controllers will be presented in the coming subsection.

5.3.1 Feedback Signals for BESS Regulation

In response to any unwanted transient events, a considerable amount of damping

assistance is needed to reduce oscillations of the grid. The frequency and voltage control

loops initiate the needed reference for the active and reactive power regulation of BESS

as illustrated in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. The measurements are taken locally, at the BESS

connection point. However, using wide area measurement technique, global frequency

and voltage measurements can be considered, if needed.
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Fig. 5.2 Frequency and voltage control with BESS [48]

5.3.1.1 Frequency Droop Controller

The droop control for power-frequency regulation can be written as in (4.6). The typical

characteristics for “p-f” droop can be explained in three operating zones as demonstrated

in Fig. 5.6.

NOFB defines the area in which the BESS should remain inactive. The battery should

operate in discharging mode when grid frequency fgrid is lower than the discharging

frequency fdisch and in charging mode if fgrid is higher than the charging frequency

fch. However, this is only possible to take place as long as the battery SOC satisfies the

defined operating constraints. The NOFB regions, according to NEM, range between fch
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Fig. 5.3 The model of BESS in DigSILENT/PowerFactory

(1.003pu) and fdisch (0.997pu). The maximum frequency deviation dfmax activates the

maximum BESS power consumption (Pch−max) from the grid if battery SOC stays below

or equal the maxSOC. On the contrary, the minimum frequency drop dfmin activates the

maximum BESS power discharging (Pdisch−max) to the grid as long as battery SOC stays

above or equal to the minimum SOC.

5.3.1.2 Voltage Droop Controller

The voltage controller generates reactive power control signal reference depending on

voltage error (dv) between the actual bus (vbus) and the nominal reference voltage (vref )

as per expression in (5.3):

dv = vref − vbus (5.3)
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Fig. 5.4 Frequency and active power control of BESS [48]

Fig. 5.5 Voltage and reactive power control of BESS [48]
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Fig. 5.6 Frequency droop characteristics [48]

The amount of full reactive power activation is defined by droop if the system voltage

deviates from the nominal value. Full reactive power capacity of BESS converter is

activated at the defined value of “Q-v droop” (RQ−v). However, the reactive power

activation depends on whether the BESS is designed to support frequency or voltage or

both. At steady state condition, the value of dv and reactive power reference value dqref

is zero. BESS should absorb reactive power if dv is negative and provide reactive power

if dv is positive. The droop defines the ceiling for activating the full reactive power in

regard to the changes in voltage from the reference value as defined in (5.4):

dqref = ±dv/droop(RQ−v) (5.4)

BESS injects and absorbs reactive power for a positive and negative value of dv,

respectively as presented in Fig. 5.7. The maximum reactive power injection (Qmax) is

triggered for a minimum voltage deviation of dvmin. The maximum reactive power

consumption (−Qmax) is triggered for a maximum voltage deviation of dvmax. The

amount of reactive power consumption or supply depends on the remaining BESS

capacity after providing the frequency regulation.
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5.3.1.3 PQ Controller with Lead-lag Controller

Once the frequency and voltage controller generates the respective reference signals, they

are passed to the PQ controller for further processing. The deviation between the power

reference generated by the frequency controller and power output at BESS AC terminal

is passed through a first-order low-pass filter. The purpose of feedback from the BESS

output is to track the power output at BESS terminal and update the reference. The

difference between the charge controller input and output in d-axis ∆id is added with

the filter output. It is then passed through a lead-lag controller to regulate active power

output within the maximum and minimum rated capacity of BESS converter. In the case

of reactive power, the charge controller output in q-axis ∆iq is added with the reactive

current reference for regulating voltage.

The lead-lag controller provides the required signal magnitude and phase shift in PQ

controller. The combination of lead-lag controller allows the integration of the added

benefit of the individual controller and improve the steady-state performance and

transient performance of the output response. The limiter restricts the regulation of

power reference within the BESS converter capacity. The detailed discussion on the

determination of poles/zeros of the controller can be found in [251, 252]. The associated

Fig. 5.7 Voltage droop characteristics [48]
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transfer functions of the d-axis lead-lag controller can be defined as in (5.5):

Kd(s) =
Ta
Tb

(s+ 1/Ta)

(s+ 1/Tb)

Tc
Td

(s+ 1/Tc)

(s+ 1/Td)
(5.5)

where DC gain is 1. Ta > Tb (lead) and Td > Tc (lag). The associated transfer

functions of the q-axis lead-lag controller can be defined as in (5.6):

Kq(s) =
Te
Tf

(s+ 1/Te)

(s+ 1/Tf )

Tg
Th

(s+ 1/Tg)

(s+ 1/Th)
(5.6)

5.3.2 BESS Charge/Discharge Management

BESS absorbs excess energy or supplies energy shortage and thus provides oscillation

damping for mitigating temporary power imbalance. The NOFB boundary varies

between df=± 150mHz. The droop gain of 5 defines that the maximum BESS capacity

is triggered for a frequency variation of 0.2Hz in a 50Hz system. The P-f droop

maintains a linear relation as manifested in (4.7). Battery current flows in reverse order

of the changes in frequency as long as the battery SOC satisfies the given conditions as

illustrates in Fig. 5.8. An effective charge/discharge management strategy plays a

significant role in providing the flexibility of BESS operation according to the

requirement by the BESS operator.

A conventional specific maximum/minimum SOC ceiling is proposed in [212]. In

contrast to the existing study, an innovative two-level adaptive SOC charging method is

proposed in this chapter. The adaptive charging method is a combination of traditional

maximum/minimum SOC level and an adaptive SOC limit. The main benefit of the

proposed approach is that the value of (SOCmax or adaptive SOC) can be chosen easily

by picking the appropriate charging current as defined in the control algorithm and this

can be easily adjusted if it is required. Thus, the proposed method provides extra

flexibility to the operator planning in the changing network conditions.
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5.3.2.1 BESS With Droop-type Charging/Discharging

The simple battery charging/discharging is regulated linearly to the maximum/minimum

SOC limit. BESS can inject active power if battery SOC is higher or equal to the lowest

SOC limit SOCmin of 0.2pu and consume active power if battery SOC is lower or equal

to the highest SOC limit SOCmax of 1pu. Hence, the droop type charging/discharging

approach can be written as in (5.7):

id−in =





id−ref SOC ≥ SOCmin

−id−ref SOC ≤ SOCmax

0 otherwise

(5.7)

The current limiter as shown in Fig. 5.8 calculates the active and reactive power

reference and limits the total amount of output current to avoid the overloading of BESS

converter. The maximum absolute current from the input current references can be

determined as in (5.8) and (5.9):

Fig. 5.8 The block diagram of BESS charge controller, d and q axis current control [48]
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id−ref−out =

|maxV al|∫

− |maxV al|

id−ref dt (5.8)

iq−ref−out =

yval∫

− yval

iq−ref dt (5.9)

where, yval=

√√√√
∣∣∣∣∣
|maxV al|2∫

0

|maxV al|2 − i2d−in

∣∣∣∣∣ and maxVal=1.

Battery charging/discharging results the change in battery SOC and depending on the

amount of active power exchange during transient periods, battery SOC will increase or

decrease. Moreover, the self-discharge of battery will also reduce battery SOC. These

reduce the available battery capacity for responding to future events. To avoid lower

SOC or relatively over-sizing the BESS capacity, an effective recharging strategy needs

to be adopted that can potentially improve the system reliability and reduce the associated

expenses.

5.3.2.2 BESS Recharging with Maximum SOC

Battery can be fully recharged when SOC is lower or equal to the minimum SOC or any

other value other than the maxSOC when BESS is inactive. This assures that sufficient

BESS capacity is accessible for participating in the future contingencies. The

conventional charging method to the maxSOC can be written as in (5.10):

id−in =





ich−A if SOC ≤ (SOCmin + SOCmax)/2 or

SOC ≤ SOCmin and id−ref−in < 0.0001

0 else

(5.10)

where, the charging current can be defined as ich−A which is activated when d-axis

current reference is lower than 0.0001pu and SOC is lower or equal to the minimum
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SOC SOCmin or 0.5pu. In practice, there is always a small amount of current flows due

to the self-discharge of battery or losses of the converter. Hence, d-axis current will never

be completely zero and the recharging current is activated at a value of 0.0001pu. The

recharging current flows until the battery reached to the maxSOC value of 1pu.

5.3.2.3 BESS Recharging with Adaptive SOC

The main drawback of charging to the SOCmax is that BESS is no longer able to

participate in an over-frequency event and to consume the excess energy from the grid.

This will affect the grid stability regardless of the available energy storage devices but

mainly due to the improper management of battery SOC. Hence, a different SOC level

than the maxSOC i.e. an adaptive charging method is proposed in this chapter. This

allows providing a certain power margin for over-frequency event without changing the

maximum charging/discharging limit in the case of a conventional method. The

recharging with adaptive SOC starts for the same SOC starting conditions as in

(5.3.2.2). The maximum charging limit with adaptive SOC can be regulated by selecting

the value of charging current. The swapping logic of adaptive SOC or maxSOC can be

defined as in (5.11):

SOCmax =





SOCadaptive if ich−A >ich−threshold

SOCmax if ich−A ≤ich−threshold
(5.11)

It can be observed from the given conditions that the maximum charging SOC limit

(SOCmax) is the adaptive SOC (SOCadaptive) if the charging current is greater than the

threshold and the maxSOC for a charging current of smaller or equal to the threshold

value. The charging threshold value ich−threshold is selected as 0.1pu. Hence, for a

recharging current of 0-0.1pu, the maxSOC value is 1pu. The charging current of higher

than 0.1pu will select the adaptive SOC value and the maxSOC limit for adaptive SOC

is selected as 0.8pu. It is worth noting that, the maximum adaptive SOC limit and

charging threshold can be always adjusted according to the strategy of BESS operator.
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5.3.3 Current Controller on d-q axis

The current controller on d-q axis are shown in Fig. 5.8. The current controller inputs

are the d-q references output from the active and reactive power signal (id−ref−out and

iq−ref−out) and the measured d-q axis value at BESS converter’s output. The PWM index

in d axis (pmd) and q axis (pmq) are converted using PLL to provide the referenced phase

angle to control the converter.

5.4 Attributes of the Test System

The PV penetration, operating strategies and the proposed BESS charging technique are

studied on IEEE 9-bus system (50Hz) as shown in Fig. 5.9 [253]. The detailed modeling

of the generators and governors used are explained in (4.4.1). The PV output is

considered as an aggregated output and the PV farm is connected to the grid via a

0.6/230kV transformer at bus 9. Further modeling information on PV farm can be found

Fig. 5.9 The IEEE 9-bus system with PV and BESS location [48]
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in [254]. The fossil-fueled G3 unit is completely shut down with the PV penetration.

The aim of incorporating BESS is to provide damping to the grid, improve transient

performance and satisfy the grid requirements. The detailed discussion on BESS

installation location and sizing is presented in (5.5.3).

The value of filter time constants are selected as 5 whereas the gain Kp and Kq are

2.1 and 0.1, respectively. The controller with the selected poles/zeros locations can be

written as in (5.12):

Kd(s) = Kq(s) =
40

38

(s+ 1/40)

(s+ 1/38)

13

35

(s+ 1/13)

(s+ 1/35)
(5.12)

5.4.1 Case Studies

In the first case, two various operating strategies of generators are investigated to analyze

the impact of PV penetration and network operating conditions and these are:

• Strategy 1: This defines the low load case.

• Strategy 2: This delineates the increment in generator G1 and G2 output due to

load growth at Load A and B. Strategy 2 somewhat replicates a situation where

existing SGs can be loaded during the peak periods or reduction in RES power

output.

The PV output is 100MW for both operating strategies. The power output of different

generators is outlined in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 The power output of generators and loads in MW for both strategies

Strategy SG1 SG2 PV Load A Load B Load C

Strategy 1 86 140 100 125 90 100

Strategy 2 107 165 100 150 110 100

In order to analyze and understand various aspects of demanding stability phenomena,

three case studies have been investigated. The proposed BESS charging method and its
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comparative advantages over the conventional approach are discussed in case studies four

and five. All the case studies are listed as follows:

• Case 1: Line outage with operating strategy 1 and 2

• Case 2: Load reduction event with operating strategy 1

• Case 3: BESS installation location and Converter sizing

(a) Operating strategy 2 with line outage

(b) Operating strategy 1 with load event

• Case 4: Battery charging with the proposed approach

• Case 5: The comparative advantages of the proposed adaptive SOC method.

5.5 Analysis of Transient Stability

Two contingency events i.e. line outage and load event are carried out for investigating

the inertial impact of PV penetration and the performance of various operating strategies

of SGs in maintaining grid standards with and without a BESS. In addition, the location

for installing and sizing of BESS is also presented while maintaining grid defined

frequency standards.

5.5.1 Line outage with Operating Strategy 1 and 2

Line outage is one of the common network events that occur often in power system

primarily due to fallen trees or broken electric poles. A temporary line outage of line

5-7 and permanent outage of line 8-9 are taken into account for analyzing the transient

performance of the grid. A single-phase-to-ground fault is applied on the lines 5-7 and

8-9 at t=0s. The temporary line fault on line 5-7 is cleared and restored at t=0.24s. The

permanent fault on line 8-9 is cleared by removing the line permanently at t =0.24s.

The line outage may threaten the grid stability if the generators are not able to provide

sufficient damping to the grid. Often a power system stabilizer (PSS) may be equipped at
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Fig. 5.10 The frequency (pu) oscillations of generator G2 [48]

the generator terminal to contribute in system damping and minimize the concern related

to instability.

The performance of the grid with various network operating conditions are

illustrated in Fig. 5.10. It can be observed that for operating strategy 1 and 2 and with no

PV penetration (w/strategy 1 & w/out PV and w/strategy 2 & w/out PV), the frequency

oscillations of G2 stay within ±2% of the nominal value as defined by the NEM grid

code. With 100MW of PV generation and operating strategy 1 (w/strategy 1 & PV), an

increase in frequency deviation can be seen but it stays within the grid limit. When

generators are operating with lower power output (operating strategy 1), they have a

higher margin to regulate their output which provides the capability for contributing to

oscillation damping. However, the frequency deviation increases by 0.22Hz for G1 and

0.115Hz for G2 with 100MW of PV generation as outlined in Table 5.2. As the

frequency variation stays within the grid allowed limit, there is no need of an energy

storage device for the grid with operating strategy 1.

Table 5.2 Frequency deviation for various operating strategies and network conditions

Operating W/out With PV PV
Generator

Strategy PV (Hz) PV (Hz) & PSS (Hz) & BESS (Hz)

Strategy 1 50.45 50.67 50.645 -
G1

Strategy 2 50.47 51.015 50.98 50.775

Strategy 1 50.755 50.87 50.825 -
G2

Strategy 2 51 51.31 51.235 50.995

On the contrary, for operating strategy 2 and the same amount of PV generation

(w/strategy 2 & PV), frequency deviations of G1 and G2 are highly oscillatory and
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reach to 1.0203 (G1) and 1.0262pu (G2) which violate the mandatory grid limit.

However, in the case of “operating strategy 2”, power margin of the generators is

reduced and hence the generators fail to provide sufficient damping to maintain the grid

defined operating standards. Table 5.2 shows the increment in frequency deviation with

PV penetration and operating strategy 2. The use of PSS (w/strategy 1,PV & PSS and

w/strategy 2,PV & PSS) shows a slight improvement in the frequency oscillations

compared to without a PSS. However, PSS fails to achieve the system stability at the

expected level with operating strategy (w/strategy 2,PV & PSS).

Hence, a 35MW BESS (216 kWh) is incorporated in the grid for providing

supplementary oscillation damping and maintaining frequency deviations within the

mandatory grid constraints. The grid response as shown in Fig. 5.10 manifests that the

integrated BESS (w/strategy 2,PV & BESS) reduces the maximum frequency rise to

1.0199pu which satisfies the grid constraints. Moreover, BESS integrated operating

condition shows better oscillation damping and faster reduction of steady-state error at

post-fault condition compared to without a BESS or with a PSS controller. This

evidence suggests the essential of BESS in minimizing PV penetration impact and

satisfying obligatory grid constraints. Furthermore, BESS also reduces the active power

oscillations of generators as compared to without a BESS as shown in Fig. 5.11.

Fig. 5.11 Active Power output (MW) of generators G1 and G2 [48]

The voltages at bus 7 for different operating conditions are shown in Fig. 5.12. It can

be observed that with PV penetration and operating strategy 2, the voltage drop is the

highest as compared to without PV or operating strategy 1. It can also be noticed that

PSS slightly improves the voltage profile following the contingencies than with a PSS

condition. Nevertheless, BESS significantly improves the voltage profile as it injects
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Fig. 5.12 Voltage at BESS connection point [48]

reactive power to the grid during the voltage drop and diminishes oscillations at a faster

rate than the other operating conditions.

The active and reactive power of BESS are shown in Fig. 5.13(a). A large amount of

active power as compared to reactive power can be seen to participate in frequency

regulation as the boundary for frequency regulation is smaller and active power is given

priority over the reactive power. Fig. 5.13(b) manifests the changes in battery SOC

during contingency periods. It can be summarized that BESS power plays a greater role

than BESS energy from the perspective of transient frequency stability circumstance. A

battery capacity of 180kWh is selected for the case study, nevertheless, it is worth

mentioning that this is not an optimal BESS energy size.

Fig. 5.13 The active and reactive power of BESS and battery SOC [48]

5.5.2 Load Reduction Event With Operating Strategy 1

A change in load demand may initiate transients in the power system which can have

large impact on stability if sufficient damping is not available in the system. Case study

1 indicates that with operating strategy 1, the system is able to damp out the oscillations

successfully and hence the same strategy is further investigated if the frequency
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constraints are maintained according to the grid requirements with load changing event.

A 50% load reduction at load A is applied for the duration of t=0-0.6s with operating

strategy 1 is in operation.

Simulation results as shown in Fig. 5.14 illustrates that without PV generation

(w/strategy 1 & w/out PV), the existing generators successfully regulate the frequency

within the ±1% of the nominal frequency following the load reduction event. With

100MW PV generation, the frequency of both generators oscillates beyond the allowed

limit (w/strategy 1 & w/PV) as outlined in Table 5.3. It can also be seen that although

PSS provides a small contribution in reducing oscillations ( w/strategy 1,PV & PSS),

nevertheless, the system fails to achieve the expected frequency outcome at the

post-fault condition. PSS provides lesser frequency drop and better oscillation damping

as compared to without a PSS at the generator terminal.

Fig. 5.14 The frequency (pu) oscillations of generator G1 and G2 with load event

Table 5.3 Maximum frequency deviation for load reduction event

Operating W/out With PV PV
Generator

Strategy PV (Hz) PV (Hz) & PSS (Hz) & BESS (Hz)

Strategy 1 50.425 50.605 50.585 50.475 G1

Strategy 1 50.415 50.525 50.55 50.435 G2

Hence, a 35MW BESS is incorporated in the grid for providing supplementary

damping and minimizing frequency oscillations. The response of generators as shown in
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Fig. 5.14 illustrates that BESS constraints the frequency deviations within the grid

defined limit ( w/strategy 1,PV & BESS). Also, BESS provides a lesser drop in

frequency and faster recovery of the frequency transients to the steady-state value.

The active and reactive power output of BESS and battery SOC are illustrated in

Fig. 5.15 which manifests the importance of large power output for a short period of

time. This signifies the need for BESS power instead of BESS energy in term of transient

stability studies as also seen in the previous case study.

Fig. 5.15 The active and reactive power of BESS and battery SOC [48]

5.5.3 BESS Installation Location and Converter Sizing

The placement of BESS plays a significant role in order to provide the best-expected

outcome with the minimum size of BESS converter and energy capacity which can help in

reducing losses and the overall costs of BESS. Hence, the incorporated BESS is installed

at different buses in the network to analyze the performance of BESS under both studied

contingency events. The approach to finding the most suitable location for installing

BESS and converter size is to carry out comparative performance study by installing

BESS at various buses in the high-voltage side of the network. The studied contingency

events are line outage when operating strategy 2 is in operation and load event when

operating strategy 1 is in operation. The size of BESS converter is estimated in terms

of minimum MW rating of BESS and the fulfillment of frequency oscillations according

to grid constraints during the studied contingencies. This approach is based on trial

and error, however, in the case of a large-scale system, this may not be a time-effective

approach. Considering the small scale system, this chapter is limited to the trial and error
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method for finding the optimal installation location and converter size of BESS.

The simulation results of load event when operating strategy 1 is selected are shown in

Fig. 5.16 (w/strategy 1,PV & BESS). It can be seen that the frequency responses of both

generators fulfill the grid requirement. It is difficult to draw any conclusion which is the

best location for installing BESS. Hence, further simulation study for other contingency

event is investigated.

Fig. 5.16 The frequency rise of G1 and G2 with BESS installed at different buses for load
reduction event

The frequency responses of generator G1 and G2 are shown in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18

following the line outage event and 35MW BESS. It can be found that not all location

are suitable for installing BESS as with the rated BESS capacity, grid fails to maintain

frequency oscillations within the grid defined periphery. Although the frequency of

generator G1 stays within the limit when BESS is installed anywhere in the network but,

in the case of G1, only the location at bus 7 satisfies the grid requirements. Hence, it can

be concluded that bus 7 is the most suitable location for installing BESS considering the

line outage and load event.

5.5.4 Battery Charging with the Proposed Approach

An original multi-level battery charging approach is presented in this chapter. The

maxSOC limit can be regulated according to the plan for adaptive charging. In order to

carry out battery charging with the conventional and the proposed method, a 42% load
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Fig. 5.17 The frequency of G2 with BESS installed at different buses for line outage [48]

Fig. 5.18 The frequency of G1 with BESS installed at different buses for line outage

growth event is activated for t=0-0.8s at load A under operating strategy 1. The battery

is rated as 20Ah and initial SOC is 0.8pu. The simulation results with different charging

strategy are shown in Fig. 5.19 (a and b). It can be seen in Fig. 5.19 (a) that the final

SOC value is 0.494pu which is lower than the charging SOC limit of 0.6pu and battery

needs to be recharged in accordance with the designed SOC control strategy as defined

in (5.10). When the charging current is selected as 0.015pu, the maxSOC limit is 1pu

and when the charging current is selected as 0.010pu, the maxSOC limit is adjusted to

0.8pu as defined in (5.11). This manifests the efficacy of the proposed adaptive SOC

charging strategy.

Fig. 5.19 (b) shows that battery charging current ich−A takes place when the active

current reference is lower than 0.0001pu as defined in (5.10). This validates that BESS

satisfies the designed conditions in (5.10) and (5.11) and charges the battery effectively

according to the plan of BESS operator. The total discharging duration lasts for t=0-30.5s.

The charging to the maxSOC lasts for roughly 62.1s (t=30.5-92.6s) and adaptive SOC for

18.6s (t=30.5-49.1s). However, this duration will vary depending on the charging current,

battery capacity and available SOC prior to the charging.
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Fig. 5.19 SOC status with different charging mechanism [48]

5.5.5 The Comparative Advantages of the Proposed Adaptive SOC

Method

In order to further demonstrate the comparative advantage of the proposed adaptive

charging method, a 45% load growth event is activated for t=0-0.8s at load A when the

network is operating under operating strategy 2. The purpose of load growth event is to

reduce the battery SOC to a value that requires to be charged. The ratings of battery are

7.8Ah and 0.9kV for this case study. The adaptive SOC allows the operator to maintain

battery SOC value according to the weather forecast to the maxSOC or adaptive SOC. A

simple weather forecast of reduced PV generation is estimated and BESS needs to be

recharged to the maxSOC in order to maximize BESS reserve. A series of PV variation

event is applied; reduction from 100MW to 90MW at t=42s, further reduction to 73MW

at t=50s and 68.3MW at t=60s and finally restored to 100MW at t=70s. Fig. 5.20 (a)

illustrates the total frequency response of G1 and Fig. 5.20 (b) shows the voltage at bus

7 which illustrates BESS contribution in enhancing voltage profile of the grid under the

load and PV generation event. Figs. 5.21 (a and b) manifest the closer frequency

response of generator G1 and it shows that BESS improves the frequency response of

G1 compared to without a BESS and battery SOC does not have a visible impact on the

performance as sufficient SOC is available.

Fig. 5.22 (a) demonstrates that Battery is required to be charged as SOC is lower

than 0.6pu and battery is charged during its inactive periods of t=31-39s. The active

and reactive power output of BESS are shown in Fig. 5.22 (b). The value of adaptive
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Fig. 5.20 The frequency of generator G1[p.u.] with BESS (a) and voltage at bus 7 (b) [48]

Fig. 5.21 The closer view of generator frequency G1[p.u.] (a and b) [48]

SOC is adjusted in this case study to demonstrate the wider flexibility of the proposed

adaptive SOC strategy. Charging to 1pu requires larger time (6.32s for a charging current

of 0.012pu) as compared to 0.8pu which takes 3.95s with a charging current of 0.10pu.

It can also be seen that SOC at the end of contingency periods remains higher if it is

charged at the maxSOC. With the adaptive SOC strategy, BESS can be charged to 0.8pu

or 1pu or any other level depending on the expected forecast of PV generation.

Fig. 5.22 Battery SOC for various adaptive SOC strategy (a), BESS power output (b) [48]
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The comparative advantage of the proposed adaptive SOC method is further

demonstrated in Fig. 5.23. A momentary decrease of 25% at load A is applied for the

duration of t=0-0.8s with operating strategy 2. Reduction of the load increases the

frequency and BESS consumes the surplus energy until SOC reaches to 1pu. This

allows using the maximum capacity for responding to the network event. However, the

battery is charged to the adaptive SOC level of 0.8pu without affecting the maximum

capacity for any network event. This provides the flexibility and advantage of the

proposed adaptive SOC method compared to the conventional SOC regulation

approach [212].

Fig. 5.23 SOC status with different charging mechanism [48]

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a lead-lag regulated BESS with a new adaptive SOC recovery method is

presented in order to contribute to oscillation damping and enhance frequency response

of the grid. The aim of the adaptive SOC approach is to provide operational flexibility

to the BESS user according to weather forecast and planning for energy management. In

order to verify the proposed method, five case studies have been carried out. In summary,

the study can be encapsulated as follows:

• The study of two operating strategies indicates that the power reserve of the

generators at pre-fault condition plays a crucial role in maintaining frequency
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within the grid defined periphery. However, generators are forced to operate at

larger output during peak periods or lower PV outputs due to low sunlight.

• With 100MW of PV penetration, grid fails to maintain NEM criteria. A PSS can

slightly improve the grid response but still fails to accomplish the expected

outcome.

• When a 35MW BESS is installed at bus 7, the frequency responses of the

generators regulate within the grid allowed boundary. BESS injects/absorbs

active/reactive power to damp out frequency and voltage oscillations and thus

enhances the transient profile of the grid.

• Simulation results indicate that BESS power is imperative than BESS energy as the

supporting periods are very small in term of frequency transients.

• Moreover, the proposed SOC recovery approach shows that BESS can be easily

managed to different SOC level without affecting the maximum battery capacity for

the network event. This yields better flexibility in BESS regulation in accordance

with the forecast of PV generation.

This chapter outlines that BESS can be utilized in regulating both voltage and

frequency of the grid and mitigating the negative inertial impacts of PV generation in

the grid. The proposed BESS and adaptive SOC method can be adopted and adjusted in

MG or large-scale network.

From the perspective of a transmission network, BESS has enormous potential to

provide various grid stability supports. In particular, BESS can be an alternative to the

conventional Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) for improving transient

stability while improving the power transfer capacity of the grid. Additionally, new

types of BESS active/reactive power regulating controllers need to be explored for

performance evaluation.



Chapter 6

The application of BESS in Stabilizing

Simultaneous Voltage and Frequency in

a Transmission Network and

Enhancing Power Transfer Capacity

This chapter contains the following publication - U. Datta, A. Kalam and J. Shi, “Battery

Energy Storage System to Stabilize Transient Voltage and Frequency and Enhance Power

Export Capability,” IEEE Transactions on Power System, vol. 34, pp. 1845-1857, 2019.

6.1 Introduction

Presently, the electric transmission network is facing with a major control and stability

threats mainly due to the aged transmission network, the increasing demand for energy

and the expansion of RES in the grid. The conventional vertical structure of power

system is undergoing a reformation which adds more challenges in terms of the loading

of the transmission and distribution lines and voltage variations. The power system with

the ever-growing volume and complexity have drawn much consideration by the power
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utility as the grid is vulnerable to various transient contingency events that frequently

happens in the power system. Deregulated energy market and variable RES generation

result in the unplanned transfer of power within the areas of the network. This may

induce added pressure in the loading of certain transmission lines which can generate

stability challenges in the case of network faults. Moreover, government subsidies and

other initiatives for sustainable energy mobilized the growth in large-scale PV and wind

generations which are usually placed at a distance from the main load center. This

requires the satisfactory operation of the grid resources in order to ensure a reliable

power system i.e the fulfillment of (N-1) criteria.

The power system experiences small or large oscillations following any temporary

or permanent contingency events which require to be compensated for improving the

stability of the system. FACTS solution have been in the power system for a while and it

has been contributing in improving the oscillation damping of the grid by controlling the

power flows and strengthening the power transfer capability of the grid [255]. Among

various FACTS solutions, special attention is given to static compensator (STATCOM)

which has already built its own footprint in the power system due to its capability to

enhance power transfer capacity [256], minimize inter-area oscillations [257] and

provide quicker and effortless recovery of grid voltage [258]. Moreover, STATCOM

provides better oscillation damping [259] and enhanced transmission facility [260] than

other FACTS devices.

Compared to STATCOM, which provides reactive power compensation, BESS

basically performs a distinct role in the grid i.e. frequency regulation [261], smoothing

of RES active power output [93], enhancement of transient stability [262], improvement

of power oscillations damping [263] and support for improving the voltage and power

quality of the grid. The study in [262] identified that BESS can enhance the transient

stability of the grid whereas the study in [263] presented that BESS performs better in

minimizing the electromechanical oscillations of the system compared to a PSS. In a

single machine infinite bus system, it is shown that BESS outperforms STATCOM in

providing oscillation damping. In RES incorporated power system, the combination of

STATCOM-supercapacitor [264] or STATCOM-battery [265] is determined to achieve
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improved performance compared to STATCOM only operation mode. The performance

is evaluated in terms of transient stability enhancement and power oscillation damping.

From this perspective, the utilization of BESS in enhancing the stability of the grid

and improving the power transmission capacity between long-distance interconnected

electric grid is comparatively a new field of importance which requires thorough

investigation. The proper planning and placement of BESS can not only minimize

network congestion and prolong the plan for network extension but also can provide

financial gain to the grid [266]. The study in [2] demonstrated that BESS stabilizes the

transient frequency of the grid following a permanent contingency event and increases

the amount of power export from one area to the other end of the network. An improved

oscillation damping with battery integrated STATCOM is presented in [267, 268].

However, both studies do not provide any insight on improving the power transfer

capacity of the interconnected power system. In addition, the comparative stability

performance of STATCOM and BESS has not been given any attention in both studies

in terms of concurrent voltage and frequency regulation.

Considerable research effort has been given to study voltage and frequency

regulation and enhancing the oscillation damping capacity of the grid. The studies

in [269–271] presented that battery integrated STATCOM improves voltage and

frequency damping. Nevertheless, either battery SOC is not considered at all or weighed

as constant SOC, which is an incorrect approach. In addition, traditional PI

controller [270, 271] is utilized for regulating BESS active and reactive power. As no

deadband is included in BESS design [269–271], this will result in continuous

charging/discharging of the battery and will result in an increased cost of BESS

operation. In [215], priority based active or reactive power control is proposed in order

to regulate either frequency or voltage, at any given time. In another study in [272],

battery integrated STATCOM is employed for reducing inter-area oscillation.

Nevertheless, either active or reactive power compensation is provided, at any particular

time. Nonetheless, coordinated control of voltage and frequency and battery SOC are

not taken into account in the study. The earlier investigations lack the study of

simultaneous voltage and frequency control and battery SOC or comparative
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performance analysis of BESS and STATCOM in stabilizing voltage and frequency of

the grid and increasing the volume of power transmission within interconnected

systems.

In this chapter, the comparable performance analysis of STATCOM and BESS in

enhancing transient voltage and frequency stability and strengthening the power

transmission capability between large-scale interconnected electric systems are

investigated. Multiple temporary and permanent contingency events such as line faults,

short circuit faults in an equivalent 400kV transmission network are considered for

performance evaluation. The transient stability performance is analyzed in terms of

voltage and frequency control according to the standards of NEM policy by the

Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) [273, 274]. The proposed BESS is

outlined for simultaneous voltage and frequency control while BESS operation is

constrained within the defined battery SOC which has not been discussed in the earlier

literature. In addition, PI-lead and lead-lag controllers are also employed to adjust the

active and reactive power output of BESS. The efficacy of the proposed controllers is

investigated and compared with the traditional PI regulated BESS in maintaining the

grid voltage and frequency following multiple contingency events. Through simulation

studies, it is shown that when the volume of power export between two large-scale

networks is 450MW, the network voltage and frequency remains stable, following the

permanent line outage event. However, when the amount of power is increased by

44.44% i.e. increased to 650MW from 450MW, the grid fails to maintain stable voltage

and frequency for the same line outage event. Although the integration of STATCOM

can provide a decent level of voltage stability support at the initial stage of the post-fault

condition, however it cannot provide any frequency support due to the lack of active

power control, which causes the STATCOM to finally fail in stabilizing voltage and

frequency. On the contrary, BESS with active and reactive power control capability

become successful in stabilizing the grid which rationalizes the importance of this study.
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6.2 BESS Layout

The basic layout of BESS control is already defined in subsection (5.3) in Chapter 5

which comprises voltage and frequency regulator that generates the reactive and active

power reference for BESS regulation. The detailed discussion of voltage and frequency

controllers are provided in (5.3.1.1) and (5.3.1.2) in Chapter 5. Once the reference for d

and q axis are directed to PQ controller, it regulates the updated current reference based

on the charge controller error and power output at BESS AC side.

6.2.1 Active/Reactive (PQ) Controller

In this research, three different categories of controllers i.e. PI, PI-lead and Lead-lag

controllers are employed for regulating BESS active and reactive power. The detailed

discussion on PI regulated PQ controller are presented in (4.3.2) in Chapter 4. The PQ

controller with the conventional PI controller is displayed in Fig. 6.1. The modeling and

associated transfer functions of lead-lag regulated PQ controller are discussed in (5.3.1.3)

in Chapter 5. The PQ controller with the lead-lag controller is shown in Fig. 6.2.

Fig. 6.1 Conventional PI regulated PQ controller [220]
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Fig. 6.2 Lead-lag regulated PQ controller [220]

6.2.1.1 PI-lead Controller

The proposed PI-lead controller is constructed by combining PI and lead controller in

series as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. The purpose of cascading a lead controller with a PI

controller is to achieve an improved transient outcome i.e. reduce the maximum

percentage overshoot and settling time with the compensation of a positive phase angle

by varying the location of closed-loop poles in the s-plane. The transfer functions of the

lead controller for d and q axis can be written as:

Kd(s) =
TB1

TA1

(s+ 1/TB1)

(s+ 1/TA1)
(6.1)

Kq(s) =
TB2

TA2

(s+ 1/TB2)

(s+ 1/TA2)
(6.2)

DC gain= 1. TB1>TA1 and TB2>TA2.

The in-depth analysis on PI-lead controller is available in [252, 275]. The location of

poles and zeros are selected based on iterative technique and the PI values are the same

as in PI regulated PQ control. The associated parameters of the PI, PI-lead and lead-lag

controllers are given in Appendix B1.
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Fig. 6.3 PI-lead regulated PQ controller [220]

6.3 Studied System and Stability Criterion

The brief discussion on the studied 400kV network, STATCOM modeling and stability

criteria are presented in this section.

6.3.1 System Description

In order to analyze BESS contribution in enhancing system stability as compared to

STATCOM, a 400kV equivalent network of the Finnish transmission grid is selected in

this work. The simplified diagram of the testing grid is illustrated in Fig. 6.4. The grid

consists of the equivalent model of 15 SGs, 11 loads and 7 series capacitors. The

associated parameters of capacitors, the active and reactive power output of loads and

SGs are outlined in Appendix B2. The parameters of the network components such as

SGs, transformers at generator and load terminal and transmission lines can be found

in [276].

The electrical components of SGs at North-West (NW), North (N), North-East (NE),

and Central-North (CN) are modeled with 5th order state-space models. The electrical

components of SGs at Nordic N1, Nordic N2, Nordic S and Nordic C are modeled with

6th order state-space models. The mechanical components of the above-mentioned areas
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Fig. 6.4 The studied customized equivalent transmission grid [220]

are modeled with hydro turbine and governor arrangements. The electrical components

of SGs at Central-West (CW), Central (C), Central-South (CS) and Central-East (CE)

and south (South-West (SW), South (S) and South-East (SE)) are modeled with 6th order

state-space models and no turbine and governor systems are considered i.e. they are

operating with constant torque. The exciter for SW generator is an IEEE-AC5A type and

the rest of the generators are equipped with ST2A type exciter.

The voltage at the generator connected terminal is 13.8kV and hence connected via a

13.8kV/400kV transformer to the high voltage grid. The generators in the Nordic

transmission grid are an equivalent depiction of the entire Swedish generation network.
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The SW generator is selected as the reference machine and the rest of the generators are

designed as PV. No PSS is considered at the generator’s terminal. The transmission lines

between SW-CW, SW-S, SW-CS, S-SE, S-CS, SE-CE, CS-C and Siirtoverkko to

Nordic-32-joint consists of two parallel lines and the rest of the lines are of a single line.

The voltage at load connected point is 110kV and loads are modeled as balanced load.

The designed poles/zeros locations of the lead-lag controller for d-q axis can be

written as:

Kd(s) = Kq(s) =
8(s+ 1)(s+ 0.25)

(s+ 2)(s+ 0.067)
(6.3)

The designed poles/zeros locations of the lead controller in PI-lead for d-q axis can

be written as:

Kd(s) = Kq(s) =
1 + s

1 + 0.5s
=

2(s+ 1)

(s+ 2)
(6.4)

6.3.2 STATCOM and Wind Model

The STATCOM model comprises a DC source that supplies stable voltage to the VSC.

The VSC converts the DC voltage into AC which is connected to the grid connecting

transformer. This transformer operates as an interface to the grid. The modeling details

of the selected STATCOM model is available in [277]. The voltage at STATCOM

connection point is selected as the reference for regulating STATCOM output. The wind

turbine models are DFIG type. The wind farms are equipped with FRT and hence

remain connected to the grid during contingencies. The wind speed is considered as a

constant which results in a stable DFIG power output.
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6.3.3 Stability Criterion

In order to satisfy the grid defined standards, the oscillatory responses of the grid should

be constrained within limits following a single/multiple contingencies. The frequency

standards define that for a network event, the frequency must be restricted within ±1%

of the nominal frequency (0.99-1.01pu) within 1 minute of the post-fault condition and

should be restored within the NOFB of 0.997-1.003pu in a period of 5 minutes as

illustrated in Fig. 6.5 [273]. In the event of numerous contingencies, the frequency must

be retained between 0.99-1.01pu within 2 minutes and restored to the NOFB within 10

minutes. The AEMO defined transient voltage standard varies between ± 10% of the

nominal voltage value which must be retained within 20 minutes at post-fault

condition [274]. At any time of operation, the grid voltage and frequency must not

violate the above-mentioned conditions. If the voltage and frequency are retained within

the defined limit at post-fault condition, the system is considered as stable and secure.

Fig. 6.5 Voltage and frequency standards by NEM [220]

The stability performance of voltage and frequency defines the limit of power

transfer. This stability limit also most likely to be dependent on network operating

condition. A considerable amount of AEMO study highlighted that line outage has a

significant impact on the amount of power transfer and maintain the grid defined

boundary [278]. Furthermore, it is found that multiple contingency events have a higher

impact in restricting the volume of power transmission as compared to a single

contingency event to satisfy stability limits [279]. Hence considering such phenomena,
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single/multiple contingency events are considered in this study for analyzing transient

stability performance of the studied grid to avoid blackout incident as described

in [280].

STATCOM is one of the most commonly studied compensation devices in the power

system to provide better transient oscillation damping and improving the amount of

power transfer. The comparative stability enhancement of STATCOM and BESS is the

main focus of this study following single/multiple contingency events. The performance

will be assessed in terms of NEM criterion as illustrated in Fig. 6.5.

6.4 Results and Analysis

An equivalent depiction of an actual transmission network is selected in this work in

order to analyze the comparative benefits of STATCOM and BESS in the grid. A

thorough investigation of power export studies is carried out in DigSILENT

Powerfactory under various transient events. In the first step, the maximum limit of

power export from the south side of the network to the north side is identified following

the studied transient conditions without any compensation devices integrated into the

grid. Later, the volume of power export is raised so that the system becomes unstable

and the support from STATCOM and BESS is analyzed in stabilizing the grid responses.

The transmission lines connecting two large-scale systems are of significant importance

from the perspective of grid stability. The performance of PI-lead and lead-lag regulated

BESS is compared with PI regulated BESS and STATCOM.

In order to determine the performance of STATCOM and the control of BESS power

output, three case studies (cases 1-3) are carried out. Furthermore, three other case studies

(cases 4-6) are carried out to validate BESS competence in enhancing the stability of the

grid.

• Case 1: Permanent line outage of N-Sirttoverkko line.

• Case 2: Load growth and Permanent line outage of N-Sirttoverkko line.
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• Case 3: Permanent line outage of N-Sirttoverkko line and load growth.

The performance of BESS in other circumstances:

• Case 4: Momentary single-phase-to-ground fault.

• Case 5: Permanent single-phase-to-ground fault.

• Case 6: Without series capacitors between two systems.

In order to determine the secure and reliable limit of power export, various amount of

power export cases are analyzed. The generators at SW provides 50MW, S and SE each

provides 200MW for supplying 450MW at the power export point in the Nordic area. A

3-phase fault is triggered at t=3s on N-Sirttoverkko line for the duration of 100ms. A fault

simulation study indicates that 450MW is the maximum power export limit without any

support from the compensation devices following the permanent loss of one of the two

transmission lines. Hence, the volume of power export is raised to analyze the unstable

system with the support of STATCOM and BESS.

6.4.1 Case 1: Permanent line outage of N-Sirttoverkko line

In order to validate the contribution of STATCOM/BESS in improving power

transmission capacity of the grid, the amount of active power is increased to 650MW.

The generator output of SW is increased to 250MW and the other two generators S and

SE provides 200MW individually. The N-Sirttoverkko line is the heavily loaded line

which was carrying 321MW at the steady-state condition. A similar 3-phase fault is

applied on the heavily loaded line at t=3s for the duration of 100ms. The simulation

results of bus voltages at SW and Siirtoverkko bus and frequencies of SW and CN

generators are illustrated in Figs. 6.6 (a) and (b), respectively. The Figs. 6.6 (a) and (b)

show that due to insufficient damping capability of the existing generators excitation

system, the grid becomes unstable when the export amount is increased by 44.44%

compared to the stable operation limit and one of the lines are removed permanently

from the grid after the clearance of the fault. The grid voltage and frequency fail to

settle down after the fault within the defined time frame as highlighted in Fig. 6.5.

Instead, the oscillations tend to increase over the time towards instability which will
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6.6 The frequency of generators [p.u.] (a) and bus voltages [p.u.] (b) with line outage
and without STATCOM/BESS [220]

lead to complete blackout of the grid. In order to stabilize the grid, these growing

oscillations need to be diminished and hence supplementary damping contribution is

mandatory. The STATCOM/BESS is incorporated at CN bus to supply additional

system damping to diminish the enlarging oscillations that arise due to the transient

event while exporting the higher amount of power and stabilize the system. The location

for BESS/STATCOM installation is selected through iterative process.

STATCOM has already demonstrated its capability in enhancing power oscillation

damping and increasing power transfer capability in the grid. The size of the integrated

STATCOM is 80MW and the same line outage event is applied for the performance

analysis of STATCOM. The frequency and voltage plots at the selected locations with

the integrated STATCOM are illustrated in Figs. 6.7 (a) and (b), respectively. It can be

observed that although there is a slight improvement in the grid responses, the damping

support from the STATCOM is not sufficient and thus remains ineffective in stabilizing

the grid. The voltage and frequency responses at the post-fault condition continue to

oscillate and never reaches within the stability limits according to NEM

requirements [273, 274]. It is noticed that a large size of STATCOM also remains

unsuccessful in stabilizing the grid responses at the post-fault condition.

The total reactive power provide by the STATCOM is 80MVAR and there is no

active power contribution as shown in Fig. 6.8. Hence, it can be said that the zero active

power output of STATCOM fails to provide active power oscillation damping and

causes the collapse of the system. Thus, in the case of voltage and frequency transients,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6.7 The frequency of generators [p.u.] (a) and bus voltages [p.u.] (b) with line outage
and STATCOM [220]

a STATCOM is not capable of stabilizing the grid and enhancing the power export.

Considering such phenomena, a device with active and reactive power compensation is

mandatory to provide ample damping into the system and sustain grid voltage and

frequency.

Fig. 6.8 The active and reactive power of STATCOM

The aim of BESS integration is to supply active and reactive power to improve

oscillation damping. The grid responses with the incorporated BESS as illustrated in

Figs. 6.9 (a) and (b) manifest that BESS provide sufficient damping support into the grid

and successfully diminishes the voltage and frequency oscillations within the mandatory

recovery boundary as specified in Fig. 6.5. The grid responses achieve the stability point

with the incorporated BESS. Hence it can be said that BESS enhances the stability of

the grid while exporting 650MW between two interconnected systems.

In order to further determine the performance of the proposed BESS control

strategies, PI-lead and lead-lag regulated BESS is compared with the traditional PI
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6.9 The frequency of generator [p.u.] (a), bus voltage [p.u.] (b), the closer look of
frequency (c) and voltage (d) with line outage and BESS [220]

regulated BESS. Simulation results as highlighted in Figs. 6.9 (a) and (b) indicate that

regardless of the types of controllers, BESS stabilizes the grid responses and the

proposed PI-lead/lead-lag regulated BESS demonstrates better responses as compared to

traditional PI regulated BESS as shown in Figs. 6.9 (c) and (d).

Figs. 6.10 (a) and (b) show the power output of BESS. It is visible that the amount of

BESS power is less in the case of PI and PI-lead regulated BESS compared to lead-lag

regulated BESS which is reflected as a better frequency outcome. In addition, BESS

power output does not reach to zero in the case of PI and PI-lead regulated BESS once

the voltage and frequency stabilize. This mainly highlights the limitations of the PI

controller which is highly reliant on network operating conditions and may perform

unsatisfactorily with the changing environment. However, the output of lead-lag

regulated BESS reaches to zero when the system is stabilized within the NOFB which

further demonstrates the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed lead-lag controller

regulated BESS. Since BESS operation lasts only for several seconds, the change in

battery SOC is not significant as shown in Fig. 6.11. If sufficient capacity of BESS is
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6.10 BESS power output - active (a) and reactive (b) [220]

not available during a transient event, the existing generator and turbine should

participate in oscillation damping. As system shows instability without BESS, it needs

to be ensured that sufficient BESS capacity is available. Hence, a battery of large

capacity is selected to ensure adequate battery capacity is available to support the

transient periods for energy surplus and shortfall.

Fig. 6.11 Battery SOC for all BESS control strategies

The selected BESS converter capacity is 40MVA for all the case studies. The NOFB

of BESS is selected as ± 0.0002pu from the nominal frequency. The droop gain is 500

which determines that the total BESS power is triggered for a frequency change of ±
0.1Hz with a grid frequency of 50Hz. The amount of reactive power is constrained within

the BESS converter capacity. The reactive power is designed to be triggered beyond ±
0.004pu of the pre-fault steady state voltage with a droop gain of 12.5 that describes

the activation of total converter capacity for a change of ±8% from the bus voltage.

The droop gain for reactive power is small in order to limit the control of BESS for

reactive power as grid voltage varies from the nominal value quite often during the grid
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operation. Nevertheless, the droop gains can be adjusted according to the grid codes and

requirements of the grid. The associated battery values are presented in Appendix B3.

To summarize the comparative study between STATCOM and BESS with new control

approaches, BESS maintains the voltage and frequency stability to regulate power flows

and thus allows the system to expand the use of usable power transmission capacity.

Hence, it can be said that a STATCOM is not capable of competing with BESS when the

grid experiences the voltage and frequency instability and cannot support the increased

amount of power export. In the case of line outage at post-fault condition, the loading

of NW-Sirttoverkko line is increased to 32.4% from 15.3% which clearly validates the

BESS effectiveness as compared to STATCOM in enhancing the power transfer capacity

in the grid.

6.4.2 Case 2: Load growth and Permanent line outage of

N-Sirttoverkko line

As explained in subsection 6.3.3, multiple contingency events have a significant impact

on the stability of the grid and hence the efficacy of STATCOM and BESS are assessed

following two consecutive faults while transporting power between interconnected areas.

The distance between two disturbance events is 20s and the order of contingency events

are altered in Case 3.

A three-phase-to-ground fault at t=3s for the duration of 100ms is triggered while

exporting the same amount of power. After clearing the fault, a 10% growth in active

and reactive power demand at NW load is triggered at t=23.1s. Simulated responses of

the generators for dual contingencies are presented in Figs. 6.12 (a) and (b),

respectively. It can be observed that although STATCOM reduces the frequency and

voltage acceleration by a slight margin (Figs. 6.12 (c) and (d) compared to without any

FACTS devices (Figs. 6.12 (a) and (b)) but it fails to stabilize the grid responses within

the mandatory boundary. The STATCOM is unable to provide adequate damping to the

grid and thus fails to maintain voltage and frequency responses within the NEM defined
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6.12 The frequency of generators [p.u.] (a), bus voltages [p.u.] (b) without
STATCOM/BESS, the frequencies [p.u.] (c) and voltages [p.u.] (d) with STATCOM
[220]

stability limits.

Nevertheless, the frequency and voltage responses as presented in Figs. 6.13 (a) and

(b), manifest that the integrated BESS contributes in sufficient system damping at the

post-fault condition that maintains a continuous power supply and stabilizes the grid

responses within the NEM defined limits. The grid responses also illustrate that BESS

with all the control approaches successfully stabilizes the grid and maintains a continuous

flow of power in the grid. In addition, the lead-lag controlled BESS provides slightly

better frequency outcome as compared to other control approaches.

BESS active and reactive power are presented in Figs. 6.14 (a) and (b), respectively.

Similar to the previous case, the post-fault steady-state values is not zero in the case

of BESS with PI and PI-lead controllers. However, the lead-lag regulated BESS settles

down to zero once the system reaches to the steady-state condition. Since a very small

amount of active power is visible for PI and PI-lead regulated BESS controller, the final

battery SOC will be lower than that of lead-lag regulated BESS. Thus, it can be said that
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6.13 The frequency of generator [p.u.] (a) and bus voltage [p.u.] (b) with BESS [220]

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.14 BESS power output - active (a) and reactive (b) [220]

BESS is effective in maintaining grid stability following multiple contingency events.

6.4.3 Case 3: Permanent line outage of N-Sirttoverkko line and load

growth

The order of contingency events is altered as in Case 2 to investigate the performance of

BESS and STATCOM when the disturbance event occurs in reverse order. The same load

amount (19%) is increased at t=3.1s at NW load point and the three-phase fault is applied

at t=23s for the duration of 100ms. The grid responses following the consecutive load

increase and three-phase fault events are shown in Figs. 6.15 (a) and (b). Similar to Case

2, the voltage and frequency of the grid manifests that without any FACTS devices, the

voltage and frequency oscillations accelerate towards instability as presented in Figs. 6.15

(a) and (b). Although STATCOM marginally reduces the accelerating oscillations, as a

result of inadequate damping contribution into the grid, voltage and frequency do not
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settle down within the stability boundary as presented in Figs. 6.15 (c) and (d) as defined

by the NEM standards.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6.15 The frequency of generators [p.u.] (a), bus voltages [p.u.] (b) without
STATCOM/BESS, the frequencies [p.u.] (c) and voltages [p.u.] (d) with STATCOM
[220]

On the contrary, the simulated results as shown in Figs. 6.16 (a) and (b) manifest

that the installed BESS at CN provides sufficient damping into the grid that minimizes

the transient oscillations and stabilizes the voltage and frequency of the grid at post-fault

condition within the mandatory grid boundary. The active and reactive power output of

BESS as shown in Figs. 6.17 (a) and (b) exhibit a similar level of performance as in Case

2 and the lead-lag regulated BESS demonstrates better performance compared to other

BESS controllers.

The report on South-Australia (SA) blackout by AEMO mentioned that multiple line

faults on transmission line increased the amount of power transfer and voltage and

frequency stability arose due to line outage which eventually led to complete

blackout [280]. This comparative study presents a deep insight into the applicability of

BESS in voltage and frequency stability. This study presents that when the supply of
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6.16 The frequency of generator [p.u.] (a) and bus voltage [p.u.] (b) with PI, PI-lead
and lead-lag controlled BESS [220]

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.17 BESS power output - active (a) and reactive (b) [220]

power export is raised by 44%, the system becomes unstable for single and multiple

contingency events. The integrated STATCOM fails to contribute in enough oscillations

damping and thus cannot stabilize the grid responses following the fault events.

However, BESS contributes to sufficient damping into the grid at post-fault conditions

and successfully stabilizes the voltage and frequency of the grid for all the studied

single/multiple contingency events. This demonstrates that BESS can be an effective

solution in order to avoid blackout event such as what happened in SA [280].

6.4.4 The Performance of BESS in Other Circumstances

The effectiveness of BESS for other momentary circumstances are further investigated

for validating the suitability of BESS in stability improvement of the grid. Three added

case studies are investigated to analyze BESS performance while exporting the same
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amount of power as in Cases 1-3 and they are explained as follows:

6.4.4.1 Case 4: Momentary Single-phase-to-ground Fault

The single-phase-to-ground fault is one of the most frequently occurring fault in the

power system. Therefore, a fault at phase-a is triggered at t=1s at SW bus for the

duration of 150ms. The frequency response at SW generator and voltage at Siirtoverkko

bus as illustrated in Figs. 6.18 (a) and (b) show that BESS effectively maintains the

stability of the grid at the post-fault condition. Furthermore, the lead-lag regulated

BESS provides better frequency response in term of faster reduction of oscillation as

compared to PI and PI-lead regulated BESS controllers. The active and reactive power

output of BESS as shown in Figs. 6.19 (a) and (b) manifests that the power output of

BESS reaches to zero at post-fault stabilized condition.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.18 The frequency of generator [p.u.] (a) and bus voltage [p.u.] (b) [220]

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.19 The power output of BESS - active [MW] (a) and reactive [MVar] (b) [220]
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6.4.4.2 Case 5: Permanent Single-phase-to-ground Fault

As BESS effectively stabilizes the grid following a temporary fault, the efficacy of

BESS is investigated for a permanent fault. A permanent phase-a to ground fault is

triggered at t=1s at SW bus. It is found that the generator frequency becomes volatile

following the applied permanent fault and without a BESS. However, the installed

BESS effectively stabilizes the grid voltage and frequency as shown in Figs. 6.20 (a) and

(b). Moreover, the PI-lead regulated BESS provides better oscillation damping

compared to PI regulated BESS controllers. Nevertheless, lead-lag regulated BESS

demonstrates superior performance than the PI or PI-lead regulated BESS controllers.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.20 The frequency of generator [p.u.] (a) and bus voltage [p.u.] with permanent
single-phase-ground fault (b) [220]

The active and reactive power output is presented in Figs. 6.21 (a) and (b). It can

be observed that the lead-lag regulated BESS provides better power regulation which

supports in achieving an improved oscillation damping in the grid. It also needs to be

mentioned that BESS converter size is increased to 140MVA in order to stabilize the grid

voltage and frequency for the permanent single phase fault.

6.4.4.3 Case 6: Without Series Capacitors Between Two Systems

Series capacitors greatly contribute to improving the voltage stability of the grid. Since

there are two capacitors in the original design, they might play a supporting role in

stability enhancement of the grid at post-fault condition. Hence, these series capacitors

are removed in order to investigate BESS competence without any series capacitors
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6.21 BESS power output - active (a) and reactive (b)

between the two systems. A permanent outage of N-Sirtoverkko line while exporting

650MW is applied at t=3.1s. The voltage and frequency responses of the grid as shown

in Figs. 6.22 (a) and (b) exhibit that BESS effectively maintains grid stability regardless

of any series compensation between the two transmission lines that connects the two

systems.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.22 The frequency of generator [p.u.] (a) and voltage [p.u.] (b) without series
capacitors and with [220]

6.4.5 The Study of Performance Index

The comparative performance of the proposed and traditional controllers can be assessed

with the use of performance index analysis. In order to evaluate controller performance,

the sum of squared errors (SSE) is used as a performance indicator in following the set

point as defined in (6.5).
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SSE =
k∑

n=1

(xn − yn)2 (6.5)

where, xn=initial value and yn= actual observational nth value.

The SSE estimation of grid voltage and frequency for the first three cases are outlined

in Table 6.1. It can be seen that for the traditional PI regulated BESS controller, the SSE

value is high compared to others. Although PI-lead regulated BESS has lower SSE value

than PI regulated BESS, the lead-lag regulated BESS has the lowest SSE value which

demonstrates the superiority of the controllers.

Table 6.1 The comparative performance of controllers based on SSE analysis

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, PI-lead and lead-lag regulated BESS controllers are presented and

compared with the conventional PI regulated BESS for providing voltage and frequency

support and enhancing the power export capability of the grid. BESS competence is also

compared with STATCOM technology which has been widely used for enhancing

power export in the grid. It is observed that a network contingency event limits the

amount of power that can be exported between two interlinked systems and it may

become unstable if the volume of power export exceeds that allowable limit. This

defines the need for supplementary damping support in the grid.

Simulation studies illustrate that with 44% increase in the amount of power export,
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the system becomes unstable. The integrated STATCOM remains unsuccessful in

providing necessary damping into the grid and stabilizing the grid responses at the

post-fault condition. However, the incorporated BESS at CN provides sufficient

damping support to the grid and thus the grid voltage and frequency oscillation

decelerates over the time and stabilizes within the NEM defined boundary. This

validates BESS potential in stabilizing voltage and frequency oscillations and could

prevent grid failure. It is also observed, considering the transient stability perspective,

battery power plays a greater role than the energy capacity of BESS. In addition,

lead-lag regulated BESS exhibits superior grid response compared to PI and PI-lead

regulated BESS in regard to smaller settling time, lower oscillation and better

steady-state value at the post-fault condition. The SSE based performance analysis

validates the superior performance of lead-lag and PI-lead regulated BESS.

In conclusion, BESS with all three types of controllers proved that BESS is an

effective technology in enhancing the stability of the grid and supporting the increased

amount of power export in the grid. Also, BESS with lead-lag controller outperforms

other controllers.

Apart from the transmission level application, BESS can also be utilized at a low

voltage level. In EVCS aggregated with PV, BESS can be employed to minimize

transformer overloading, provide numerous grid supports and thus maximizing the

benefit of EVCS and BESS. To this aim, the smart control of BESS in EVCS is put

forward in the next chapter to explore the potential of BESS for ensuring various

services while regulating the power output at the connection point within the

transformer capacity.



Chapter 7

Coordinated control of PV and BESS in

a smart EVCS for reducing the

overloading of grid connecting

transformer, PV smoothing and V2G

This chapter contains the following publication - U. Datta, A. Kalam and J. Shi, “Smart

control of PV and BESS in EV charging station for reducing transformer overloading and

providing grid ancillary service,” Journal of Energy Storage, vol. 28, pp. 101224, 2020.

7.1 Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) are revolutionizing the transportation industry due to the growing

supports from the government and manufacturers, advancements in battery technology

such as improved battery capacity, faster charging capability and a decline in battery

costs. However, the scattered distribution of EV connection in the existing electric grid

results in the complexity in operation and difficulty in proper planning of the grid [281].

In order to accommodate the growing urge of EVCSs, the capacity of the existing network
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needs to be upgraded that requires huge capital investment.

According to several research studies, effective planning of EV charging/discharging

can minimize the adverse impact of EV. In many occasion, EVs may have a positive

impact on the electric network depending on their energy management policy [282] and

can minimize investment and operating cost [283] under reasonable amount of EV

penetration. With the arrangement of vehicle-to-grid, EV can minimize the demand at

peak time and related investment costs [284].

An incorporation of PV system in EVCS can amplify the reduction of carbon

dioxide and may provide the flexibility to participate in providing ancillary services into

the grid [285, 286]. The bulk of energy import from the grid can be reduced by

maximizing the use of available PV energy [287]. Time of use pricing [288] and day

ahead price [289] schemes are adopted so that EV owner charge their vehicle during PV

production periods with lower price and can also discharge EV power for charging other

EVs [290]. However, the variation of PV output is not given any consideration for such

PV integrated EVCS.

To minimize the drawback of variable PV power output and EVs charging demand,

several strategies for managing the charging/discharging of BESS is presented in

literature [291–293]. A variable price model is discussed in [294] that promotes the

storing of surplus energy in the case of lower electricity price and selling it to the grid in

the case of higher electricity prices. A similar strategy is adopted in [295] for a

PV-BESS integrated EVCS which demonstrates an increment in the annual profit of

EVCS resulting from the efficient use of PV-BESS. In addition, authors in [296] showed

that RES and storage system diminish grid impact by curtailing power absorption from

the grid. Nevertheless, grid performance under EVCS uptake is neglected in the

studies [291, 293–296]. Authors in [297] demonstrated various operation modes of

BESS particularly for peak load minimization and demand fluctuation. A BESS

connected EVCS is proposed in [298, 299] that reveals the benefit of reduced operation

costs. However, in order to obtain the benefit, SOC constraints are ignored [299] and the

battery is drained out fully which will affect its lifetime [298]. Few other similar studies

in [300, 301] have suggested optimal operation strategies depending on the market price
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which has pushed the BESS to be charged/discharged continuously throughout the day.

However, no studies with PV-BESS-EV have considered overloading stress on the grid

and grid-connected transformer of EVCS.

The study in [302] discussed that distribution network can be overloaded if EV load

demand is managed inefficiently. Existing distribution network infrastructure needs to be

upgraded in order to accommodate the rising penetration of EV and avoid failure of the

network resulting from network overloading. Studies in [303,304] suggested that soaring

EV penetration initiates the rise of hot-spot temperature in distribution transformer which

significantly accelerates the loss of the transformer’s life.

Realizing the upward trend of EV penetration and its adverse impact in the grid,

numerous charging strategy of EV and PV integration in EVCS are suggested in earlier

studies. In order to reduce cost and negative impact on grid connecting transformer, an

interactive EV charging and grid monitoring strategy are proposed in [305]. Authors

in [306] demonstrated that by using available PV power output in a PV integrated

EVCS, overloading and in turn rise in hot-spot temperature can be significantly reduced.

Another study in [307] suggested that adjusting EV demand as a controllable load can

diminish the rise of peak demand due to EV charging. This arrangement can minimize

transformer aging due to overloading and therefore existing network infrastructure

would be able to sustain large EV penetration. Nonetheless, the broader application of

BESS for providing other ancillary services such as Battery to Grid (B2G) within the

transformer capacity limit has not given any consideration when BESS remains unused.

Regulated EV charging is discussed in [308–310] by controlling EV charging at

on/off-peak periods [308] and slow/fast charging strategy [309]. The charging power is

limited within the transformer’s rated capacity in the case of higher power demand than

the rated capacity to avoid overloading [310]. A coordinated charging is presented

in [311] for a PV-BESS integrated EVCS in order to minimize transformer overloading.

In another study in [312], it is shown that BESS reduces the power demand for EV

charging to recharge within the transformer capacity. However, the detailed modeling of

BESS [311], PV adoption [312] and B2G [311, 312] strategy are completely ignored in

the study.
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This chapter presents a coordinated charging strategy in a PV-BESS installed EVCS

in order to regulate BESS operation aiming to avoid transformer overloading while

fulfilling EV charging demand. Furthermore, BESS output is managed to smooth PV

power output with respect to the loading condition of the transformer and available PV

output for minimizing the adverse impact of intermittent PV output. In addition, B2G

service is assimilated in EVCS to facilitate power export from BESS but without

violating the transformer’s rated capacity. It is demonstrated that with the proposed

strategy, transformer overloading can be significantly reduced. Two different sizes of

transformer are used in the simulation in order to validate the efficacy of the proposed

BESS charging strategy. BESS for smoothing during PV output power variation and

B2G are demonstrated through simulation studies. Battery recharging within the

transformer capacity is further illustrated through simulation.

7.2 Studied EV Charging Station

The layout of the presented EVCS is illustrated in Fig. 7.1 with corresponding arrows

defining power flow. The connection comprises several EVs which are connected to the

AC bus via an aggregator, a 22kW PV module, a 200kW and a 167kW BESS and a

grid connecting the transformer. PV and BESS are integrated to the AC bus via DC/AC

converter. EVCS is connected to the grid via a 0.4/11kV transformer.

In order to determine the corresponding rated power of BESS, charging demand at

two spots, food center and residential area, as presented in [314] are considered. The

load demands are shown in Fig. 7.2. However, load demand which is more than 90kW

are considered in this study and thus the capacity of the grid connecting transformer

is selected as 90kW for demonstration purposes. According to Fig. 7.2, it is observed

that the highest load demand for a particular period of time is 290kW in a day. This

indicates the reality of overloading of a small-sized transformer or selecting a large size

transformer to avoid overloading for a shorter length of time. Therefore, the technical

benefit of BESS integration in a PV integrated EVCS and associated control methods are

presented in this study.
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Fig. 7.1 Studied EVCS with EVs, PV and BESS [313]

EVs load demands are considered as an aggregated load instead of as an individual

load demand and therefore, a detailed model for EV is not considered in the simulation

study. Furthermore, it is assumed that EV operates only in charging mode as in [314]

and thus EV arrival, state-of-charge of individual EV is not taken into consideration. PV

output varies in real time, but in this study, PV is designed to generate 20kW during all

the studied contingency events. The detailed modeling and control of BESS is discussed

Fig. 7.2 Load profile of EVCS in food center (PEV,1) and residential area (PEV,2) [313]
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in Sub-section 7.3.

7.3 BESS Modeling at EVCS

The presented BESS model encompasses battery bank, BESS controller and

bi-directional DC/AC converter. The rated capacity of BESS converter defines the

amount of active and reactive power available to participate in providing response to the

control action. However, in this study, active power of BESS is the main focus and

hence the reactive power control is disabled which can be extended if needed. The

complete layout of BESS controller can be divided in the following sections:

1. Reference power generator Pref

2. Active power (P) regulator

3. Battery charge regulator

4. d and q axis current regulator

5. Battery model and SOC estimation

7.3.1 Reference Power Generator PBESS−ref

The reference power generator PBESS−ref generates active power reference for regulating

BESS power output in response to the measured power (Pmeas(s)). The (Pmeas(s)) is

taken at the point of transformer connection and according to the defined control logic as

illustrated in Fig. 7.3 where BESS output power at AC terminal is defined by Pin. The

nature of application delineates the amount and direction of BESS power flow. During

transformer overloading reduction, BESS injects the amount of power deficit above the

rated capacity of transformer. The thorough discussion on producing reference power

generator Pref is outlined in Section 7.4 for various operation conditions.
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Fig. 7.3 Active power (P) regulator with PBESS−ref generator [313]

7.3.2 Active Power (P) Regulator

The calculated power resulting from the error between reference power generator Pref

and Pin as presented in Fig. 7.3 passes through a first order filter. The filter output is

passed through a PI controller which generates active power reference in d-axis. The

time constants T1 and T2 in the first order filter shapes the dynamic response and thus a

large value of time constant results slower transient response. In order to avoid integrator

windup, an anti-windup limiter is incorporated in the PI controller. The mathematical

derivation of anti-windup can be expressed as in (7.1):

where, PI controller output yo=id−ref , ymx=id−max and ymn=id−min.

The charge control receives the generated d-axis current (id−ref ) signal from the PI

controller. The considered value of PI controller are as follows: Kp=2, Ti=0.01, id−max=1

and id−min=-1.
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7.3.3 BESS Charge Controller and Current Controller

The set constraints for battery charging regulation is illustrated in Fig. 7.4 that

delineates the control of BESS power output i.e. charging/discharging mode of battery

in response to the designed event. BESS can discharge if present battery SOC is above

the lowest allowable SOC and charge if lower than the minimum SOC which can be

adjusted if needed. In this study, the lowest and maximum SOC limit constraints are

taken as 0.2pu and 1pu. The regulation of BESS active power for various SOC

constraints can be calculated as in (7.2):
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7.3.3 BESS Charge Controller

The set constraints for battery charging regulation is illustrated in Fig. 7.4 that delineates

the control of BESS power output i.e. charging/discharging mode of battery in response

to the designed event. BESS can discharge if present battery SOC is above the lowest

allowable SOC and charge if lower than the minimum SOC which can be adjusted if

needed. In this study, lowest and maximum SOC limit constraints are taken as 0.2pu and

1pu. The regulation of BESS active power for various SOC constraints can be calculated

as in (7.1):

id−ref =





id−ref−in SOC ≥ SOCmin

−id−ref−in SOC ≤ SOCmax

0 Otherwise

(7.2)

Battery needs to be recharged once battery SOC reaches to the minimum SOC value

Fig. 7.4 BESS charge and d-q axis current control

The battery needs to be recharged once battery SOC reaches to the minimum SOC

value and recharging should continue until it reaches to the maximum SOC of 1pu as

Fig. 7.4 BESS charge/discharge control and d-q axis current controller [313]
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per the designed constraints. Battery should be recharged only if the transformer is not

overloaded i.e. the available power for BESS recharging is the unused capacity of the

transformer after feeding the EV charging demand. This will make sure that battery

recharging does not result overloading of the transformer and only take actions if the

constraints are satisfied. The d and q axis current controller as shown in Fig. 7.4

regulates BESS active/reactive power based on the error between the grid and the

generated reference. However, as BESS is regulated for active power, reactive power

reference in q-axis is set to 0.

7.4 BESS Control in PV Combined EVCS

The coordinated regulation is an indispensable part of managing various energy

resources and operating modes. This coordination regulates BESS output and its

direction of flow with respect to the changes in PV output and dynamic load demand.

The individual control loop is regulated independently but the inputs are partially

dependent on each other. This assures the action of an appropriate control operation for

the designed operating condition while other control loops should not operate.

7.4.1 Control of BESS Scaling Down of Transformer Overloading

The main purpose of installing BESS is to reduce the amount of imported power in

EVCS if EV power demand surpasses the transformer’s nominal capacity and thus

avoids transformer overloading. The mathematical calculation for determining power at

transformer integration point can be expressed as in (7.3):
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and recharging should continue until it reaches to the maximum SOC of 1pu as per the

designed constraints. Battery should be recharged only if transformer is not overloaded

i.e. the available power for BESS recharging is the unused capacity of transformer after

feeding the EV charging demand. This will make sure that batter recharging does not

result overloading of the transformer and only take actions if the constraints are satisfied.

The d and q axis current controller as shown in Fig. 7.4 regulates BESS active/reactive

power based on the error between the grid and generated reference. However, as BESS

is regulated for active power, reactive power reference in q-axis is set to 0.

7.4 BESS Control in PV Combined EVCS

The coordinated regulation is an indispensable part for managing various energy

resources and operating modes. This coordination regulates BESS output and its

direction of flow with respect to the changes in PV output and dynamic load demand.

The individual control loop is regulated independently but the inputs are partially

dependent to each other. This assures the action of an appropriate control operation for

the designed operating condition while other control loop should not operate.

7.4.1 Control of BESS Scaling Down of Transformer Overloading

The objective of the integrated BESS is to reduce the incoming power of charging station

when power demand exceeds the nominal transformer capacity. This avoids transformer

overloading depending on the power output available from BESS. Hence the power flow

at transformer connection point can be reduced and calculated as in (7.2):

PTR =





PEV − PBESS if PEV> PTR−nom

and SOC ≥ SOCmin

PEV if PEV≤ PTR−nom

(7.3)
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where the total power output at the transformer end and EV charging demand are

defined by PTR and PEV respectively. The addition of PEV,1 and PEV,2 results PEV that

must be equal or less than the nominal capacity of transformer for avoiding overloading.

The power output of BESS PBESS continues to support as long as SOC constraints are

maintained. The reference power output of BESS PBESS−ref regulation can be written

as in (7.4)
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where PTR is the total power demand by the transformer, PEV is the total EV load

demand and PEV is equal to the summation of PEV,1, PEV,2. PTR should be equal to

the nominal transformer rating PTR−nom to avoid overloading, PBESS is the BESS power

output as long as it satisfies the minimum SOC constraint. The reference for BESS power

PBESS−ref can be expressed as in (7.3):

PBESS−ref = PEV − PTR−nom (7.4)

The regulation of BESS for transformer overloading reduction is shown in Fig 7.5.

When EV load demand is higher than the nominal capacity of transformer, BESS power

is calculated according to (7.3) or else BESS power reference is zero. The generated

power reference Pref is then multiplied with a proportional-integral (PI) controller to

produce d-axis current component as shown in Fig 7.3.

Fig. 7.5 Flow diagram for transformer overloading reduction with BESS

The BESS continues to provide power supply as long as battery SOC constraints are

satisfied. If sufficient BESS capacity is not available during the overloading period, the

total EV load demand will be fed by the grid and this will result transformer overloading.

7.4.2 PV power smoothing and reducing transformer overloading

In order to generate and maximize sustainable energy, EVCS roof can be equipped with

PV and this can help to reduce power consumption from the grid during the day time and

consequently reducing transformer loading. However, PV is intermittent and with the

nature of variable output over the time may affect the grid power to oscillate dramatically.

The design and control of BESS in EVCS for reducing transformer overloading and PV

smoothing is shown in Fig. 7.6. PV smoothing, in this study, is referred as supplying the

where nominal capacity of transformer is defined by PTR−nom. The overall process

of reducing transformer overloading with BESS is illustrated in Fig 7.5. According to

(7.4), BESS output response PBESS−ref is only available if power output for EV charging

demand is greater than PTR−nom i.e a positive value or else PBESS−ref is zero. The value

of Pref is then passed through a PI controller to generate d-axis current reference as

illustrated in Fig 7.3.

Fig. 7.5 Flow diagram for transformer overloading reduction with BESS [313]

7.4.2 PV Output Smoothing and Transformer Overloading

Reduction

If PV panels are installed in the EVCS ceiling, this can lessen the amount of grid power

consumption and thus transformer overloading can be reduced partially. However, due

to the intermittent nature of PV, grid power is subjected to frequent oscillation. In order

to support this phenomenon, BESS is designed to provide PV output smoothing when

PV output drops below a certain predefined level. The regulation of BESS power output

in EVCS for an aggregated PV smoothing and transformer overloading reduction is
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illustrated in Fig. 7.6. It is worth mentioning that, PV smoothing, in this study, is

referred to as providing the amount of power shortage other than 20kW. The amount of

BESS power output for transformer overloading reduction is defined by PBESS1. The

amount of BESS power for PV smoothing is defined by PBESS/PV which is equal to the

variation between PV output PPV and set predefined value PPV−lim as in (7.5). When

PPV is equal or above PPV−lim, the value of PBESS/PV is zero.
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deficit in PV power output than the maximum PV output. PBESS1 defines the amount of

BESS power reference for scaling down the power feed by the transformer higher than

its rated nominal value. When PV output is lower than the predefined value (PPV−lim),

the power reference for BESS PBESS/PV is equal to the difference between the PV power

output and the predefined set value as in (7.4). The value of PBESS/PV is zero when PV

output is equal or greater than the set value.

PBESS/PV =





|PPV − PPV−lim| if PPV< PPV−lim

and SOC ≥ SOCmin

0 else

(7.5)

Since it is considered that EV power demand is always greater than the maximum PV

output, BESS is not charged when PPV is greater than PPV−lim.

Fig. 7.6 Block diagram of transformer overloading reduction and PV smoothing with
BESS

In order to avoid PV smoothing operation when there is no PV output (PPV ≤0)

mainly reflects night time scenario, a PV status PPV/S is forwarded to the PV smoothing

controller (0= not available and 1=available). A multiplier defines whether smoothing

operation is needed to be active or inactive depending on the status of PV power output.

The main benefit of the proposed PV-BESS coordinated control compared to the existing

PV smoothing techniques is that BESS operates in smoothing control as long as PV

It is assumed in this study that PV generation is always less than EV charging demand

and hence, BESS does not participate in charging when PPV is above the PPV−lim.

Fig. 7.6 Coordinated control of transformer overloading reduction and PV smoothing
with BESS [313]

While providing PV smoothing, it needs to be assured that the control action

remains inactive during the night time or on a very cloudy day. To implement this, a

status signal of PV output PPV/S is sent to smoothing regulator (0= PV output is not

available, 1=PV output is available) when PPV ≤0. Depending on the signal output of
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PPV/S , PBESS/PV is zero or a positive value. The fundamental advantage of the

presented PV-BESS regulation is that PV smoothing only operates when PV output is

available i.e. during the day time only. PV smoothing power reference PBESS/PV 0 is

finally added with transformer overloading reduction signal PBESS1 to generate the

combined power reference of BESS PBESS−ref .

7.4.3 The Integrated Control for B2G and Battery Recharging

In a deregulated market where the consumer is allowed to sell energy to the grid and when

electricity price is high, installed BESS can participate in B2G services. However, the

main constraint is the price which needs to be economically justifiable i.e. the price for

B2G PB2G must be higher than that of grid-to-battery PG2B. Considering a single point of

power connection, only power export or import is possible at any given time of operation.

BESS can be designed to participate in frequency or active power regulation if needed.

The coordinated control of curtailed transformer overloading, PV smoothing, B2G and

battery recharging is illustrated in Fig. 7.7 (shaded in pink). The selection of each mode

defines the power flow direction. When the power flow signal directs from the grid to the

EVCS, the combined overloading reduction and PV smoothing reference PBESS−ref/OLS

defines BESS power output reference PBESS−ref1. During B2G operation, power flow

signal directs from the EVCS to the grid and hence PBESS−ref/OLS remains inactive. In

that case, BESS power output reference PBESS−ref1 is defined by PBESS−ref/B2G. In

order to ensure that PBESS−ref/B2G is regulated within the rated capacity of transformer,

the boundary for B2G operation (PTR−B2G−lim) is defined by the ratio of PTR−nom and

the nominal capacity of BESS (PBESS−nom). This is particularly important for a BESS

size higher than the rated capacity of transformer as illustrated in (7.6).
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transformer overloading reduction, PV smoothing and battery recharging is shown in

Fig. 7.7 (on the left column). The mode of operation is regulated by the direction of

power flow. The output at BESS power reference for overloading reduction and PV

smoothing PBESS−ref/OLS is available if the direction of power flow is from grid to the

EVCS i.e. positive or neutral. In the case of B2G implementation, PBESS−ref/OLS

becomes zero as the power flows from EVCS to the grid i.e. negative and thus

PBESS−ref/B2G regulates the BESS power reference PBESS−ref1. The limit of BESS

active power output for B2G (PTR−B2G−lim) is constrained within the ratio of

transformer’s nominal capacity (PTR−nom) and total BESS capacity (PBESS−nom) to

ensure transformer overloading is avoided (when BESS size is higher than transformer

rating) during B2G service periods as shown in (7.5):

PTR−B2G−lim = PTR−nom/PBESS−nom (7.6)

The generated power reference is then passed through a PI controller to generate

d-axis current component and hence the maximum and minimum limit needs to be

adjusted according to the service that BESS is providing. The coordinated active power

(P) controller arrangement is shown in Fig. 7.7 (on the right column). During the

operation of transformer overloading reduction and PV smoothing, BESS is regulated

within the maximum and minimum BESS capacity and hence the signal PB2G/S1 is

equal to 1. However, the employment of B2G adjusts BESS output limit within the

transformer nominal capacity PTR−B2G−lim and hence PB2G/S is equal to 1 and PB2G/S1

is zero. Each operating limits are managed by their corresponding mode of operation.

Battery is designed to be recharged for two different scenarios: (1) when SOC is

lower than the minimum 0.2pu or (2) when SOC is lower than 0.5pu and d-axis current

reference id−ref is less than 0.0001pu which avoids recharging when battery is

discharging and 0.5pu > SOC > 0.2pu. To avoid transformer overloading during

battery recharging, battery will recharge when PTR<PTR−nom and the recharging BESS

power (PBESS/ch) is equal to the available transformer capacity which can be calculated

as PTR-PTR−nom. The status of SOC SSOC changes according to the aforementioned

While passing the updated power reference through a PI controller, the operating limit

needs to be adapted in accordance with the operation mode of BESS. The active power

controller in various operation modes are illustrated in Fig. 7.7 (on the right column).
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Fig. 7.7 Coordinated control of reducing transformer overloading, smoothing PV output
and B2G at EVCS with BESS [313]

BESS output is controlled within the maximum value i.e. PB2G/S1 as 1 when BESS

operates in transformer overloading reduction and PV smoothing. Nevertheless, during

B2G operation, the output limit is adjusted within the ratio of PTR−nom and the nominal

capacity of BESS (PBESS−nom). Hence, PB2G/S is set to 1 and thus PB2G/S1 becomes

zero.

Battery recharging is designed for two operating scenarios: (a) SOC is below the

minimum SOC (0.2pu) value, (b) SOC is below 0.5pu and id−ref is lower than 0.0001pu

which ensures the avoidance of any clash between battery charging and discharging

signal during 0.5pu > SOC > 0.2pu. Furthermore, the recharging power of BESS

PBESS/ch should be available when PTR<PTR−nom. The amount of PBESS/ch can be

calculated as PTR-PTR−nom.
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7.4.4 Determining BESS (kW) and Transformer (kVA) Capacity

To determine an appropriate size of BESS, it is crucial to decide the rated capacity of

the grid connecting transformer. Referring to the load profile at the chosen location as

exhibited in Fig. 7.2 demonstrates that a very high load demand is visible for a certain

period of the day. In order to avoid transformer overloading between 2pm to 11pm, two

various sizes of the transformer, a 121kVA and 200kVA rated transformer, (PTR−nom) are

chosen.

According to Fig. 7.2, peak EV charging demand (PEV−max) is 288kW at

approximately 10pm. To reduce the amount of power consumption from the grid and in

turn curtail transformer loading, the calculation of needed BESS size (PBESS−req) can

be expressed as in (7.7).
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defined scenarios.

7.4.4 BESS (kW) and Transformer (kVA) sizing

In order to select a proper size of BESS, it is imperative to determine transformer’s

nominal rating and BESS efficiency. According to the load demand profile of the

selected area as shown in Fig. 7.2 which illustrates that load demand is relatively high

for a particular time of the day. Two different sizes of transformer, a 121kVA and

200kVA transformers (PTR−nom) are selected in this study which explains that

overloading after 2pm until approximately 11pm can be easily avoided with the selected

transformers sizes.

On the contrary, the maximum EV charging load demand (PEV−max) is 288kW at

about 10pm. In order to lessen the power feed from the grid and minimize transformer

overloading, the required BESS size (PBESS−req) can be calculated as in (7.6):

PBESS−req = PEV−max − PTR−nom (7.7)

In the case of 200kVA transformer, the overloading after 2pm until approximately

11pm can be easily avoided with a smaller size of BESS. In addition, this will not result

an overloading of the transformer during B2G or recharging of the battery as the BESS

size is smaller than the transformer rated capacity. On the contrary, with a 121kVA

transformer, the required BESS size is 167kW. Hence, the required BESS size is 167kW.

Assuming the charging and discharging efficiency is 85% [317], a 200kW of BESS is

selected. However, it is worth mentioning that this is not an optimal size of BESS or

transformer and the optimal size can be determined in the future work. The complete

energy management of BESS in various operation modes are summarized in the flowchart

as shown in Fig. 7.8.

For the given peak EV charging demand from 2pm to 11pm and with a 200kVA

transformer, a 100kW of BESS is sufficient to reduce transformer loading. Furthermore,

as the BESS size is lower than the transformer’s rated capacity, the transformer will not

be overloaded during B2G or battery recharging. On the other hand, for a 121kVA

transformer and assuming a charging/discharging efficiency of 85% [315], the required

BESS size is 200kW. The overall control design is demonstrated via a flowchart as

illustrated in Fig. 7.8.

7.5 Results and Analysis

The effectiveness of the presented integrated control design is substantiated through

numerous case studies which are outlined as follows:

(a) Reducing Transformer Loading with BESS and without PV
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Fig. 7.8 Flowchart of the proposed energy management scheme [313]

(b) Integrated control of PV & BESS to Reduce Transformer Loading and PV

Smoothing

(1) Stable PV Output and Reducing Transformer Loading Only

(2) PV Smoothing Only

(3) PV Smoothing and Reducing Transformer Loading

(c) BESS for B2G Service

(d) Battery Recharging without Violating Transformer Capacity

7.5.1 Reducing Transformer Loading with BESS and without PV

The reduction of transformer overloading for various operation modes with and without

a BESS is presented in Fig. 7.9. Fig. 7.9(a) depicts the variation of EV load demand

between 95kW to 288kW [314]. A typical load demand of 120kW is selected for the
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simulation purposes. A 87.5% load growth in EV charging demand i.e. 225kW at t=5s

is applied which entails the need of 104kW from the BESS when a 121kVA transformer

is selected to avoid overloading. The load demand is lowered to the normal condition at

t=65s. At t=70s, load demand is increased by 140% which implies 167kW demand to be

met by BESS to reduce transformer overloading. On the contrary, in the case of 200kVA

transformer, the required contributions of BESS power are 25kW and 88kW

respectively. Transformer overloading in various operating conditions as depicts in

Fig. 7.9(b) indicate that without a BESS, transformer overloading reaches upto 238%

for the particular case study. However, it can be seen that with an integrated BESS,

transformer overloading can be effectively reduced. A large size of transformer i.e. a

200kVA transformer requires a moderate size of BESS (100kW) to reduce stress on

transformer loading. Nevertheless, an optimal size calculation of transformer and BESS

can provide better insight on the techno-economic benefit of the selection which is not

the focus of this thesis. The reduction in transformer overloading will reduce the hike in

hot-spot temperature of transformer which can prolong transformer lifetime [309].

Fig. 7.9 EV charging load demand (a) and transformer overloading in different operation
modes (b) [313]

The output power of BESS for transformer overloading reduction is presented in

Fig. 7.10(a). It can be seen that 200kW rated BESS delivers the necessary 104kW and

167kW following the variable load demand and curtails transformer loading within the

nominal capacity. With the larger size of transformer (200kVA) and smaller BESS

(100kW), loading at peak demand period is maintained within the nominal capacity of

transformer without making it overloaded. SOC of the Battery for both cases are

illustrated in Fig. 7.10(b) that indicates that battery SOC reduces during the service and
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Fig. 7.10 BESS active power output (a) and battery SOC during transformer overloading
period (b) [313]

hence a larger energy capacity of battery is essential to provide support for longer

periods.

7.5.2 Integrated Control of PV & BESS to Reduce Transformer

Loading and PV Smoothing

In this study, a 22kW rated PV system is considered in the EVCS ceiling which provides

a constant 20kW output. Hence, the power consumption of EVCS reduces by 20kW.

The amount of BESS power for overloading reduction, in this case, slashes to 84kW

as compared to 104kW and 147kW as compared to 167kW as in Section 7.5.1. For

200kVA transformer, the needed BESS power is 5kW during t=5s to t=65s and 68kW

for the duration of t=60-135s as illustrated in Fig. 7.11 (a). For 100kVA transformer,

the desired BESS power is 84kW during t=5s to t=65s and 147kW for the duration of

t=60-135s as exhibited in Fig. 7.11 (a). In both cases, transformer overloading is reduced

and regulated within 100% of its rated capacity as depicted in Fig. 7.11 (b). Thus, the

installed PV can maximize the use of renewable energy and reduce power consumption

from the grid during the day time.

While smoothing PV output, load demand is assumed to be constant and lower than

the rated capacity of the transformer. In the proposed design, BESS is allowed to

regulate its output when PV output reduces to a value lower than 20kW. PV output drops

to 15kW at t=5s which further drops to 13kW at t=15s and finally recover to its nominal
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Fig. 7.11 BESS active power output (a) Transformer loading during overloading
reduction with constant PV output (b) [313]

generation of 20kW as illustrated in Fig. 7.12(a). The PV output following BESS output

is depicted in Fig. 7.12(b) that clearly indicates the efficacy of the proposed control

design of regulating BESS power output according to the variation in PV output.

Fig. 7.12 PV output variation (a) and BESS active power output during PV smoothing
with no transformer overloading action (b) [313]

To further validate the coordinated control of PV-BESS, a combined event of

overloading reduction with constant output as in Fig. 7.12 and PV smoothing only as in

Fig. 7.11 is carried out. At t=5s, the aggregated power reference for 200kW BESS is

89kW which is the resultant of 84kW from transformer overloading reduction and 5kW

from PV smoothing. As PV output drops further, the power reference for BESS

increases to 91kW. On the contrary, the power reference for 100kW BESS is 10kW and

12kW respectively for the same contingency events. Fig. 7.13(a) indicates that BESS

efficiently regulates its output as transformer loading and PV output varies so that

transformer loading stays within the nominal capacity of the transformer. This

substantiates the efficacy of the proposed PV-BESS control to minimize transformer

loading and PV smoothing coherently. The loading of the transformer under various
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operating scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 7.13(b) that indicates BESS efficacy in

avoiding transformer overloading.

Fig. 7.13 BESS active power (a) Transformer loading and during integrated control
(b) [313]

Further simulation studies are carried out to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed

control design in term of BESS providing PV smoothing service only during the day time.

The variation in PV output is illustrated in Fig. 7.14(a) which indicates that PV output

diminishes over the simulation time and finally reduces to zero at t=25s which replicates

a night time scenario. In following the proposed control design, BESS initially delivers

5kW and 7kW respectively. However, BESS does not inject any power i.e. output power

reduces to zero once there is no PV output at t=25s according to the control design as

illustrated in Fig. 7.14(b).

Fig. 7.14 Fluctuation of PV output (a) and BESS active power response (b) [313]

7.5.3 BESS for B2G Service

In the absence of EV charging demand, BESS can participate in B2G and BESS can sell

its energy to the grid if the selling price is high. B2G service may range from energy
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arbitrage to frequency control. In order to implement B2G, it is considered that

electricity selling price already attractive to the EVCS owner to participate in B2G.

BESS continues to support until SOC constraints are not violated. In the case of higher

demand during B2G, BESS power output is regulated within the rated capacity of the

transformer. The power output of BESS during B2G implementation under two

operation limits are depicted in Fig. 7.15(a). At t=4s, a 140kW demand is enforced for

the duration of 16s. With 200kW BESS, this load demand can be supplied but this will

result in an undesirable overloading of the transformer. Nevertheless, with the specified

operating boundary, the amount of BESS power is equal to the rated capacity of

transformer i.e. 121kW which implies avoidance of transformer overloading. As

predicted, Fig. 7.15(b) shows higher SOC in the case of 100kW BESS as compared to

200kW BESS.

Fig. 7.15 BESS active power (a) and battery SOC (b) during B2G with and without
designed constraint [313]

7.5.4 Battery Recharging without Violating Transformer Capacity

Fig. 7.16 illustrates the implementation of the proposed battery recharging method with

a 121kVA transformer. Fig. 7.16(a) shows load demand and Fig. 7.16(b) shows battery

SOC for various operation modes. When battery SOC is above 0.5pu, battery recharging

is not required as depicted in Fig. 7.16(b). However, when the battery SOC drops to

0.46pu, battery needs to be recharged according to the control design. But as the load

demand is 141-20=121kW which implies that the transformer is fully loaded and thus it

does not have sufficient capacity (NEC) to accommodate further demand for recharging

the battery. On the contrary, when load demand drops to 92-20=72kW, transformer has a
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spare capacity of 121-72=49kW to recharge the battery. This substantiates the efficacy

of the proposed battery recharging method without violating the loading limit of

transformer.

Fig. 7.16 BESS active power (a) and battery SOC (b) during battery recharging [313]

7.6 Conclusion

In this study, an amalgamated control of PV-BESS in a EVCS is proposed to reduce

overloading of the grid connecting transformer. A detailed model of BESS in

association with control techniques is presented to curtail grid consumption for avoiding

overloading and providing PV smoothing and B2G services. The investigated summary

can be encapsulated as follows:

• A BESS in EVCS can significantly lower grid power consumption and thus reduce

overloading of the grid connecting transformer. It is demonstrated that a BESS can

lessen an overloading of 138% than that of without a BESS scenario.

• BESS demonstrates simultaneous capability in regulating its output to reduce

transformer loading and PV smoothing coherently as required by the EVCS.

• BESS engages in B2G when the energy selling price (battery discharging) is above

the purchasing price of recharging the battery to ensure profit.

• During B2G implementation, a larger capacity of battery (200kW) than the

transformer’s rated capacity (121kVA) can result in overloading of the
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transformer. The proposed constraints effectively regulates BESS power output

for B2G without resulting in an overloading of the transformer.

• During battery recharging, BESS only participates in recharging, if there is a

spare capacity of transformer after feeding the EVCS load demand. This ensures

transformer overloading, while battery recharging occurs.



Chapter 8

General Conclusions and Future

Research Works

8.1 General Conclusions

This research thesis focuses on improving voltage and frequency stability with the

growing penetration of renewable energy in the power system. The study presented in

this thesis contributes to new knowledge in the modeling of BESS for regulating voltage

and frequency in dynamic simulation studies of power system. In addition, the design of

sectional droop control in wind turbine for frequency control in a MG and BESS in

reducing transformer overloading in a charging station also contributes to the current

knowledge. The detailed modeling of BESS, for the regulation of frequency is the initial

stage of developing BESS model which is further modified according to the applications

and design requirements in later stages to carry out dynamic simulation studies of power

system.

In the beginning, combined inertia and sectional droop control coordinated with

FLC based pitch controller are designed to perform frequency control in a MG. This

combined design provided a valuable insight into the contribution of a wind turbine in

dynamic frequency regulation. For example, the presented multi-gain droop control
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implied that the frequency response of MG is greatly improved compared to the

conventional droop gain method. Furthermore, to avoid the speedy acceleration and

deceleration of wind turbine during low wind speed, the amount of power margin is

adjusted to two different values according to the corresponding wind speed. This

provided the flexibility of grid frequency to be regulated by the wind turbine without

compromising the stability performance of MG. However, the capability of a wind

turbine for participating in frequency regulation is merely dependent on available wind

speed, which is inherently variable in nature. Hence, sole dependency on a wind turbine

for frequency control will expose the grid to the risk of failure, if sufficient wind speed

is not available and so alternative measure of reserved energy sources is in indispensable

need in terms of maintaining the stability and security of the grid.

The pivotal control technique differs, depending on the particular application of

BESS i.e. if frequency/voltage or both the voltage and frequency regulation is needed.

Regardless of application types, the control design of voltage, frequency and charge

controller remains unchanged. The fundamental difference is in designing PQ

(active/reactive power) controller which varies according to its particular application.

When BESS is intended to provide frequency support only, the voltage controller is

disabled and reactive power regulation in PQ controller is set to zero. Through

simulation studies, it is observed that with the increased penetration of low inertial wind

energy, the capability of the electric power system for oscillation damping reduces

significantly and frequency responses of generators violate the mandatory grid

requirements. Simulation results with the incorporated BESS demonstrated that the

designed BESS model whose intent was to provide frequency support greatly improved

the oscillation damping of the system and satisfied grid conditions. The advantage of

integrating BESS is that it reduced frequency deviation and stabilized the frequency

responses at a faster rate than without a BESS demonstrating its potentiality in grid

application.

On the contrary, when BESS is designed for voltage and frequency regulation, BESS

converter capacity determines the amount of active and reactive power participation in

regulation services. The reactive power was calculated from the remaining BESS
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capacity once the active power is estimated for frequency regulation. The simulation

studies show that with zero inertial PV system, the frequency responses violate

mandatory grid conditions. The PSS provided a trivial contribution in enhancing grid

responses but failed to provide adequate support that could satisfy mandatory grid code

conditions. Nevertheless, BESS integrated system demonstrated better oscillation

damping that fulfilled the grid requirements. Moreover, the reactive power regulation of

BESS contributed to better control of grid voltage, which substantiates BESS potential

in regulating simultaneous voltage and frequency. Furthermore, an original SOC

recovery scheme is also presented in this study. It is observed that battery SOC can be

easily restored to the desired level according to the plan of BESS operator without

affecting the capacity of BESS during network events. The main benefit of the proposed

SOC recovery strategy was that the operational flexibility could be achieved effortlessly

by changing the value of charging current that provides added mobility of BESS

regulation for various network conditions, operational planning and management.

In order to further determine BESS competency in regulating and enhancing voltage

and frequency stability of the grid, the comparative performance of BESS and

STATCOM is investigated in a large-scale power system which is an equivalent

depiction of a real power system. The aim was to maintain the grid stability under

various contingencies and improve the power transmission capacity of the grid. The

performance of PI-lead and lead-lag regulated BESS controller was designed and

compared with the conventional PI regulated BESS. The simulation studies exhibited

that due to network fault and without any FACTS device, the grid responses accelerate

over the time which leads to instability and subsequent grid failure. The STATCOM

contributed in oscillation damping but by a fraction only and thus it was not able to

diminish the growing oscillations of grid voltage and frequency. However, unlike

STATCOM, BESS provided sufficient damping into the grid that was able to stabilize

the grid voltage and frequency. So, it is validated that BESS has the superior capability

in grid application than that of a STATCOM in terms of maximizing the capability of

available power transmission capacity without affecting the grid stability performance.

In addition, BESS performed remarkably regardless of the installed series capacitors

between the two interconnected transmission lines. Moreover, it is also shown through
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SSE analysis that PI-lead regulated BESS performed better than the traditional PI

regulated BESS. However, SSE analysis concluded that lead-lag regulated BESS

demonstrated the best outcome for all the studied contingencies.

Finally, a smart coordinated BESS and PV control is designed in an EV charging

station mainly to minimize the overloading of the grid coupling transformer. The output

power of BESS is designed to be regulated once the demand for EV charging load

exceeds the rated transformer capacity. In addition, BESS output is also regulated to

smooth out PV power beyond the specified threshold. Furthermore, as the battery

capacity is higher than the transformer nominal rating, the battery recharging limit is

regulated within the transformer capacity to avoid overloading. Also, BESS participated

in B2G without overloading the coupling transformer as it is designed to participate in

B2G within the maximum transformer capacity limit. Simulation results validated the

effectiveness of BESS in achieving the expected outcome according to the design.

8.2 Future Research Works

The applicability of BESS has been illustrated in terms of dynamic voltage, frequency

and power regulation in various power system and network operating conditions. It is

observed that the regulation techniques of BESS power output have a significant impact

on its performance and hence, there are ample scopes for further advancements in BESS

control techniques in future research work. The following are the scope for research work

in the area:

• The optimal tuning of BESS parameter is obvious in demonstrating a better

performance of BESS in dynamic network conditions. In addition, the value of

sectional droop parameters have a significant influence on the damping

performance of a wind turbine for frequency control. Hence, an optimal

parameter tuning of BESS and adaptive droop parameters need to be given careful

attention which may provide a better regulation capability of BESS and wind

turbine in a changing operating conditions.
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• Considering the wide application of machine learning and artificial intelligent

algorithms, these methods can further be integrated for regulating BESS. In view

of multiple inputs as a set of conditions, artificial processing techniques can have

an outstanding privilege over the traditional methods which can be a particular

interest in future study.

• The size and placement of battery carry a great importance in terms of providing

the necessary services while ensuring the maximum benefit of BESS usage.

Therefore, optimization approaches such as stochastic, heuristic/meta-heuristic

and evolutionary computing techniques can be adopted to determine the optimal

size and placement of BESS installation for maximum techno-economic benefit.

• The power regulation of wind turbine for frequency control may result in a

reduction in the net power output depending on the amount of power exchanges

that will affect the financial gain. Hence, the techno-economic pay off of wind

turbine for frequency control and the potential use of BESS for providing the

same service within the economic constraints will get further attention. This may

provide an influential insight into comparative techno-economic performance

between individual BESS and wind farm or coordinated control for frequency

regulation.

• In consideration of EV charging demand, real-time variable EV demand can be

included in the coordinated control that imitates a more realistic approach. In

addition, instead of a single charging station, this can further be coordinated with

other charging stations that can provide added benefit to the distribution network

operation and control. The voltage and frequency control can also be added in

BESS design for network stability besides power control. EV can be designed and

coordinated with BESS for frequency/voltage regulation (vehicle-to-grid). The

price for B2G is considered to be always high that will attract BESS to participate

in B2G. However, considering a real scenario, the real-time pricing can also be

further included for regulating BESS in B2G operation.

• Although BESS provides rapid response to grid abnormalities and allows further

integration of RESs, the high capital cost is one of the dominant factors towards
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its prevalent implementation. Furthermore, BESS undergoes rapid charging and

discharging while providing grid services over the BESS lifetime and this

increases the impedance of battery cells and results in battery degradation.

Therefore, the comparative analysis of economic advantage and technical benefit

of using BESS for various grid services such as frequency and/or voltage control,

balancing mechanism, etc. requires careful attention. To this aim,

techno-economic assessment through optimization during grid service will get

further attention in future study.
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Appendix A

Frequency controller: deadband- 0.0004, droop setting: R=0.001

Voltage controller: deadband- 0.1, droop setting: R=1 P controller: Kp=1, Ki=1,

Tip=0.04, ymin=id−min =iq−min= -0.7pu

Q controller: Kp=0.25, Ki=0.25, Tiq=1, ymax=id−max =iq−max= 1pu, current controller:

Kd= Kq= Kid= Kiq=1, Td= Tq=0.01

Battery parameter: Initial SOC=80%, capacity/Cell (Ah)=12, no. of parallel cell=20,

nominal voltage=0.9kV, SOCmin=0.2, SOCmax=1.
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Appendix B1

PI controller: Tp=0.01, Tq=0.02, Kd=Kq=1, Tid=4, Tiq=4, id−max=iq−max=1,

id−min=iq−min=-1.

PI-lead controller: Tp=0.01, Tq=0.02, Tb1=Tb2=1, Ta1=Ta2=0.5, Kd=Kq=1, Tid=4,

Tiq=4, id−max=1, id−min=iq−min=-1.

Lead-lag controller: T=6; Tz1=1, Tp1=0.5, Tz2=4, Tp2=15, Tz3=1, Tp3=0.5, Tz4=4,

Tp4=15, KP=KQ=5, id−max=iq−max=1, id−min=iq−min=-1.

Appendix B2

Capacitor parameters:

Cap-Siirto-N= Cap-CN-NW=106 µF , Cap-NW-Siirto=114.83 µF , Cap-C-CN= Cap-C-

CN-1=62.63 µF , Cap-CN-N=81.06 µF

Parameters of Network Power Flow:

Table B2.1 Load parameter

Load MW MVar Load MW MVar

South-West 570 250 Central-South 485 150

South, South-East 570 250 Central-North 570 250

Central 428 0 North 135 50

Central-East 285 100 North-East 135 50

Central-West 428 150 North-West 285 50
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Table B2.2 Generator active and reactive power parameters:

South-West 481 -137 Central-East 285 -210

South 570 -87 Central-North 570 -170

South-East 570 30 North 85 -144

Wind-S 200 0 North-East 85 -75

Wind-SE 100 0 Wind-NE 50 0

Central 428 -336 North-West 285 -184

Wind-C 100 0 Nordic N2 0 -163

Central-West 428 -144 Nordic N1 0 0

Wind-CW 50 0 Nordic C 0 0

Central-South 285 -251 Nordic S 0 -585

Appendix B3

Capacity/Cell-30 Ah, Empty cell minimum voltage-22 V, Full cell voltage-13.85 V, Cells

in parallel-60, Cells in row-65, Nominal source voltage-0.9 kV, Resistance/cell-0.001

ohm.
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